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Abstrakt: Práca sa zaoberá rozložením tmavej hmoty v sféricky symetrických galaktic-
kých halách. Zaujímame sa o skutočný priebeh hustoty hmotnosti ρ(r) tmavej hmoty v
galaktickom hale. Diskutované sú konvenčné modely rozloženia tmavej hmoty s výsled-
kom, že tieto modely sú nepresné alebo v niektorých prípadoch dokonca nesprávne.
Prezentujeme a preskúmavame teoretický model polytropického hala v hydrostatickej
rovnováhe a jeho špeciálnu podmnožinu, model vychádzajúci zo zjednodušenia asymp-
toticky plochých rotačných kriviek (hydrostatický model). Tento model je konzistentný
s obrazom izotermálneho hala tmavej hmoty. Pozorované javy (Tully-Fisherov vzťah, ro-
tačné krivky galaxií, univerzalita súčinu ρ0r0 (Donato et al., 2009), hmotnosť a polomer
Galaxie) sú konfrontované s tými, ktoré predpovedá model. Tieto testy hovoria v prospech
modelu. Ďalšou kladnou vlastnosťou modelu je jeho schopnosť interpretovať kvázi kon-
štantnosť súčinu ρ0r0 medzi galaxiami ako kvázi konštantnosť centrálneho tlaku. Avšak
ak tmavú hmotu interpretujeme ako klasický ideálny plyn, narážame na vyparovanie
takýchto hydrostatických hál. Navyše hydrostatický model nezapadá do súčasnej kozmo-
logickej prestavy tmavej hmoty a nie je univerzálny (asymptoticky ploché rotačné krivky
nie sú univerzálne). A preto navrhujeme nový model, motivovaný pozorovaniami a koz-
mológiou. Náš model vychádza z Hartwickovho modelu (Hartwick, 2012), ale oproti to-
muto my požadujeme (a patrične motivujeme) kvadratický pokles hustoty v blízkosti cen-
tra. Náš nový fenomenologický model rovnako rešpektuje univerzálnosť rotačných kriviek
generovaných halom v stredných optických vzdialenostiach (McGaugh et al., 2007), kvázi
konštantnosť ρ0r0 a klesá ako r−3 pre r-veľké (ako NFW). Diskutujeme možnosť kon-
zistentnosti (teoretického) hydrostatického a nového fenomenologického modelu - prípad
izotermálneho alebo úplne degenerovaného fermiónového jadra. Náš nový model sa na
rozdiel od konvenčných modelov (Burkert, 1995; Hartwick, 2012) dá (skutočne fyzikálne)
stotožniť s predstavou izotermálneho jadra zloženého so vzájomne interagujúcich častíc
tmavej hmoty.

Kľúčové slová: tmavá hmota: halo, rozloženie - galaxie: Galaxia
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Abstract: This work deals with distribution of dark matter in spherically symmetric
galactic halos. Correct density profile %(r) of a halo is the object of our interest. Conven-
tional models of the dark matter distribution are presented and discussed with an outcome
that these are inaccurate (or even wrong). Theoretically based model of a polytropic halo
in hydrostatic equilibrium and its special subset - the model based on the asymptotically
flat rotation curves (the hydrostatic model), is introduced and investigated. This model is
consistent with the picture of an isothermal dark matter halo. Observational phenomena
(Tully-Fisher relation, rotation curves, universality of the product %0r0 (Donato et al.,
2009), mass and radius of the Galaxy) are compared with those predicted by the model.
These favour the model. Another good feature of the presented model is its capability to
enlighten the reason for the universality of the product %0r0 among galaxies. This can be
interpreted as the universality of the central pressure. Evaporation of the halo matter is
encountered in the case of ideal gas dark matter. Moreover, the model does not fit the
cosmological paradigm and the model is not universal (asymptotically flat rotation curves
are not universal). Therefore, phenomenological model, motivated by observations and
cosmology, based on the modification of the recent model by Hartwick (2012), is proposed.
Non-linear decrease of the density near the center is requested and motivated. This model
respects universality of the halo rotation curves at intermediate radii (McGaugh et al.,
2007), quasi constancy of %0r0 and it behaves as %(r) ∝ r−3 for r − large (the NFW ap-
pearance). Consistency between the hydrostatic model and our new phenomenologically
based model near the center of the halo is discussed - the case of fermionic fully degen-
erate or isothermal ideal gas core. Our phenomenological model is consistent, unlike the
conventional models (Burkert, 1995; Hartwick, 2012), with an isothermal core composed
of self-interacting dark matter and thus theoretically understandable on core scales.
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Chapter 1
Introductions

He told them tales of bees and flowers, the ways of trees, and the strange creatures
of the Forest, about the evil things and the good things, things friendly and things
unfriendly, cruel things and kind things, and secrets hidden under brambles.

J.R.R. Tolkien, The lord of the rings

1.1 Introduction to the thesis

Discrepancies between photon-emitting (stars, gas and dust) and dynamical masses in
astrophysical systems, like galaxies and clusters of galaxies, are observational fact. One is
motivated, if (s)he wants to preserve the accepted physical laws, to assume an existence of
(some kind of) dark matter.

The thesis deals with distribution of dark matter in spherically symmetric galactic halos.
Correct mass-density profile %(r) of the halo is the object of our interest. It is a good approx-
imation to consider the run of %(r) to be universal for all galactic halos, according to their
expected very similar formation history. Such basic knowledge as an appearance of %(r) can
move us forward in understanding of the origin and evolution of galaxies and the very nature
of dark matter.

In science community it is far more frequently used a phenomenological approach to the
problem. Shortly said, one guesses a form of %(r). Of course, motivated by some kind of an
argument, often by computer simulations. (S)he looks for implications after employing some
physical assumptions, then.

In the second chapter we investigate conventional mass distributions [3, 9, 60] in general
but also under the assumption that these halos exist in hydrostatic equilibrium (this is our
employed physical assumption). This assumption implies self interacting nature of dark matter
rather than collisionless and is inspired by the model of a polytropic halo presented in the third
chapter. The outcome of our investigation is that the conventional models are inaccurate (or
even wrong) and so a better (physical) model is in demand.

One can try to derive the mass density distribution of the halo, i.e., perform theoretical
approach to the problem. In the third chapter we add to the assumption of the hydrostatic
equilibrium one more, namely, polytropic equation of state. Simple stellar models have been
developed and investigated by the same manner in the past, remember misters Lane & Emden,
famous from astrophysics books and, especially in this context, the Lane-Emden equation.
This general model can be contracted (and simplified) under the assumption of the existence
of asymptotically flat rotation curves. This leads to some specific form of the polytropic
equation of state - isothermal halo. Such model, the hydrostatic model, is investigated in the
third chapter. There are also discussed another possible forms of the polytropic equation of
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state and its implications in the context of the distribution and nature of dark matter. The
hydrostatic model has plenty of good features, but leads to evaporation of the halo matter and
does not fit the current cosmological paradigm. Moreover, the asymptotically flat rotation
curves are far from reality in dwarf or low-surface-brightness spiral galaxies and thus such
model cannot be considered to be universal.

The fourth chapter starts, on the contrary, from purely phenomenologically given %(r),
motivated by the observed features of galaxies and cosmological demand in %(r) ∝ r−3 at
r − large, adopted from literature. By its modification, we try to put physics into play. We
build up phenomenologically based model. Possible scenario when dark matter exists in the
form of fully degenerate fermionic gas near the center or composes an isothermal core is
discussed as an option that can bring our theoretical and phenomenological model together at
small scales.

The whole text can be considered as to be divided into two main parts. The first part
(Introductions + Discussion on the conventional models) can be considered as an introduction
to the problem with (our) deep analysis and discussion on the conventional models. The
second part (Polytropic halos - on the way to a new model + Our response on recent work in
the field) can be considered as a way to a new model, ended with our new model consistent
with observations on core, medium (“optical”) and also cosmological scales.

1.2 Extended introduction to the topic

1.2.1 Dark matter paradigm

The astronomical anomaly, cosmological necessity, and the particle physics pos-
sibility combined to give the dark matter hypothesis the status of a paradigm: a
framework, a set of assumptions that are not questioned, a list of problems that are
not to be addressed as well as problems that are not to be addressed.

Robert Sanders, in [72]

According to current paradigm in astronomy and cosmology, most of galaxies in the Uni-
verse contain substantial amount of unseen dark matter (DM or CDM, where C stands for
cold). Galactic DM is concentrated in a more or less spherical halo which enshrouds a visible
part of a galaxy, and cause, in cooperation with the visible matter, observed shape of a galactic
rotation curve (RC).

The paradigm stems in actual popularity of the Standard Model of Cosmology∗ (SMoC or
ΛCDM cosmology). SMoC is “verified” by the cosmological observations across a wide range
of length scales, from the cosmic microwave background (CMB) anisotropy to the Lyman-
α forest [64], and furthered by N-body simulations of the structure formation where some
specific observed features of “galactic ZOO” are reproduced well. According to this preferred
cosmological scenario, collisionless CDM particles, consisting of neutral weakly interacting
non-baryonic massive particles, beyond those living in the Standard Model of particle physics,
makes up to 27% of the total mass/energy content of the Universe [65].

This is the usual consensus at present time and we emphasize that in the history of science
and physics there were examples when even longer-lived naturalized hypotheses had to be
abandoned. Crystal spheres on spheres (system of epicycles and deferents) in geocentric sys-
tem, unseen constructs (actually weightless) which was proposed by pensive Greeks to explain
the observations of the planetary motions, is one of such examples of wrong, long-lived (with
lifetime of almost 2000 years) “DM” theory. Due to its raised complexity was this hypothesis
later replaced with Copernican heliocentric system and Newton’s theory of gravity.

∗Last but not least, the popularity is supported by the similarity of the big bang origin of the Universe
and the act of creation in western Christian culture.
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Vice-versa, there was found “DM” in the history. French mathematician Urbain Le Verrier
pointed out that there must exist an unseen planet beyond the orbit of Uranus as the expla-
nation of small systematic peculiarities in the orbital motion of Uranus in the context of the
Newtonian gravity. Later, Neptune was found. Another example is Chadwick’s discovery of
neutron, which have explained disparity between the atomic number of an atom and its atomic
mass and also previously unexplained measured spin differences of many nuclides.

Latter examples has relevance to the modern concept of DM, the only one “holy grail”
of DM theory is its direct evidence∗. If no Neptune had been seen, Le Verrier’s proposal
would have remained unconfirmed hypothesis and the anomalous motion of Uranus would
have pointed to falsification of the Newtonian gravity in the Solar System.

Dark matter as a newborn

In an astronomical sense, DM is introduced, when difference between how objects on the
sky ought to move and how are they actually observed to move, is emerged. In 1933, Fritz
Zwicky looked at radial velocity measurements of several individual galaxies in Coma cluster
and noticed that the galaxies seem to be moving too fast if we count the visible matter in the
cluster. Zwicky used the virial theorem and the assumption of homogenity of the cluster to
estimate the dynamical mass of the cluster [87], i.e.,

Mc = 5Rc⟨v2
∥
⟩/G , (1.1)

whereMc is the mass of the Coma cluster, Rc is its radius, v2
∥
is line of sight speed dispersion† of

the individual galaxies and G is the gravitational constant, see App. A. The cluster appeared
to contain several hundreds times more mass than was the mass contained in the stars.

The virial theorem holds in the self-gravitating system in equilibrium (in stationary state,
with not time-depending virial, or else, when the age of the system is much larger than its
dynamical timescale). It can be shown that the Coma cluster is not such system, relaxation
time for the Coma cluster is higher than the age of the Universe. Interested reader can found
former derived in App. A. Zwicky actually pointed that the Coma cluster may not obey the
virial theorem [88]. Three scenarios are thus possible: the system is dominated by kinetic
energy, in such case, individual galaxies escape from the cluster and the cluster decays, we do
not observe this situation, or, the system is dominated by potential energy, and then there is
even much more DM, or most probably, the system has negative total energy but it is not in
virial equilibrium. Therefore, the first demand on the existence of DM in modern context, as
was proposed by Zwicky, is at least disputable.

According to Zwicky, the visible galaxies are swimming in the sea of DM. Anyway, ob-
servations of X-ray emitting hot gas in the galaxy clusters reveal that the most of baryonic
content is in the form of such hot gas and its mass easily exceeds by a factor 3 - 4 the mass
of stars in the individual galaxies‡ [34]. Going back to Zwicky, who did not count with this
hot gas, this means that a fraction of the missing DM was actually found. Discrepancy, with
supposed virial equilibrium, still exists, but was reduced from the factor of approximately 100
(found by Zwicky) to the factor of§ 5 - 6.

∗The interaction cross section of DM particles with normal baryonic matter is assumed to be extremely
small, but, non-zero. Therefore direct experimental detection of DM may be possible.

†Astronomer can usually measure velocities of galaxies only along the line of sight, proper motions are
often non-detectable.

‡In [34] also found correlation between the temperature of the hot X-ray emitting gas and the velocity
dispersion of the galaxies in the cluster. Two fluids, hot gas and “galactic soup”, are in thermal equilibrium
with each other.

§After all, the author will appear on Zwicky’s list of spherical bastards (bastards from every point of view).
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Figure 1.1: The Bullet cluster - collision of the
galaxy clusters. The rose tone shows X-ray
emitting gas from these two clusters superim-
posed upon the background optical image. The
gas, with the shape of a bow shock, lies be-
tween the two clumps of galaxies. The blue
tone is the mass distribution as determined by
the weak gravitational lensing. Here, in blue,
lies the most of the mass in the figure. This dy-
namical mass coincides with the visible galac-
tic clumps, instead of the most massive visible
component of the cluster - hot gas. Source:
[11].

When clusters collide

Figure 1.2: The train wreck cluster.
Dark core (blue tone) - the most of
the mass (determined by weak grav-
itational lensing) in the figure, is de-
void of bright galaxies (orange tone)
[43]. Credit: NASA, ESA, CFHT,
CXO, M.J. Lee & A. Mohdavi.

Fig. 1.1 depicts two galactic clusters in collision
- The Bullet cluster (1E 0657-558)∗. The galaxies of
two clusters are effectively collisionless, pass through
each otcher. An effect of collision, collision speed ex-
ceeds 4000 km/s, is visible in the case of the hot gas,
most massive visible part of the collided clusters, with
the shape of a bow shock. Instead of expected, weak
gravitational lensing of the background galaxies reveal
that the most of the mass in the figure coincides with
the concentration of the galaxies. Or else, DM must
coincide with the concentration of galaxies [11]. This
is standardly interpreted as: DM is collisionless like
galaxies. It is “dissipationless”, not gaseous, what is
consistent with the picture of non-baryonic particles
as predicts the CDM hypothesis.

The result from [11] is not a general trend in colli-
sions of galactic clusters. Soon after the study of the
collision in the Bullet cluster was published the work
about the observations of merging cluster Abell 520
(MS0451+02 or Train wreck cluster)†, nevertheless, with a very different outcome, see Fig.
1.2. Analysis of weak gravitational signal reveals possible dark core in Abell 520 that coincides
with the peak in the X-ray emission, but is devoid of bright galaxies [43]. Scenario that DM is
much more self-interactive than dictates the standard CDM paradigm should be considered‡.

Such collisions of galaxy clusters are often referred to be a proof that DM fills the Universe.
Anyway, the existence of DM is not independent of assumed theory of gravitation. So finally,
we cite R. Sanders [72]: “The proof of the existence of non-baryonic dark matter can only come
with its direct detection.”

∗The cluster lies at z = 0.296, optically - the main cluster and sub-cluster are separated by a distance of
720 kpc. Presence of X-ray gas in the clusters was revealed by observations of Chandra X-ray observatory.

†The cluster lies at z = 0.201.
‡Soon after publication of Mohdavi’s work [43] there appeared one possible explanation of the apparent

dark core in [26]. Authors from [26] have suggested that the dark core may coincide with a filament of large
scale structure which projects onto the center of the cluster.
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1.2.2 Dark matter on galactic scales

In this section we concern the problem of the existence of DM on the galactic scales what
is the primary scope of interest of this thesis.

Stability of disk galaxies

Rapid development of computing power in last 50 years gave rise a new form of exper-
iments - computer simulations. Sufficiently accurate numerical solution of the Newtonian
N-body problem applied on disk galaxies, where N is considerably larger than a few, became
possible. Such simulation, performed, e.g., by [30], started with a disk of particles in dy-
namical equilibrium supported against gravity almost entirely by rotation of particles around
the center. The experiment revealed∗ that such system is unstable and rapidly evolves from
initial, being rotationally supported, to being pressure supported. The individual particles
have no longer circular orbits but traverse highly elongated paths. This was quite surprising,
because we know that at least in the solar neighborhood, Galaxy is supported almost entirely
by systematic rotation†.

Figure 1.3: The Ostriker-Peebles-Yahil
(1974) view of spiral galaxy. Visible part
is embedded with more massive and exten-
sive dark pressure-supported halo.

As a first solution of the problem was proposed
the cooling of the system [53]. In each step remove
a small part of energy of the random motion. This
has a physical meaning for the gas component of
the disk, gas clouds in the galaxy can collide and
lose energy. Anyway, instability persisted‡.

Finally, J. Ostriker, by similarity of the prob-
lem with the problem of stability of the classical
rotating spheroids, reasoned that an additional,
spheroidal hot (supported against gravity by pres-
sure), component of the galaxy, which extends far
above the plane of the galaxy and that contributes
at least 50% of the mass inside of the position of
the Sun, should stabilize the disk. Consequen-
tial numerical simulations of the disk galaxy with
the additional component - rigid spherical halo
yielded desired stability [62]. Unseen dark halo,
mass-to-light ratio M/L must be much higher
than in the case of the usual mass, was born.

In the context of modern DM hypothesis, Os-
triker’s halo does not need to extend much beyond
a position of the Sun or be much more massive than the disk. Remember that the debate was
carried in the context of assumed Newtonian dynamics/gravity.

Rotation curves of spiral Galaxies

The rotation curves (RC’s) of spiral galaxies are primary tool for determining mass distri-
bution within them. By the standard interpretation, their shape represents an firm evidence

∗Experimental galaxies also built up a bar, but this structure was very short lived, unstable. A large
fraction of the disc galaxies posses the bar, what suggests that this should be the stable structure, unlike the
experimental one.

†The Sun orbits the galactic center on almost circular path with circular speed vc ≈ 239 kms−1 [8]. Besides
this systematic motion, the Sun undergoes also random walk, with random velocity vector pointed in all
directions but with the magnitude of only 30 − 40 kms−1 [72].

‡Actually, this gave us some benefit. Spiral structure was formed in this simulations from both, gas particles
(distinctive structure), and from stars (very faint spiral structure coincident with that formed from the gas
particles) [53].
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for the existence of DM halos in consonance with SMoC.
At large distance from the galactic center (GC) may be the global galactic potential con-

sidered as the potential due to a point mass. It should be expected that circular rotation speed
vc(r) of a testing object in a galacto-centric distance r can be derived from the relation∗

GMG

r2
= v

2
c

r
, (1.2)

where MG is the mass of a galaxy and G is the gravitational constant. Therefore,

vc(r)∝
√

1

r
, (1.3)

this rotational speed profile is called Keplerian RC†.
Nevertheless, deep and high resolution HI (21 cm line of neutral hydrogen‡) observations

of galactic gas with synthesis telescopes (extended RC’s) reveal that, instead of the Keplerian
fall, RC’s of all spiral galaxies (unless the galaxy is significantly disturbed) at first quite rapidly
rise and then remain almost flat out to the limits of the observations, well beyond the optical
disk, see, e.g., [6]. As an beautiful example see Fig. 1.4 of the bright spiral galaxy NGC 3198.

DM hypothesis interprets this increasing mass-to-light ratio,M/L, in outer regions (assum-
ing Newtonian gravity) in the sense that the Keplerian regime holds at much greater distance
than that where we perform observations. Observed space is filled with invisible matter which
extends far beyond visible matter does and form more or less spherical symmetric DM halo.

21 cm observations appeared to be consistent with the observations of optical HII regions§,
see RC’s in [69]. RC’s are almost constant with no suggestion of the Keplerian decline. Re-
member, the optical RC’s, as in [69], can be determined only within the bright galactic disk
and then 21 cm observations make stronger demand on the necessity of the existence of DM,
see also next section about the maximum disk approximation.

Assuming spherical symmetry of DM distribution within a halo and the flatness of RC,
vc(r) = vflat, where vflat is a constant for large r, then M(< r) = ξr, where M(< r) is the
mass enclosed by radius r and ξ is a constant, see Eq. (1.2). We obtain first rough model of
DM distribution in the galactic halo

%(r) = 1

4πr2

dM(< r)
dr

= ξ

r2
, (1.4)

where ξ = v2
flat/(4πG). This model coincides with the so called isothermal sphere profile¶ with

σ2 ≡ kBT /µ = v2
flat/2, where σ is variance of the Maxwell distribution.

If we want, instead of singular central behaviour, the model with central core, we can
naively modify former profile ,e.g., to the form

%(r) = %0

1 + (r/r0)2
, (1.5)

∗According to Newton’s theorems, see, e.g., ([5], pp. 60-63).
†Because Kepler first understood that vc(r)∝ r−1/2 in the Solar System.
‡An electron with parallel spin with that of proton has higher energy than that in antiparallel configuration.

Change in configuration (hyperfine splitting of the ground state 2s) gives arise to very sharp (because this
transition is highly improbable) 21 cm line.

§Large, low-density cloud of partially ionized gas in which star formation has recently taken place.
¶For the derivation of the isothermal sphere profile - density profile of self-gravitating isothermal sphere of

the ideal gas or a system whose constituents has speeds governed by the Maxwellian distribution function, see,
e.g., ([5], pp. 302-304).
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where %0 and r0 are constants∗. This model coincides with the so called pseudo-isothermal
sphere profile.

Consider that the RC is high and flat. If it is high, a halo should be very massive, and, if
it is flat, the halo should by very vast. However, very careful matching between falling disk,
dominating inner region, and raising halo component of the RC, dominating outer region, is
needed. A puzzle, the so called “disk-halo conspiracy”, is set. Disk and halo conspire to produce
a flat featureless shape of RC. This problem is not satisfactorily solved yet, and question: why
the transition from the disk dominant region to the halo dominant region is so smooth, is
opened.

Maximum disk approximation

As an alternative to DM hypothesis in some appropriate context (within the disk) prevails
maximum disk approximation. We can realize that each galaxy has its own unique surface-
brightness distribution. Freeman’s exponential law [21] is then only an approximation†. In
any galaxy one can use observed radial distribution of starlight, the surface brightness as
function of radial vector r, and assume that the surface brightness exactly traces the mass
surface density in the disk. Therefore, M/L is a constant for an individual galaxy. Form of
the mass distribution is directly observed, the only one free parameter in RC fitting is M/L.
Such procedure can be found in [35, 36]. Ensemble in [36] consists of 37 spiral galaxies from
the sample in [69], with conclusion that the observed distribution of the visible matter can
generally explain the shape of the observed RC’s, at least within the optical disk. Theoretical
RC’s based on the maximum-disk approximation match with the observed very well. Found
value of M/L seems reasonable, and then the used RC’s implied no impressive evidence for
DM within the disk.

Anyway, 21 cm observations [81] reveal that the maximum disk could easily account for the
RC in the inner bright region but fails beyond few characteristic disk scale lengths (with rea-
sonable M/L). Mass discrepancy on the galactic scale is reality, an example of this statement
is galaxy NGC 3198, see Fig. 1.4.

Moreover, observations of low-surface-brightness galaxies (LSB) show interesting trend,
these objects have large discrepancies between visible and dynamical mass well within the
optical image of the disk and so they are far from the maximum-disk [7, 79]. This indicates,
by accepting DM hypothesis, that LSB galaxies are DM rich even within the optical radius and
we can state, based on an empirism: an amount of DM within the optical image of a galaxy
declines with rising surface brightness of the galaxy . Successful use of the maximum-disk in
[35, 36] comes from a choice of the sample of bright galaxies.

1.2.3 Requests on theoretical CDM halo model

According to the standard interpretation, CDM halos form via gravitational instability‡ in
the DM component of the expanding Universe. It is expected overall trend for galaxies and
clusters to have a similar composition to the general composition of the Universe.

What do observations on the galactic scales require from the distribution of (dark) matter?
We saw that the flatness of the RC’s requires that the density falls like 1/r2 at large radial
distances. In the case of the bright spiral galaxies the maximum-disk approximation works well

∗We will investigate this model, used, e.g., by [3], in further text. As we will see this first approach is in
fact quite inappropriate.

†In [21] was proposed model for radial mass-density distribution within a disk in form %(r) = Σ0 exp[−r/r0]
and was noticed that the central surface brightness Σ0 of the galaxies is identical constant for all disk galaxies
and only the scale length r0 vary from galaxy to galaxy. Recently, it has become widely accepted that the
constancy of the central surface brightness is an effect of selection bias [47].

‡Other interactions as dissipative effects, interaction with photons, magnetic fields,... could also play a
role.
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Figure 1.4: Left: Neutral hydrogen contours overplotted on the optical image of the bright
spiral galaxy NGC 3198. Right: Observed RC (points) of NGC 3198 based on 21 cm line
observations. The solid curves are model fits of galactic components - a disk, assumed to
have its maximum value consistent with observed RC in the inner region - maximum disk
approximation, and a halo, to the observed RC. The fine tuning between the falling disk and
the rising halo is required for the obtainment of the observed shape of the RC. Source: [81].

in the inner region. We would expect that DM in the inner region does not play significant
role and the density have, instead of 1/r2 behaviour, an inner core - a region of constant
density as was presented in the case of pseudo-isothermal density profile, or by observations
and modeling in [16, 24].
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Figure 1.5: The run of the cuspy profile (NFW)
vs. that of cored pseudo-isothermal sphere. In
the figure: ρ0 = ρc = 1, 0.1 = rc = r0/3.

Moreover, explanation of conspiracy be-
tween disk and halo and the systematic dif-
ference between the shape of RC’s of LSB
and HSB galaxies∗ is in demand.

Dark matter halos has cores

N-body simulations with collisionless
CDM prescription yield DM profiles with
the cuspy appearance near the origin, i.e.,
%(r) ∝ r−α, α ∈ (1,1.5) [56, 60]. On the
contrary, observations of RC’s in LSB spirals
and dwarf galaxies, dominated by DM even
within the optical radius, point to haloes
with “constant-density” cores, in clear con-
flict with cuspy profiles [15, 25, 46]. As an
example of a model (with “constant-density”
core) that is in agreement with these obser-
vations we can mention the already introduced simple pseudo-isothermal sphere, Eq. (1.5),
see Fig. 1.5.

∗Observed 21 cm line RC’s of LSB galaxies are slowly rising, unlike the HSB galaxies, which has the RC’s
that at first rapidly rise, then a bit decline and finally remain asymptotically flat or slightly decrease. There
is also large discrepancy between the dynamical and the observed mass within the optical disk in the case of
LSB, unlike the HSB galaxies.
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Global scaling relations

Proper halo model must explain the existence of well-defined galaxy scaling relations. Tully-
Fisher relation (TF relation) [80] establishes relationship between intrinsic luminosity L (pro-
portional to the stellar mass M∗) of spiral galaxy and its global HI profile width∗, L ∝ ∆να,
where α depends on the observed wavelength. α ∈ (2.5,4), where the lower bound holds for the
observations in the blue band (B) and the upper for that in the near-infrared (K’). Actually,
the tightest correlation (the smallest scatter) is when luminosity in K’ band and asymptotic
value of the RC vflat is used, instead of original ∆ν [83] (Verheijen). The infrared luminosity
is a good tracer of the dynamical mass in disk galaxies, whereas the fraction of blue light
decreases with increasing mass [23]. Correct slope of the TF relation is thus α = 4, or when
we use vflat we arrive at†

M∗ ∝ LK′ ∝ v4
flat , (1.6)

where M∗ is the mass of stars composing spiral galaxy and LK′ is near-infrared luminosity in
K’ band.

Besides stars, spiral galaxies host large amounts of “free” gas and dust. [50] found that the
presented TF relation is only an approximation, in the limit of galaxies dominated by stars
(not gas), to more fundamental relation, the so called baryonic TF relation:

Mbar =M∗ +Mgas = A vαflat , (1.7)

where Mbar is the total baryonic disk mass - the sum of masses of stars M∗ and gas Mgas,
A is a specific constant and the value of α is undistinguishable from α = 4 in red bands K’,
I, H (which are good tracers of the mass in the set of the used galaxies). This is in fact
another aspect of the conspiracy. The baryonic‡ mass correlates with the halo property vflat.
Therefore, one has to explain why Mbar ∝MG, where MG is the total mass of a galaxy with
the most abundant constituent - dark matter§.

Relation M ∝ σ4, where M is the mass of a galaxy and σ is the speed dispersion of its
inhabitants - stars, observed for elliptical galaxies, or else Faber-Jackson relation [18], must
also found natural explanation in the proper mass distribution.

In fact, explanation of all these observational facts naturally arose from the theory of
Modified Newtonian dynamics (MOND), see section 1.2.4 about MOND alternative solution
of the problem.

1.2.4 Alternative

It is abundantly clear that there are mass discrepancies in the Universe, but it is less clear
that these discrepancies are due to the presence of unseen matter or modification of physical
laws is needed¶.

∗TF relation holds across the wide range of dimensions and surface brightnesses of galaxies, and holds for
bright disks as much as for the galaxies with very low surface brightness [48].

†The maximal widening of the HI line is naturally proportional to the maximal achieved line-of-sight-
speed (Doppler shift) which is proportional to the maximal achieved circular speed, what is approximately the
asymptotic value of the RC vflat. Typical disk has M∗/LK′ ≈ 1 − 2 Υ⊙ (in solar units).

‡The standard interpretation supposes that DM particles are non-baryonic.
§Why is the (original) cosmological ratio Mbar/MDM , where MDM is the total mass of DM in a galaxy,

changed so negligibly, or changed by the same manner for all galaxies with similar TF relation, by formation
process, merging, evolution of galactic constituents, etc. ?

¶In the history of physics both options has already realized. As an example, previously mentioned prediction
and discovery of Neptune, as the DM option, and perihelion precession of Mercury’s orbit - the problem in
the context of Newtonian gravity solved with the geometrical interpretation of gravity - Einstein’s general
relativity, as the option of modification of the naturalized physical laws.
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MOND

Sometimes one must be brave∗ and has to break down the existence of too complex nat-
uralized paradigm†. Be brave and let us modify the Newton’s second law of inertia to the
form

F⃗ =mµ(a/a0)a⃗, (1.8)

where µ(a/a0) is a function, which has properties that µ(a/a0) = a/a0 in the limit a << a0

and µ(a/a0) = 1 in the limit a >> a0, where a0 is an another fundamental physical constant of
the order of 10−10 ms−2. Eq. (1.8) is the basic equation of the Modified Newtonian dynamics
(MOND), first proposed by [52].

Figure 1.6: Logarithmic plot of the ac-
celeration resulting from an applied force
for Newtonian dynamics (dashed line) and
MOND (solid curve). GAL region cor-
responds to accelerations in bright spiral
galaxies, SS to accelerations in the So-
lar system. Newtonian dynamics is well
applied in the Solar system but fails on
the galactic scales. Here it is assumed
µ(x) = x/(1 + x). Source: [72].

Applying Eq. (1.8) on the circular motion of a
particle with circular speed vc in the outer region
of a galaxy, i.e., in the weak gravitational field
(a << a0) of a point mass with the total mass of
the galaxy MG, the magnitude of acceleration of
the particle is a = v2

c /r, we find that

1

a0
[v

2
c

r
]

2

= GMG

r2
, (1.9)

and finally, this reduces to

v4
c = GMGa0 . (1.10)

RC of the galaxy is flat with an attribute v4
c ∼MG.

Eq. (1.10) has the form of TF relation in the
near-infrared. So the fundamental constant a0

can be found from observed LK′(vflat) on the ba-
sis of Verheijen’s TF relation, as was performed,
e.g., in [74] for Ursa Major galaxies sample. Do
it so‡, a0 ≈ 10−10 ms−2.

It is important to note that modification of
the law of inertia in only gravitational systems is
equivalent to the modification of the Newton’s law
of gravity, while the law of inertia still holds. In
this case principles of Newtonian dynamics and also general relativity still holds§. Eq. (1.8)
can be replaced with

g⃗ = a0I
−1(gN /a0)e⃗N , (1.11)

∗This whole section is only for lionhearts.
†Or else, shaves with Occama’s razor. There exists a long list of brave (wo)men in physics.
‡a0 ≈ 10−10 ms−2 is gutty comparable, with factor 6-7, to cH0, where c is speed of light and H0 is the value

of Hubble constant at present time. Roughly said, if a particle accelerates with a0 for the age of the Universe
it is reaching speed c at present time.

§Unlike Newton’s gravitational law and Einstein’s field equations.
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where g⃗N (∣ g⃗N ∣≡ gN) is the conventional gravitational acceleration in direction e⃗N , I−1 is an
inverse function of∗ I(x) = xµ(x). Acceleration of a particle in the modified field is given by
a⃗ = g⃗.

According to MOND, discrepancies in galaxies appear at low accelerations, with scale
given by a0, and are not dependent on the distance from the center of a galaxy (or size of
the galaxy). In [72] and [73] was presented argument in favour of MOND theory based on
the former statement. Fig. 1.7 represents this argumentation. In the figure is depicted a
log-log scale plot of the global Newtonian mass-to-K-band-luminosity ratio Mdyn/LK as a
function of size of a galaxy (left panel) and as a function of centripetal acceleration (right
panel) at the last measured point of RC vc(RG) (the Newtonian mass is calculated as MG =
v2
cRG/G). The sample of Ursa Major galaxies at approximately the same distance observed in
neutral hydrogen was used [74]. Authors reasoned that normal galaxies haveMdyn/LK ≈ 1 Υ⊙

in the near-infrared (K) and any higher value means discrepancy. There appear to be no
correlation between Mdyn/LK and size of the galaxy, but there is an apparent correlation
between Mdyn/LK and the magnitude of centripetal acceleration that becomes obvious at
accelerations below 10−10 ms−2. Discrepancies grow as acceleration decreases.

Figure 1.7: Plot of the Newtonian dynamical mass-to-K-band-luminosity ratio Mdyn/LK as a
function of size of a galaxy (left panel) and as a function of centripetal acceleration (right panel)
at the last measured point of RC vc(RG) (the Newtonian mass is calculated asMG = v2

cRG/G).
There is obvious correlation between Mdyn/LK and the magnitude of centripetal acceleration.
Based upon 21 cm line observations of RC’s of members of the cluster in Ursa Major. Source:
[73].

Both, acceleration and average surface density Σ at location r, are proportional to
M(< r)/r2, hence, we are motivated to define

Σ0 ≡ a0/G ≈ 700 M⊙/pc2 . (1.12)

Always when an object is in region with Σ < Σ0, it is in the region where MOND must be applied.
In a region where Σ > Σ0 Newtonian dynamics still works. From this we can conclude, so far
as surface density reflects surface brightness, that galaxies with low surface brightness should
show large mass discrepancies, if we will still use the Newtonian dynamics. Vice-versa, galaxies
with high surface brightness should show only a small one. This fact is really observed. Faint
dwarf spheroidal and LSB spiral galaxies exhibit large discrepancies, unlike the HSB spirals
for which maximum-disk works much better.

∗From Eq. (1.8) results (for simplicity we do not write vectors, all of them have the same direction)
u = xµ(x), x ≡ a/a0, u ≡ gN /a0. From Eq. (1.11) we have x = I−1(u), a = g. Comparing the equation obtained
from modifying law of inertia a that from law of gravity in u one obtains I(x) = xµ(x).
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Existence of critical surface brightness Σ0 also predicts that there should exist systematical
differences in the shape of RC between objects with lower and higher surface brightness∗. Also
this fact is really observed, see Fig. 1.8.

Figure 1.8: Systematic difference between RC of LSB (left panel) and HSB (right panel) galaxy.
The points show the observed RC. Dotted and dashed lines, respectively, are Newtonian RC’s
for the stellar and gaseous component. Solid line is RC predicted by MOND. On the right next
to a figure are depicted the mean surface brightness and the mass-to-light ratio in blue region
of a spectrum for the disk. Note that the mean surface brightness is in the case of HSB galaxy,
with much lower mass discrepancy in the context of assumed Newtonian dynamics/gravity,
almost 10 times higher than in the case of LSB galaxy with much larger mass discrepancy.
Shape of RC predicted by MOND coincides with the observed one even in small details. Source:
[72].

Also the problem of the stability of disks can be explained in the context of MOND. The
surface brightness of the galaxies is lower than the critical value, so the instability raised
in the Newtonian sense does not emerge. In a blue band (M/L ≈ 3), surface brightness is
approximately 200 L⊙/pc2, what is comparable with Freeman’s characteristic value (central
surface brightness) [21]. This is the upper limit on the observed surface brightness of the disk
galaxies (because of exponential fall from the central value). And explanation, why we do not
observe galaxies with higher surface brightness, is that they are not stable.

Fitting of RC’s with MOND algorithm is very successful and rational with only one free
parameter M/L of the disk, a0 is the fundamental constant. It matches also very faint details
of the shape of RC’s with reasonable M/L for various types of galaxies. Detailed matching of
features in the Newtonian and an observed RC is generally true in spiral galaxies, even if there
are large mass discrepancies [71]. This could be quite challenging to explain in the context of
DM.

Anyway, after applying MOND in the problem of missing mass in galaxy clusters, instead
of Newtonian dynamics, the discrepancies reduce from factor of 5-6 to factor of 2-3 but persist
[72]. Also MOND needs its own dark matter. In addition, MOND does not fit to SMoC and
needs its own cosmological interpretation, but at first its own relativistic formulation.

∗Galaxies with higher surface brightness are close to the Newtonian regime within the optical disk, beyond
the disk we should expect fall to the asymptotic value represented by Eq. (1.9). On the contrary, galaxies with
lower surface brightness are deep in MOND regime and therefore we expect higher departures from Newtonian
behaviour even within the optical image of a galaxy (RC slowly rise).
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Chapter 2
Discussion on the conventional models

No amount of experimentation can ever prove me right; a single experiment can
prove me wrong.

Albert Einstein

Not only is it not right, it’s not even wrong !
Wolfgang Pauli

In science community is quite exerted the procedure of heuristic guessing of the density
distribution %(r) of DM in galactic halos. Usually only poorly physically motivated∗, at best,
motivated by results of N-body simulations. Form of the mass distribution, which in fact we
want to find out must be at first known. Consequential best fit procedure - adjusting halo
model with several free parameters to match with observations (usually with observations of
RC’s) is wrong technique. It is not surprising, that such procedure with enough free param-
eters fits well the observations. Physically based model, with parameters obtainable from
observations, is in demand.

In Popper’s sense, good theory must be build up in the way to be disprovable. Falsifiability
is considered a positive (and often essential) quality of a hypothesis. Standard CDM hypothesis
is not a such theory. Nevertheless, this does not mean that it is necessarily wrong theory.

In this section we present and discuss currently most frequently used models for spatial
mass-density distribution of CDM† in spherically symmetric galactic halos‡. These are the
models by Navarro et al. (1996) [60], Begeman et al. (1991) [3] and Burkert (1995) [9].

It was indicated, and it is so, that physics is more about disproving than about proving
theories, hence, our physical discussion have character of testing/disproving the hypothesis of
correctness of the considered halo model. We present also an investigation of energy and inner
structure of the conventional halo models in the scenario, where the halo is a stable structure
in hydrostatic equilibrium§. This is motivated by the hydrostatic model presented in Chap. 3,
which has plenty of good features, but unfortunately also some odd, as we will see.

∗The physics behind DM is also “dark”.
†We will use acronym CDM for non-relativistic DM, irrespective of it is collisionless or self-interactive.
‡Small note about sphericity. The formation of the flat astrophysical systems such as the Solar System or

the galactic disks requires dissipation, which removes energy but conserves angular momentum. This leads to
naturally thin disks. On the contrary, weaklier interacting DM particles (very very weakly interacting with usual
visible matter) dissipate energy (out from the halo) much less, what leads to formation of, in first approximation,
spherical dark halos. Numerical simulations, see [13] and [76], reveal that the self-interactive character of DM
particles (SIDM) actually leads to the spherical halos rather than collisionless CDM prescription that produce
in fact the triaxial shapes.

§The sections (for all the three examined models with the same titles) influenced by this scenario are:
Energy, Virial theorem and (Jeans criterion), Characteristics of dark matter particles, Evaporation. All other
sections in the case of the considered halo model implies general results independent on the assumption of the
hydrostatic equilibrium.
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DM is usually described as pressureless ideal fluid, what leads to that physics of the halos
is unknown, incomprehensible, “dark”. We rather consider that DM can produce substantial
amount of pressure and then describe the halo with well known physics. We keep the proposal
of the spherical symmetry of a halo as a great simplification∗. Models of CMB anisotropies
considering DM with pressure are ruled out by the observations, anyway, we can speculate
about interactions on the large scales as about very improbable events (low concentrations),
that can frequently occur only on smaller galactic scales (higher concentrations).

This self-interactive nature of DM is originally motivated by the fact that the models with
CDM composed of weakly interacting (collisionless) particles [17, 60], which very successfully
describe large scale structure of the Universe, predict overly dense cores and too cuspy DM
density profiles in the centers of galaxies and clusters of galaxies and an overly large number (10
times larger) of dwarf-halos† within the Local Group [56], compared to the actual observations
[39], and thus fail on the smaller scales. Various treatments of DM as pressure possessing, or
self-interactive, what successfully solves the former problems‡, see [13]), can be found, e.g., in
[4, 13, 75, 76] and references therein.

Our treatment starts with applying one of the most crucial criterions, the criterion of the
stability in the form

E = Ekin +Epot ≤ 0, (2.1)

where E is the total energy of a halo. Here we assume that the whole halo is stable, it does not
decay with time. The term Ekin, the total kinetic energy, is given by thermal motion of DM
particles, the term Epot stands for the total potential energy of the halo. Following relations
hold

Ekin = 4π∫
RG

0

εkin(r)
µ

%(r)r2dr , (2.2)

Epot = −
1

8πG
∫

∞

0
g2dV = − 1

2G
∫

∞

0
r2g2(r)dr , (2.3)

see, e.g., ([41], p. 317 or [5], pp. 58-59). In Eq. (2.2) we integrate over the whole halo (RG
is the radius of a galaxy, in fact the radius of the halo§), εkin/µ is the kinetic energy of one
DM particle per unit mass, %(r) is the mass density profile of DM. We have to complete these
relations with the relation for gravitational acceleration

g(r) = 4πG

r2 ∫
r

0
u2%(u)du . (2.4)

Assumption of the spherical symmetry of the halo was used. Eq. (2.3) can be rewritten to the
form

∗What is a good approximation for SIDM, based on the results from SIDM numerical simulations [13].
†Less massive and less extensive satellite halos of primary halo.
‡On the other hand, particularly gravitational lensing on central cluster galaxies in cluster MS 2137-23 and

particularly X-ray observations of the cluster indicates that halos of central galaxies should be elliptical, and
that DM particles outside r ≈ 70 kpc do not collide during the characteristic age of the cluster [55]. In [55] was
assumed that interactional cross-section per unit mass σ/m of DM particles is a constant. However, situation
is again completely different if one assumes that σ/m is not a constant. For example as in [20] with σ/m ∼ v−1,
where v is relative speed of colliding particles. For the current situation about the value of σ/m see, e.g., [86].

§We should say - galaxy is a halo, rather than, galaxy has a halo.
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Epot = −
1

2G
[∫

RG

0
g2(r)r2dr + (GMG)2

RG
] = −c1

2

GM2
G

RG
, (2.5)

c1 = 1 + xG [∫
xG

0
t2
%(t)
%0

dt]
−2

∫
xG

0
t−2 [∫

t

0
y2 %(y)

%0
dy]

2

dt , (2.6)

where the second term in square brackets in Eq. (2.5) comes from the integration on the
interval (RG,∞): there is M = MG ≠ M(r), MG and RG are the total mass and radius of
the halo (galaxy). Here holds also RG = axxG (r = axx), ax is a scale radius of considered
halo model, xG is a dimensionless parameter, usually called the concentration parameter, and
%(x) = %0f(x), where f(x) is a dimensionless function∗.

Now we illuminate the form of the stability criterion (presence of the sign ≤ instead of <
in Eq. 2.1) and an idea of the halo in the hydrostatic equilibrium.

Let us consider an extreme case when a testing DM particle is infinitely separated from
a galactic halo. The distance between the particle and the halo is infinite, we denote it as
∞. Let us assume that the particle is still “bounded” to its home halo. The escape speed
vesc(∞) equals, from the definition, to 0. Therefore, the particle speed must be vp(∞) = 0

and then also† εkin(∞) = 0. Remember that εkin(r) is always non-negative. Now, we have the
reason to require the property that the function εkin(r) of every single bounded DM particle
decreases with r by a manner that it vanishes at infinity, even if the DM halo has finitely large
dimensions. Eq. (2.1) holds for arbitrarily large stable halo‡. We adopt the stability criterion
in the form§

lim
r→∞

εkin(r)
µ

= 0 . (2.7)

Formerly we mentioned DM as cold (CDM), this is based on the current paradigm which
arises from the theories about the origin of galaxies, presented, e.g., in papers [63], [66], [85].
This implies that CDM halos arose through a hierarchy of different sized halos formed from
mergers of smaller halos. We suffice with classical non-relativistic physics¶.

Suppose that a spherically symmetric halo is in the hydrostatic equilibrium where the
weight of the halo is accurately compensated by the existence of a pressure gradient, just like
in a stable star. Condition of the hydrostatic equilibrium yields

dp(r)
dr

= −%(r)g(r) , (2.8)

where p(r) is pressure of DM particles at r, %(r) is the mass density at r and g(r) is the local
gravitational acceleration given by Eq. (2.4), see, e.g., ([10], pp. 285-287). We have

∗This will be more clear by further reading in the case of the specific halo model.
†In fact, the particle can never be at rest due to Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, so say that εkin(∞)/µ

is very small. In our classical approach we say that it equals to 0.
‡...with “=” only in the case of non-physical infinitely large halo.
§We have to exclude an isothermal halo εkin = const. from such consideration. Discussion about
¶Historically DM can be divided into three baskets, cold, warm and hot. These categories refer to how

far the particles could move due to random motions in the early universe, before they slowed down due to
the expansion of the universe - this is called the free streaming length. Cold DM consists of particles with a
free-streaming length much smaller than a protogalaxy. Warm DM consists of particles with a free-streaming
length similar to a protogalaxy. Hot DM consists of particles with a free-streaming length much larger than a
protogalaxy, this means that the protogalaxy sized fluctuations would be washed away by free-streaming and
at first cluster sized object would appear. Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dark_matter.
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dp(r)
dr

= −4πG
%(r)
r2 ∫

r

0
u2%(u)du , (2.9)

p(r) = p(rc) − 4πG∫
r

rc

%(t)
t2

[∫
t

0
u2%(u)du]dt , (2.10)

for a constant rc. The only condition is rc ≥ 0.
If we want to determine kinetic energy per unit mass of a DM particle, then we have to

use∗

εkin(r)
µ

= p(r)
γ

%−1(r) , (2.11)

where γ is a quotient from the equation of state in the form p(r) = γεkin(r)n(r), n = %(r)/µ
is concentration of DM particles, see, e.g., ([68], pp. 182-183, problem 4.16). For any ideal
(mono-particle) non-relativistic gas, independent on a statistics, γ = 2/3 universally holds†, for
details see App. B.

Insertion of Eq. (2.10) into Eq. (2.11) yields

εkin(r)
µ

= 1

γ
{p(rc) − 4πG∫

r

rc

%(w)
w2

[∫
w

0
u2%(u)du]dw}%−1(r) , (2.12)

where %(r) represents the mass distribution of a given halo model. We can find the constant
term p(rc) on the basis of the condition presented in Eq. (2.7) or on the basis of the “conven-
tional boundary condition” limr→∞ p(r) = 0. Now, one is able to calculate also Ekin and Epot,
see Eqs. (2.2) and (2.5), and examine the stability of the considered halo model.

2.1 Discussion on the model by Navarro et al. (1996)

The most commonly used profile for the spatial mass-density distribution of DM in galactic
halos is the one given by trio J. Navarro, C. Frenk, S. White (NFW) [60]. NFW profile or
universal profile is heuristic profile identified in N-body simulations of hierarchically clustering
universes based on collisionless CDM prescription‡. Spherically averaged density profiles of
studied objects with masses ranging from those of dwarf galaxy halos to those of rich galaxy
clusters are fitted with one universal two-parametric formula - NFW profile, from there the
attribute - universal.

2.1.1 Definition

The model by Navarro et al. (1996) is defined by the mass-density distribution

%(r) = %c
(r/aN)(1 + r/aN)2

, (2.13)

∗We do not write bar over εkin(r) explicitly but we of course mean its mean value at location r, exempted
from fluctuations.

†Even in the case of degenerate ideal non-relativistic fermion gas (ultra relativistic limit offers γ = 1/3),
see, e.g., ([67], pp. 44-45).

‡Colliosionless prescription does not mean that NFW is immune against the testing. We can still show
that such density distribution can not describe stable halo in hydrostatic equilibrium.
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where parameters %c and aN are characteristic density and radius of a halo∗. The model
assumes %0 → ∞, where %0 is the central density of DM. This model is in contradiction
with the observed† existence of constant-density ([d%(r)/dr]r=0 = 0) or only mildy cuspy
(%(r) ∼ r−0.2) DM cores. Former statement is well known as the “core-cusp problem” or
“core/cusp controversy”, see, e.g., [14].

2.1.2 Mass and radius

Eq. (2.13) yields for the mass of the sphere with radius r

M(< r) = 4π∫
r

0
u2%(u)du = 4π%ca

3
N [ln(1 + r

aN
) − r

aN
(1 + r

aN
)
−1

] . (2.14)

For the total mass MG and radius RG of a galaxy‡ we have

MG = 4π%ca
3
N [ln (1 + xG) − xG

1 + xG
] , (2.15)

RG = aNxG , (2.16)

the unknown parameter xG is defined by Eq. (2.16) itself.

2.1.3 Circular speed

The halo rotation circular speed of a test particle vc(r) is given by the condition

GM(< r)
r2

= [vc(r)]2

r
. (2.17)

Eqs. (2.14) and (2.17) give

[vc(r)]2 = 4πG%ca
2
N [ln(1 + r

aN
) − r

aN
(1 + r

aN
)
−1

] aN
r

, (2.18)

where G is the gravitational constant.
Eq. (2.18) states that limr→∞ vc(r) = 0, so the model does not yield an asymptotically flat

RC characterized by a limiting value vflat ≠ 0. Nevertheless, one can find approximately flat
RC’s on a smaller scale for some finely tuned aN and %c.

Eq. (2.18) can be rewritten to the form
∗With an evolution of super-computers and numerical methods evolves also the simulations of CDM halos.

Larger and larger number of particles have been used to simulate DM halos. [57] used higher resolution
simulations and reveals that the inner DM density slope is % ∝ r−1.5, even steeper than NFW’s % ∝ r−1. One
can encounter with generalized NFW profile %(r) = %c(r/aN )−β[1+ (r/aN )]β−3, where β varies from 1 to 1.5 .

†Based on the observation of RC’s of LSB and late-type, gas-rich dwarf galaxies [14].
‡Mass and radius of a galaxy is approximately (for mass) and precisely (for radius) equal to mass and radius

of the most massive and extensive part of the galaxy - the halo. We will omit the word halo and we will call
this only the total mass, unless, we say otherwise. More precisely, e.g., in the case of our galaxy - Milky Way,
the total mass is the mass of the halo plus (6−7)×1010 M⊙, what is the contribution of the observed baryonic
matter (stars made approximately 5×1010 M⊙ and gas & dust (1−2)×1010 M⊙) [1]. We should consider also the
mass of extended (surrounding whole visible part of the Galaxy) hot gas halo (this time made of baryons) whose
mass was estimated to be compared with those of stars and whose existence was only recently confirmed by
NASA’s Chandra X-ray Observatory, see http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/chandra/news/H-12-331.html.
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[vc(r)
v200

]
2

= 1

x

ln(1 + cx) − (cx)/(1 + cx)
ln(1 + c) − c/(1 + c)

, (2.19)

where v200 is the circular speed at radius R200, which is roughly equal to the virial radius∗.
R200 is defined as the radius within which the inner mean density is† 200× %crit, x ≡ r/R200 is
the radius in units of radius R200, and c ≡ R200/aN is a dimensionless concentration parameter
related to the %c by the relation

%c
%crit

= 200

3

c3

[ln(1 + c) − c/(1 + c)]
, (2.20)

%crit =
3H2

8πG
, (2.21)

where we have used Eq. (2.14) and

200 × %crit =
M200

(4π/3)R3
200

, (2.22)

where M200 ≡ M(< R200) is the mass enclosed by the radius R200. Adopting the value of
the Hubble constant at present time H0 = 70.4+1.3

−1.4 kms−1Mpc−1 (based on WMAP probe
observations with incorporated data from BAO and H0 experiments [32]), then

%crit ≈ 137.52 × 10−9 M⊙pc
−3 (2.23)

at present time.
Concentration parameter c matches with parameter xG from Eq. (2.16) if one sets RG =

R200.

The Tully-Fisher relation

It is clear that, see also Eq. (2.22),

v200 =
√

GM200

R200
= 10H0R200 , (2.24)

where H0 is the value of the Hubble constant at present time. Therefore, M200 ∝ R3
200 ∝ v3

200

or exactly
∗The radius of a galaxy is not well defined notion, its halo has not a sharp edge. Moreover mass of the

galaxy in NFW diverges as r →∞. We must define some physical “cut-off” radius. Radius R200 is often used
as a measure of galactic size and as an approximation for the virial radius, radius of the sphere centered on
the galaxy within which the virial equilibrium holds.

†%crit = 3H2/(8πG) is density of the critical Einstein-de Sitter universe, i.e., flat matter-only with Robert-
son & Walker (RW) metric universe, H is the Hubble’s constant and G is the gravitational constant. Well
known density parameter Ω is defined as Ω ≡ %/%crit, where % is the observed density. Presence of magical “200”
and its connection to the virial equilibrium has explanation in nonlinear structure formation in the expanding
universe with RW metric. Collapsing DM mixes a relaxes (virializes) and at some specific time teq it reaches
equilibrium configuration, called halo. At this time ratio %h/%m(teq) ≅ 200, where %m(teq) is surrounding un-
perturbed density at time teq and %h is density of the relaxed overdensed region. Assuming that the Universe
is approximately flat we arrive at the definition of the radius R200. For the details, see, e.g., ([5], pp. 733-735).
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M200 =
v3

200

10H0G
. (2.25)

Eq. (2.25) is something like (baryonic) Tully-Fisher relation if we suppose, that v200 ≈ vflat
and Mbar ∝M200, where Mbar is the baryonic disk mass.

Eq. (2.25) can be physically understood as follows (standard CDM interpretation with
collisionless particles of DM [77]): all halos have approximately the same mean density within
the virial radius R200 (critical radius appropriate for a self-gravitating stable object; this
implies that for all halos M200 ∝ R3

200), because all galaxy scale objects form at about the
same red-shift and reflect density of the Universe at the time of their formation. Therefore,
from the virial theorem, σ2 ∝ GM200/R200, results M200 ∝ σ3, where σ is speed dispersion
of DM particles. According to this interpretation in the context of galaxy formation, small
baryonic fraction of all particles cools and collapses in the gravitational field of a halo. Collapse
stops when the rotational movement of the particles can balance the gravity, disk is formed.
Therefore, standard interpretation assumes also σ ∝ vflat, what gives M200 ∝ v3

flat. In [61]
N, F and W, according to their N-body simulations, found slope of the TF relation to be
α ≈ 3.2 − 3.3.

Anyway, this is not consistent with (baryonic) Tully-Fisher relation∗. If one measures
luminosity from stars in near-infrared (what is the best tracer of the dynamical mass), the
exponent over the asymptotic rotational speed is 4 besides 3 (or 3.3).

2.1.4 Energy

We are interested in dependence of the total energy of a halo on the value of concentration
parameter xG, E(xG), because:

• we want to investigate the stability of the model’s halo

• it can yield some special value of xG that determines some properties of halos universally
(like Jeans radius/mass, virial radius/mass, ...).

From the condition limr→∞ p(r) = 0 follows†

0
!= lim
r→∞

[p(rc) − 4πG∫
r

rc

%(w)
w2

M(< w)
4π

dw] , (2.26)

where %(w) is determined by Eq. (2.13) and M(< w) by Eq. (2.14), see also Eq. (2.10).
For the pressure at rc we then have

p(rc) = 4πG%2
ca

2
N ∫

∞

rc/aN

FN(t)
t3(1 + t)2

dt , (2.27)

where

FN(t) ≡ ln(1 + t) − t

1 + t
. (2.28)

∗Besides the value of exponent, [77] (according to their computer simulations) arrived at zero point of the
TF relation that is not consistent with the observed one. They suppose that the lowering of the central density
(remember cusp controversy) should remove the problem.

†Eq. (2.7) leads to too complex expression for εkin(r)/µ, see also Sec. 2.2.4.
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For example, for the pressure at rc = aN we have p(aN) = 0.02336 × 4πG%2
ca

2
N .

The total kinetic energy of the NFW halo, see Eqs. (2.2), (2.12), (2.13), (2.27) and (2.28),
is

Ekin(xG)
(4π)2G%2

ca
5
N

= 1

γ
{ p(rc)

4πG%2
ca

2
N

x3
G

3
− ∫

xG

0
y2 [∫

y

rc/aN

FN(u)
u3(1 + u)2

du]dy} , (2.29)

% (rc)
εkin (rc)

µ
= p(rc)

γ
. (2.30)

Integrand FN(u)/[u3(1 + u)2] ≡ f(u) from Eq. (2.29) is discontinuous function, Df ∈
(−1,∞), with properties:

lim
u→0+

f(u) =∞ , (2.31)

lim
u→0−

f(u) = −∞ , (2.32)

lim
u→−1

f(u) = −∞ . (2.33)

From physical reasons, our interest rests at part with u > 0 only. We elude bad behaviour
of the function f(u) by performing necessary integrations numerically in a slightly modified
form.

Let us switch the integration in Eq. (2.29) and integrate at first by y, rewritten form is
then

Ekin(xG)
(4π)2G%2

ca
5
N

= 1

γ
{ p(0)

4πG%2
ca

2
N

x3
G

3
− ∫

xG

0
[∫

xG

u
y2dy] FN(u)

u3(1 + u)2
du} , (2.34)

we put rc = 0. Now, we can easily perform integration by y and from the former double integral
we get the simple integral

Ekin(xG)
(4π)2G%2

ca
5
N

= 1

γ
{ p(0)

4πG%2
ca

2
N

x3
G

3
− ∫

xG

0
[1

3
(x3
G − u3)] FN(u)

u3(1 + u)2
du} , (2.35)

the form that is more friendly with numerical calculations. p(0)/[4πG%2
ca

2
N ] is designated by

Eq. (2.27).
For the total potential energy results from Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6), in the case of the NFW

model represented by Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14), that

Epot(xG)
(4π)2G%2

ca
5
N

= −c1N
2

x−1
G [FN(xG)]2 , (2.36)

c1N = 1 + xG [FN(xG)]−2
∫

xG

0
t−2 [FN(t)]2 dt , (2.37)

where FN(x) is given by Eq. (2.28).
Now we are able to trace the total energy of the NFW halo model and score its stability.

But trouble is that NFW density profile generates in the integrand in Eq. (2.35) singular
behaviour near 0 and the integral there converges too slowly. We use a trick. The trick is
well-known from quantum mechanical introductory books and it is the so called “Yukawa’s
trick”.

Let us make the substitution u = 1/z and add the term exp(−ηz) to the integrand in the
limit η → 0. Integral from Eq. (2.35), denoted as I, transforms to
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Figure 2.1: Sensitivity of NFW
rotational circular speed profile
vc(r/aN)/[

√
(4π)2G%ca2

N ] on a choice
of the small parameter η. Circular speed
profiles for η = 0,0.05,0.5 are drawn.
We have used η = 10−5 in our numerical
calculations.

I = lim
η→0
∫

∞

1/xG
e−ηz

1

z2
{1

3
[x3
G − (1/z)3]} FN(1/z)

(1/z)3[1 + (1/z)]2
dz . (2.38)

The modified integral converges very well. By this manner, we must add the term exp(−η/t),
η → 0, also to the integrand in Eq. (2.27).

NFW model yields that central kinetic energy εkin(0) equals to∗ 0, what can be easily seen
from

εkin(0)
µ

≡ 1

γ
lim
r→0

p(r)
%(r)

= p(0)
%c

lim
r→0

r

aN
(1 + r

aN
)

2

= 0 , (2.39)

where we have used Eqs. (2.13), (2.27) and we demand in constant central pressure. Fi-
nalization of the outlined modification is needed up to a modification of the NFW density
profile.

Plot of the total energy of the NFW halo is drawn in Fig. 2.2. We have used η = 5 × 10−5

in our numerical calculations. Sensitivity of E(xG) on the variations of a small parameter η
illustrates Tab. 2.1 and sensitivity of the rotational circular speed profile depicts Fig. 2.1.

Table 2.1: Sensitivity of the function E(xG)/[(4π)2G%2
ca

5
N ] ≡ S(xG) on a choice of the small

parameter η in the case xG = 1 and xG = 100, γ = 1/3. We have used η = 10−5 in our numerical
calculations.

η S(1) S(100)
[ - ] [ - ] [ - ]

0.1 0.017091 -0.004112
0.01 0.022668 0.008062
0.001 0.023290 0.009301
0.0001 0.023353 0.009831
0.00001 0.023359 0.009630
0.000001 0.023360 0.009428

E(xG) < 0 for any positive xG, γ = 2/3. NFW model satisfies fundamental requirement
of the stability of the halo. Situation would be different in the case of different γ, e.g., case
γ = 1/3 (photon gas, ultra-relativistic completely degenerate fermion gas), yields instability
for an arbitrary positive xG.

Moreover, the previous result E(xG) < 0 for any xG > 0, does not lead to any “formation
criterion”, like could be the well-known Jeans criterion. Therefore, the revision of the NFW

∗The centrum of the halo is frozen with the central temperature 0 K - absolute zero.
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profile (primarily) or of the theory of the formation of structures in the Universe must be
performed∗ if the halo is in the hydrostatic equilibrium.
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Figure 2.2: Plot of the function E(xG)/[(4π)2G%2a5] for the NFW (green line), % ≡ %N , a ≡ aN
and Burkert’s (blue line), % ≡ %0Bu, a ≡ aBu, halo. The NFW halo is stable, E(xG) < 0, for
arbitrary positive xG, γ = 2/3. Burkert’s halo is stable if xG > 1.651, γ = 2/3. Situation can
be different in the case of different γ, e.g., γ = 1/3, yields no stability for both models, xG is
arbitrary positive. One can directly compare curves belonging to NFW and Burkert’s halo
only so far as (s)he can compare their scale radii and characteristic densities.

We have our whole halo balanced in the hydrostatic equilibrium. Therefore, the virial
theorem does not imply any hints on the topic - radius of a galaxy. For the details see App.
C.

2.1.5 Milky Way

Motto: There is no place like home†.

In this section we will regard NFW as the authentic density distribution of DM in our own
galaxy.

Oort Constants and relevant parameters %c and aN

We want to find out the values of the missing parameters %c and aN that emerge in Eq.
(2.13). These are necessary for the calculation of the total mass and radius of the Galaxy, see
Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16). We will use the Oort constants for this purpose.

Let us start from the well known system of equations, remember your galactic astronomy
lectures,

(A −B)R⊙ = v⊙ , (2.40)

B = A − ω⊙ , (2.41)

where A and B are the Oort constants. We remind that
∗There is also possible scenario when the density profile changes through the ages.
†No offence, we actually know that the home is where your heart is, and thus, the real home is in your

chest.
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A ≡ 1

2

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

vc(R⊙)
R⊙

− [dvc(r)
dr

]
r=R⊙

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
, (2.42)

B ≡ −1

2

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

vc(R⊙)
R⊙

+ [dvc(R)
dr

]
r=R⊙

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
, (2.43)

where R⊙ is the distance of the Sun from the galactic center (GC), vc(R⊙) ≡ v⊙ is circular
speed of the Sun around the GC and ω⊙ = v⊙/R⊙.

Global Galactic gravitational field is fully described by the global Galactic potential Φ

that can be written as the sum of the potentials generated by particular Galactic components
- disk, bar, spiral arms and halo, i.e.,

Φ = Φdisk +Φbar +Φspirals +Φhalo . (2.44)

Galactic disk is often described by the following double-exponential density distribution,
see, e.g., ([45] pp. 141-143):

%(R, z) = %0 exp(− R
Rd

) exp(− ∣ z ∣
hd

) , (2.45)

where R is the distance from the center of a galaxy in galactic plane (usual cylindrical R),
z is the galactic latitude above the galactic equator (usual cylindrical z), Rd = 3.5 ± 0.5 kpc,
hd = 330 pc for stars and hd = 160 pc for gas & dust are the scale lengths within the disk, %0

is the central density of the disk. We will consider, for its simplicity, only the case z = 0.
This model yields for circular speed and its derivative generated by the disk, ([58], p.38),

see also App. D.2,

vdisk(8.0 kpc) = 166.2 kms−1 , vdisk(8.3 kpc) = 165.9 kms−1 , (2.46)

(dvdisk
dR

)
8.0 kpc

= −0.84 kms−1kpc−1 , (dvdisk
dR

)
8.3 kpc

= −1.30 kms−1kpc−1 . (2.47)

We have used and embraced for the next calculations

R⊙ ≡ 8.0 kpc , R⊙ ≡ 8.3 kpc , (2.48)

where the former, jointly with v⊙ = 220 kms−1, is IAU recommended value and the latter,
jointly with v⊙ = 239 kms−1, is the recent observational result retrieved from [8].

For the Galactic bar potential we adopt the form, see [38],

Φbar = −
GMbar

R
− GQ11

4R3
(1 + Q22

Q11
) , (2.49)
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whereMbar is the total mass of the Galactic bar and the values of Q11 and Q22 are components
of the quadrupole term tensor present in the potential expansion. The values of Q11 and Q22

can be based, e.g., on the COBE observations (model S in [22]). Interested reader can find
the derivation of the Galactic bar potential in App. D.1.

We have neglected some part of the potential of the bar presented in [38], because this
do not generate circular motion (Φbar here denotes only the relevant part of the Galactic bar
potential). By the same reasoning one must neglect the whole term Φspirals in Eq. (2.44), for
the correct form of Φspirals see [38] or App. D.3.

Equation of motion for an object moving under the action of the mentioned potentials is

−v
2
c(R)
R

ˆ⃗eR = −∇(Φdisk +Φbar +Φhalo) , (2.50)

where ˆ⃗eR is an unit vector pointed in the direction of the gradient of the total potential. The
same as the total potential is the sum of the individual Galactic components, we can write the
total circular speed vc(R) as the sum

vc(R) =
√
v2
disk(R) + v2

bar(R) + v2
halo(R) , (2.51)

where on the basis of Eqs. (2.49) - (2.51)

v2
bar(R⊙) =

GMbar

R⊙

[1 + 3

4
(1 + Q22

Q11
) Q11

Mbar

1

R2
⊙

] . (2.52)

Differentiation of Eq. (2.52) with respect to R in R⊙ gives

[
d(v2

bar)
dR

]
R⊙

= −GMbar

R2
⊙

[1 + 9

4
(1 + Q22

Q11
) Q11

MbarR2
⊙

] . (2.53)

Using Mbar = 1.4 × 1010 M⊙, corresponding to the value given by [12] (Table 5) for the
Galactic bulge, G = 4.302 × 10−6 M−1

⊙
kpc(kms−1)2, and retrieving values for Q′s from [38]

(model S in [22]), i.e.,

Q22/Q11 = −0.429 , (2.54)

Q11/Mbar = 1.86 [kpc2] , (2.55)

we get from Eqs. (2.52) and (2.53) numerical results

vbar(8.0 kpc) = 87.3 kms−1 , vbar(8.3 kpc) = 85.7 kms−1 , (2.56)

(
dv2
bar

dR
)

8.0 kpc

= −976.20 km2s−2kpc−1 , (
dv2
bar

dR
)

8.3 kpc

= −904.59 km2s−2kpc−1 . (2.57)
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After inserting values for speeds from Eqs. (2.46) and (2.56) into Eq. (2.51), using v⊙ =
220 kms−1, R⊙ = 8.0 kpc (IAU recommended value) or v⊙ = 239 kms−1, R⊙ = 8.3 kpc [8], and
expressing vhalo(R⊙), one knows also its value

vhalo(8.0 kpc) = 114.7 kms−1 , vhalo(8.3 kpc) = 149.2 kms−1 . (2.58)

In Eqs. (2.46), (2.56) and (2.58) we can see the importance of the particular Galactic compo-
nents at the distance of the Sun from GC.

We can express %c as a function of aN . From Eq. (2.18), in r = R⊙, results

%c =
R⊙v

2
halo(R⊙)

4πGa3
N [ln (1 + R⊙

aN
) − R⊙

aN
(1 + R⊙

aN
)
−1

]
. (2.59)

The NFW density profile is in the case of known vhalo(R⊙) only one parametric: %c = %c(aN).
The Oort constant A follows from Eqs. (2.42) and (2.51)

A = vc(R⊙)
2R⊙

− 1

4vc(R⊙)

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
2vdisk(R⊙) (

dvdisk
dR

)
R⊙

+ (
dv2
bar

dR
)
R⊙

+ (
dv2
halo

dR
)
R⊙

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (2.60)

where the speed derivatives are given by Eqs. (2.47), (2.57) and

[
d(v2

halo)
dR

]
R⊙

= 4πG%caN [− 1

y2
ln (1 + y) + 1

y (1 + y)
+ 1

(1 + y)2
] , (2.61)

where y ≡ R⊙/aN , see also Eq. (2.18).
Finally, from Eq. (2.60) results

−4Avc(R⊙) +
2v2
c(R⊙)
R⊙

−
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
2vdisk(R⊙) (

dvdisk
dR

)
R⊙

+ (
dv2
bar

dR
)
R⊙

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
= [

d(v2
halo)
dR

]
R⊙

, (2.62)

where the RHS is given by Eq. (2.61) with %c expressed according to Eq. (2.59). In Eq. (2.62)
we thus have an only one unknown quantity, namely, aN .

The case of the flat rotation curves

Conventional values of A and B are characterized by large errors. Moreover, the values
obtained by various authors are different and the values are not consistent even within the
errors. We try, instead of using specific values of the Oort constants retrieved from some
preferred paper∗, different, approximate approach.

We assume, only for the purpose of designation of the Oort constants, that RC of the
Galaxy is absolutely flat. It can be easily seen that then, see also Eqs. (2.40) - (2.43),

A = −B , (2.63)
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Table 2.2: The Oort constants assigned to v⊙ = 220 kms−1, R⊙ = 8.0 kpc (IAU recommended
value) and v⊙ = 239 kms−1, R⊙ = 8.3 kpc [8], in the case of the flat RC’s, i.e., A = −B.

R⊙ v⊙ A B

[kpc] [kms−1] [kms−1kpc−1] [kms−1kpc−1]
8.0 220 13.8 -13.8
8.3 239 14.4 -14.4

because v ≠ v(r) is a constant, ω⊙ = v⊙/R⊙, A = −(R⊙/2)(dω/dR)R⊙ and then B = A − ω⊙ =
1/2(v⊙/R⊙)-v⊙/R⊙ = −A.

We also assume that we know the rotational speed of the Sun around the GC v⊙ precisely
and then assign the Oort constants to this v⊙, see Tab. 2.2.

Let us insert Eqs. (2.46), (2.47), (2.57) and (2.58) into Eq. (2.62). Usage of appropriate
(R⊙, v⊙) and A (Tab. 2.2) in Eq. (2.62) gives us the value of aN . Consequent substitution
of calculated aN into Eq. (2.59) leads to the single value of %c. Finally, we dog out the
parameters aN and %c of the NFW model. These are ordered in Tab. 2.3.

Are the flat rotation curves indeed flat?

We have questions. Questions that need answering: How does the flat RC of the Galaxy look
like in the case of the used physical models, i.e., NFW for the halo, the model of exponential
disk and the model adopted from [38] for the Galactic bar? And consequently, how rough was
the approximation A = −B.

Eq. (2.51) holds, here halo and bar component are given by Eqs. (2.18) and (2.52). For
the disk component in the Galactic equatorial plane (z = 0) we have, the form first proposed
by [21] (for details see [5], pp. 84-85, 96-101; or App. D.2.2):

vdisk(R) =
√
R
∂φ

∂R
= {4πGΣ0

R2

4Rd
[I0 ( R

2Rd
)K0 ( R

2Rd
) − I1 ( R

2Rd
)K1 ( R

2Rd
)]}

1/2

, (2.64)

where In and Kn are modified Bessel’s functions of the first and the second kind, constant Σ0

is central surface density. For the surface density Σ(R) = Σg(R) +Σ∗(R) of the Galactic disk
we have

Σi(R) = Σ0i exp(− R
Rd

) , i = {gas & dust ≡ g; stars ≡ ∗} . (2.65)

We can use Rd = 3.5 kpc and Σ0 = Σ0g + Σ0∗ ≐ 7.564 × 108 M⊙kpc
−2, see ([58] pp. 30-32; or

App. D.2) to obtain numerical value of Eq. (2.64).
One can check for the flatness of RC of the (NFW) Galaxy in Figs. 2.3. In Fig. 2.4 can

a reader see the halo component of RC vhalo(R) separately∗. RC has a singularity in R = 0

because of existence of the singularity in the function vbar(R), see Eq. (2.52). We can not
describe the inner region with this dependence on R (we do not count with the super-massive
black hole either). Anyway, RC is in the region R > 3 kpc realistic enough. One should cover
the inner region with his palm and check RC. A cusp in R = 8.0 kpc is caused by the fact that

∗Preferred paper could be [37], where weighted average (where the weight of each observational value is
the reciprocal square of the corresponding uncertainty) of the published Oort constants can be found.

∗For the sake of clarity, let us note that R stands for the radial distance from the GC in the Galactic
equatorial plane. We are interested in circular motions in the Galactic equatorial plane.
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the maximum of vdisk(r) is intriguingly close to the position of the Sun and also by much
more trivial fact that we have sewed this artificial RC on the observed circular speed of the
Sun v⊙.

RC is quite flat, in the case of both considered v⊙, at smaller distances from the GC, e.g.,
up to 30 kpc, see right of Figs. 2.3. Our approach appears to be self-consistent.
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Figure 2.3: Left: RC of the (NFW) Galaxy on the scale of 200 kpc. Here we consider
NFW model with the parameters aN = 32.1 kpc, %c = 2.557 × 10−3 M⊙pc

−3 (green line) and
aN = 14.7 kpc, %c = 12.400 × 10−3 M⊙pc

−3 (blue line), which we obtained in the case that
A = −B. For the Galactic disk we use the exponential disk model with parameters Rd = 3.5 kpc

and Σ0 = 7.564 × 108 M⊙kpc
−2 (see App. D.2) with the restriction z = 0 (motions in the

Galactic equatorial plane). For the Galactic bar we take the potential given by Eq. 2.49, with
Mbar = 1.4 × 1010 M⊙ and Q’s represented by Eqs. (2.54)-(2.55) (see App. D.1). The values
v⊙ = 220 kms−1, R⊙ = 8.0 kpc (IAU recommended value) and v⊙ = 239 kms−1, R⊙ = 8.3 kpc

[8] are used. Right: RC of the (NFW) Galaxy on the scale of 30 kpc.
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Figure 2.4: RC generated by the halo only, vhalo(R), on the scale of 200 kpc. Here we consider
NFW model with the parameters aN = 32.1 kpc, %c = 2.557 × 10−3 M⊙pc

−3, v⊙ = 220 kms−1

⇒ vhalo(R⊙) = 114.7 kms−1 (green line) and aN = 14.7 kpc, %c = 12.400 × 10−3 M⊙pc
−3,

v⊙ = 239 kms−1 ⇒ vhalo(R⊙) = 149.2 kms−1 (blue line). Calculations was performed under
the assumption of A = −B.

Mass and radius of the Milky Way in the case of the flat rotation curves

This section is devoted to an another test of the NFW halo model. We want to see if values
of the total mass and radius of the Galaxy given under the former assumptions, see previous
sections, are reasonable∗ approximate values.

On the basis of Eq. (2.14) we can write
∗What is reasonable is given by the current paradigm in galactic astronomy and cosmology, i.e., MG ≈

(1 − 2.5) × 1012M⊙ and RG ≈ 100 − 300 kpc.
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M200 ≡ 4π%ca
3
N [ln(1 + R200

aN
) − R200

aN
(1 + R200

aN
)
−1

] = 800

3
π%critR

3
200 , (2.66)

where M200 is the mass of the sphere with radius R200. Eqs. (2.23) and (2.66) yield that
R200 ≈ 223 kpc, when we use v⊙ = 220 kms−1, and R200 ≈ 195 kpc, when we use v⊙ = 239 kms−1.
We find the approximate∗ R200 of the Galaxy, under assumption that A = −B.

Let us set RG to be a constant. Insertion of† (%c, aN), evaluated in Sec. 2.1.5, into Eq. 2.15,
offers the total mass of the Galaxy. Reader can find various values of MG for given (R⊙, v⊙)
in Tab. 2.3. Values RG = R200, RG = 300 kpc and RG which fits to MG = 2.430 × 1012M⊙, the
value given in [42], are considered.

Former yields the interesting result that a higher circular speed of the Sun does not mean a
higher mass of the halo, see Tab. 2.3. This is because of the fact that in the case v⊙ = 239 kms−1

we arrive at approximately 2× smaller value of the scale length aN , DM density falls more
rapidly, than in the case of v⊙ = 220 kms−1.

Table 2.3: Parameters aN and %c of the NFW halo model, derived under the assumption that
A = −B, and consequently found value of the total mass of the Galaxy MG. Two values of
v⊙ are considered, the IAU recommended value v⊙ = 220 kms−1 and the value based on the
precise radio-astronomic position measurements of a radio source in the GC, v⊙ = 239 kms−1

[8]. We consider three values of RG for each value of v⊙, RG = R200, where R200 is the radius
of the sphere with mean density %̄ = 200 × %crit, RG = 300 kpc and the radius which fits to
MG = 2.430 × 1012M⊙, the value given by [42]. Anyway, MG retrieved from [42] corresponds
to too large values of RG in the case of both considered values of v⊙. R200 ≈ 223 kpc, if we
consider v⊙ = 220 kms−1, and R200 ≈ 195 kpc, if we suppose that v⊙ = 239 kms−1.

R⊙ v⊙ aN %c MG RG xG

[kpc] [kms−1] [kpc] [10−3M⊙pc
−3] [1012M⊙] [kpc] [−]

8.0 220 32.1 2.557 1.280 223 7.0
8.3 239 14.7 12.400 0.856 195 13.3
8.0 220 32.1 2.557 1.528 300 9.4
8.3 239 14.7 12.400 1.045 300 20.4
8.0 220 32.1 2.557 2.430 790 24.6
8.3 239 14.7 12.400 2.430 5386 366.4

Another, special, choice of the Oort constants

The choice of the Oort constants with the property A = −B, and so the previous approach
to obtain missing parameters of the considered halo model, the so called, case of the flat RC’s,
can be in some cases (not very flat RC’s) considered as very rude‡. In this section we repeat
qualitatively the same procedure as in the case of the flat RC’s, but, we replace the former
choice of the Oort constants with the choice based on the following requirements:

• A/B != 14.2/ − 12.4 ≐ −1.145

∗We do not count with an error in H0 and in %c, aN which arise from the error in designation of the
rotational speed of the individual Galactic components. We use two accurate values of v⊙ to ensure the
dispersion of the total mass of the Galaxy.

†The notation in brackets emphasize the fact that these two values are bond together, i.e., %c(aN ) and
that they are both determined by one specific set of parameters (R⊙, v⊙,A).

‡As we will see, this is notable in the case of Burkert’s halo model.
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• A −B != (220 kms−1)/(8.0 kpc) = 27.500 kms−1kpc−1 (IAU recomm. v.) or
A −B != (239 kms−1)/(8.3 kpc) ≐ 28.795 kms−1kpc−1 [8] ,

where the former requirement is based on the values given in [37] and the latter on the assump-
tion that we know the value of the Sun’s orbital speed around the GC - v⊙ and its distance
from the GC - R⊙ precisely. We assign the Oort constants to these (R⊙, v⊙), see Tab. 2.4.
We will call this approach - the case of average A/B.

Table 2.4: The Oort constants assigned to v⊙ = 220 kms−1, R⊙ = 8.0 kpc (IAU recommended
value) and v⊙ = 239 kms−1, R⊙ = 8.3 kpc [8] in the case of average A/B, motivated by [37].

R⊙ v⊙ A B

[kpc] [kms−1] [kms−1kpc−1] [kms−1kpc−1]
8.0 220 14.7 -12.8
8.3 239 15.4 -13.4

Tab. 2.5 presents parameters (aN , %c) of the NFW halo model, derived in the case of
average A/B, and consequently found the total mass of the Galaxy MG. The same procedure
as in the case of the flat RC’s was used, see Eqs. (2.15), (2.59), (2.60) and (2.66). In this
case the obtained masses are quite low in general, what is intriguing because the used Oort
constants should be more realistic than in the case of the flat RC’s.

It is also interesting to compare the values of %c consistent with the circular speed of the
Sun, see Tabs. 2.3 and 2.5, with those from [56], where the simulations with collisionless
CDM particles build up halos with %c ≳ 1 M⊙pc

−3 at dwarf masses, increasing to larger
masses. Overdensed cores yielded by simulations are serious problem of the collisionless CDM
prescription.

Table 2.5: Parameters aN and %c of the NFW halo model, derived in the case of average
A/B, and consequently found value of the total mass of the Galaxy MG. In this case the
obtained masses are quite low in general. The radius RG that fits to the value of MG = 2.430×
1012M⊙ is non-physical because of its enormousness and thus such mass is overestimated. The
function in square brackets in Eq. (2.15) is very slowly raising function of xG for higher xG.
R200 ≈ 124.5 kpc, if we consider v⊙ = 220 kms−1, and R200 ≈ 140.8 kpc, if we suppose that
v⊙ = 239 kms−1.

R⊙ v⊙ aN %c MG RG xG

[kpc] [kms−1] [kpc] [10−3M⊙pc
−3] [1012M⊙] [kpc] [−]

8.0 220 7.4 22.408 0.223 124.5 16.8
8.3 239 5.7 59.973 0.322 140.8 24.7
8.0 220 7.4 22.408 0.316 300 40.5
8.3 239 5.7 59.973 0.423 300 52.6
8.0 220 7.4 22.408 2.430 ∼ 1010 ∼ 109

8.3 239 5.7 59.973 2.430 ∼ 109 ∼ 108

2.1.6 Characteristics of dark matter particles

The nature of DM is still far from being resolved. Let investigate the case when DM
particles are particles of non-relativistic classical ideal gas. The classical approach (using
Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics in thermodynamic equilibrium (TE) or in local thermodynamic
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equilibrium (LTE)) is valid if Heisenberg uncertainty principle is of negligible importance∗,
i.e.,

q × pmomentum >> h̵
2
, (2.67)

where q and pmomentum are mean separation between the particles and mean momentum of
the particles†, h̵ is the reduced Planck constant h/2π. We can use the former condition for
finding limiting values (minimal) of mass and kinetic temperature of the DM particles.

Pressure p and hence also one particle kinetic energy εkin, see Eq. (2.11), vary from point
to point along a radial coordinate r within a halo maintained in the hydrostatic equilibrium‡.
Therefore, we assume existence of thermodynamic equilibrium within the halo only locally
(LTE)§. Each point of the halo is in thermodynamic equilibrium with its closest infinitesimal
surrounding. If we use

q(r) = n−1/3(r) = [%(r)/µ]−1/3 , (2.68)

pmomentum(r) =
√

2µ2
εkin(r)
µ

(2.69)

in condition (2.67), we arrive at the relation that for the mass µ of one DM particle yields¶:

µ >> µmin , (2.70)

µmin ≡ [ h̵
3

8
]

1/4

max

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
[2
εkin(r)
µ

]
−3/8

%1/4(r)
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
. (2.71)

The former result was obtained under the assumption that all DM particles have the same
mass µ. Using Eqs. (2.12), (2.13) and (2.27), the term in curly brackets from Eq. (2.71)
becomes

{...} = {
8πGa2

N

γ
[∫

∞

0

FN(t)e−η/t

t3(1 + t2)
dt − ∫

r/aN

0

FN(t)e−η/t

t3(1 + t2)
dt]}

−3/8

%−1/8
c [ r

aN
(1 + r

aN
)

2

]
−5/8

,

(2.72)

where FN(t) is given by Eq. (2.28). Here we modify the integrands by multiplying them
with the exponential factor exp(−η/t), η−small, to provide necessary convergence of the con-
cerned integrals, see Sec. 2.1.4. After taking into account the values of the model parameters
xG, aN , %c obtained in Sec. 2.1.5, one should get value of µmin. But trouble is that the

∗Eq. (2.67) can be rewritten as q >> h̵/(2 pmomentum). This means that the typical minimum classical
distance within which is a particle localized must be large compared to the de Broglie wave length of the
particle h/pmomentum, where h is the Planck constant. The wave properties of the particle is then clearly
unimportant.

†In the case of LTE these are functions of r - q(r) and pmomentum(r).
‡One possible exception from this could be the isothermal halo (εkin = const.). In this case pressure varies

as p(r) =K%α(r) with α = 1 + 1/n = 1 (the polytropic equation of state with the polytropic index n→∞).
§For the discussion about non-LTE scenario see the next section.
¶We use h̵ = 6.62606957/(1.9891 × 3.08567758 × 2π) × 10−83M⊙pc kms−1.
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maximum from Eq. (2.71) lies at r = 0 where µmin diverges, see Eq. (2.72). The singular
behaviour of the NFW density profile at 0 does not allow us to determine µmin. Anyway, the
outlined procedure will be useful for cored models that will be examined in this chapter, see
Secs. 2.2 and 2.3.

Eventually, we should be able to offer also the limiting kinetic temperature of DM, if it
would consist of classical ideal gas particles. For mean one-particle kinetic energy εkin(r) and
speed dispersion σ(r) of DM particles can one, according to the equipartition theorem∗, writes

εkin(r) =
3

2
kBT (r) ; σ(r) =

√
3kBT (r)

µ
, (2.73)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T (r) is kinetic temperature of DM particles. There-
fore, T (r) = (2µ)/(3kB)×εkin(r)/µ with µ = µmin, see Eq. (2.71), and εkin(r)/µ given by Eqs.
(2.12), (2.13) and (2.27), lead us to write

T >> Tmin , (2.74)

Tmin ≡
1

3kB
[ h̵

3

8
]

1/4

max

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
[2
εkin(r)
µ

]
5/8

%1/4(r)
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
, (2.75)

where the term in curly brackets can be written as

{...} = {
8πGa2

N

γ
[∫

∞

0

FN(t)e−η/t

t3(1 + t2)
dt − ∫

r/aN

0

FN(t)e−η/t

t3(1 + t2)
dt]}

5/8

[ r

aN
(1 + r

aN
)

2

]
3/8

%7/8
c .

(2.76)

We could use the model parameters xG, aN , %c, obtained in Sec. 2.1.5, for numerical determi-
nation of Tmin. Now, the maximum from Eq. (2.75) at r ≈ 0.08× aN presents no problem, see
Eq. (2.76).

2.1.7 Evaporation

Armed† with an insight acquired in the previous section, we can directly compare root of
mean-square speed σ(RG) ≡ v2 of the DM particles occupying LTE with their escape speed
vesc(RG) at the edge of the Galactic halo. We are led to write

σ(RG) =
√

2
εkin(RG)

µ
, (2.77)

vesc(RG) =
√

2GMG

RG
. (2.78)

Using Eqs. (2.12), (2.13) and (2.27), Eq. (2.77) becomes
∗Equipartition theorem: If a system described by classical statistical mechanics is in equilibrium at the

absolute temperature T, every independent quadratic term in its energy has a mean value equal to 1/2kBT ,
where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is temperature. See, e.g., ([68], pp. 246-248).

†...actually only with a fork and a spoon. We will be truly armed in Secs. 2.2 and 2.3, where µmin will be
evaluated.
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σ(RG) = {
8πG%ca

2
N

γ
[∫

∞

0

FN(t)e−η/t

t3(1 + t2)
dt − ∫

xG

0

FN(t)e−η/t
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dt] RG

aN
(1 + RG

aN
)}

1/2

, (2.79)

where we have again modified integrands by multiplying them with the exponential factor
exp(−η/t), η − small, to provide necessary convergence of the concerned integrals.

Taking into account Eqs. (2.15), (2.16) and the values of the model parameters xG, aN , %c,
already founded in Sec. 2.1.5, we obtain numerical values of σ(RG) and vesc(RG) that can be
directly compared with each other, see Tabs. 2.6 and 2.7.

In LTE, Maxwell distribution of speeds of DM particles holds also locally. One can write,
remember that 3kBT (r) = µσ2(r),

F (v, r)dv = 4πCe−(1/2)β(r)µv
2

v2dv = 4πCe−(3/2)v
2
/σ2
(r)v2dv , (2.80)

where F (v, r)dv is the mean number of particles, per unit volume, at position r, that have speed
v in the range between v and v+dv. Constant C is given by the normalization ∫

∞

0 F (v, r)dv =
n(r), where n(r) is the total mean number of particles, per unit volume, at location r; β(r) ≡
1/[kBT (r)], where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T (r) is temperature of DM at r.

For the mean number of particles with v > vesc per unit volume at r = RG, X(v > vesc,RG),
can one writes, see Eq. (2.80),

X(v > vesc,RG) ≡ ∫
∞

vesc(RG)
F (v,RG)dv = 4n(RG)√

π
∫

∞

ν
x2e−x

2

dx , (2.81)

where ν ≡
√

3/2[vesc(RG)/σ(RG)]. Using Eqs. (2.15), (2.16), (2.78), (2.79) and taking into
account the values of parameters xG, aN , %c from Sec. 2.1.5, we arrive at numerical values of
X(v > vesc,RG), see Tabs. 2.6 and 2.7.

Approximately 2 − 9%, depends on the set of parameters xG, aN , %c, of the particles that
occupy halos boundary has speeds that are higher than the escape speed from this region
vesc(RG). We suspect the NFW halo of rapid evaporation. Anyway, detailed time evolution
of MG(t), counting with the whole volume of the halo, would be necessary for confirming this
suspicion.

Table 2.6: The evaporation. The case A = −B and NFW halo model composed of DM particles
with the Maxwell distribution of speeds (LTE) are considered. Used xG’s are retrieved from
Tab. 2.3. The very right collum represents fraction of the particles that escape from an unit
volume at the edge of the halo r = RG (n ≡ n(RG) is concentration of DM particles at the
edge of the halo). Approximately 7 − 9% of the edge particles escape, the NFW halo could
evaporate rapidly.

R⊙ v⊙ xG σ(RG) vesc(RG) X(v > vesc,RG)
[kpc] [kms−1] [−] [kms−1] [kms−1] ×n
8.0 220 7.0 150.8 221.4 0.091
8.3 239 13.3 128.3 194.1 0.076
8.0 220 9.4 140.0 208.8 0.083
8.3 239 20.4 112.8 173.1 0.070
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Table 2.7: The evaporation. The case of average A/B and NFW halo model composed of
DM particles with the Maxwell distribution of speeds (LTE) are considered. Used xG’s are
retrieved from Tab. 2.5. Approximately 2 − 6% of the edge particles escape, the NFW halo
could evaporate rapidly.

R⊙ v⊙ xG σ(RG) vesc(RG) X(v > vesc,RG)
[kpc] [kms−1] [−] [kms−1] [kms−1] ×n
8.0 220 16.8 81.0 151.1 0.015
8.3 239 24.7 90.5 139.6 0.068
8.0 220 40.5 60.9 94.9 0.064
8.3 239 52.6 70.1 109.6 0.062

non-LTE scenario

One can argue that LTE approach, which we have performed recently, is only poorly
motivated or inadequate (too few collisions), and that the halo does not need to be in TE
or LTE necessarily. Then it is in non-LTE regime. In astrophysics, there are known some
non-LTE speed distributions. One of the most preferably used is the κ-distribution∗ [78]:

F (v)dv = 4πn

(πκw2
κ)3/2

Γ(κ + 1)
Γ(κ − 1/2)

(1 + v2

κw2
κ

)
−(κ+1)

v2dv, (2.82)

where Γ(x) is the gamma function and wκ is equivalent thermal speed, well-known in the solar
wind physics. The wκ is related to the Maxwellian (thermal) temperature T by

wκ =
√

(2κ − 3)kBT
κµ

. (2.83)

The κ-distribution has important property that it degenerates into the Maxwell distribution
in the limit κ→∞.

For the number of particles with the property v > vesc, per unit volume, at radial coordinate
RG, and speed distribution given by (2.82), Xκ(v > vesc,RG), is one allowed to write

Xκ (v > vesc,RG) = 4n(RG)√
π

Γ(κ + 1)
Γ(κ − 1/2) ∫

∞

α
(1 + t2)−(κ+1)

t2dt , (2.84)

where α ≡ vesc(RG)/
√

[κw2
κ(RG)] and wκ(RG) ≡

√
[(2κ − 3)σ2(RG)]/(3κ), see Eqs. (2.73),

(2.77), (2.78), (2.82) and (2.83). Here we have also made use of the fact that the equation of
state p(r)%(r) = (2/3)εkin(r)/µ, for the κ-distribution, holds in the same form as in the case
of the Maxwell speed distribution.

The problem of the evaporation of the halo matter is certainly eliminated by considering
κ → 3/2. Then, the lower integration boundary α from Eq. (2.84) goes to ∞ and the whole
integral to 0 and so also Xκ(v > vesc,RG)→ 0, see also the relations under Eq. (2.84). Slightly
higher κ means again the existence of quite rapid edge evaporation in both cases, the case
A = −B and the case of average A/B, for all previously considered xG’s, see Tab. 2.8.

∗Physical kinetic model based on κ-distribution density function for solar wind particles fits very good many
major feature observed in the solar wind. But there exists no theoretical basis of this distribution function.
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Table 2.8: The evaporation. The case A = −B (middle columns) and the case of average A/B
(very right columns) together with NFW halo model, whose particles has speeds governed
according to κ-distribution, are considered. Used xG’s are retrieved from Tabs. 2.3 and
2.5. The columns labelled as Xκ, where lower index κ is replaced by the used value of κ,
represents fraction of the particles that escape from an unit volume at the edge of the halo
r = RG (n ≡ n(RG) is concentration of DM particles at the edge of the halo). The values
κ = {1.501, 2, 4} are considered. The results obtained for κ > 10 are very similar to those
obtained when the Maxwell distribution is employed (similarity increases as κ increases, what
is obvious because κ-distribution degenerates into the Maxwell distribution as κ → ∞). The
NFW halo, with speed distribution given by κ-distribution (with κ not very close to 3/2),
could evaporate rapidly.

R⊙ v⊙ xG X1.501 X2 X4 xG X1.501 X2 X4

[kpc] [kms−1] [−] ×10−4n ×n ×n [−] ×10−4n ×n ×n
8.0 220 7.0 4.602 0.080 0.104 16.8 4.262 0.072 0.090
8.3 239 13.3 4.331 0.074 0.093 24.7 4.171 0.070 0.086
8.0 220 9.4 4.461 0.077 0.098 40.5 4.087 0.069 0.083
8.3 239 20.4 4.213 0.071 0.088 52.6 4.052 0.068 0.081

2.2 Discussion on the model by Begeman et al. (1991)

2.2.1 Definition

The model by Begeman et al. [3] is defined by the mass distribution

%(r) = %0B

1 + (r/aB)2
, (2.85)

where parameters %0B = limr→0 %(r) and aB are central density and characteristic radius (scale
length) of a halo. This model is often referred to as the (nonsingular) pseudo-isothermal sphere.

For r-small, close to the GC, one is allowed to write

%(r) ≈ %(0) + r
2

2
(d

2%

dr2
)
r=0

= %0B(1 − r2/a2
Bc) , (2.86)

what is the Taylor expansion of %(r) from Eq. (2.85) about 0, aBc denotes the characteristic
radius/scale length for r-small. We have neglected the terms ∼ O(r3). d%/dr = 0 at r = 0,
what is consistent with the presented picture of DM core within a halo.

For the far away zone can one writes

%(r) ≈ %0B
a2
B∞

r2
, (2.87)

where aB∞ denotes characteristic radius/scale for r-large.
Eq. (2.85) states that aB = aBc = aB∞, the typical scale length for the zone close to the

galactic centre is equal to the typical scale length for the large distances. In general this
must not be fulfilled. The right model should yield (and the nature most probably gives):
aBc ≠ aB∞.
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2.2.2 Mass and radius

Eq. (2.85) yields for the mass enclosed by the sphere of radius r

M(< r) = 4π∫
r

0
u2%(u)du = 4π%0Ba

3
B [ r

aB
− arctan( r

aB
)] . (2.88)

For the total mass MG and radius RG of a galaxy we have on the basis of Eq. (2.88)

MG = 4π%0Ba
3
B [xG − arctan (xG)] , (2.89)

RG = aBxG , (2.90)

the unknown dimensionless parameter xG is defined by Eq. (2.90) itself.

2.2.3 Circular speed

The halo rotation circular speed of a test particle vc(r) is given by, see Eq. (2.88),

[vc(r)]2 = 4πG%0Ba
2
B [1 − aB

r
arctan( r

aB
)] . (2.91)

Eq. (2.91) states that

lim
r→∞

vc(r) =
√

4πG%0Ba2
B ≡ vflat , (2.92)

so the model yields an asymptotically flat RC, characterized by one limiting value vflat ≠ 0.
vflat would be taken from observations of a galaxy. If we take also quasi-constant %0aB from
the observations∗, see [16, 24], then, see Eq. (2.85),

aB = v2
flat/(4πG%0BaB) , (2.93)

and we can find parameters %0 and aB directly.
For the mean central (core) surface density within aB , Σ(< aB), can one writes (Σ(< aB)

is defined as in [24])†

Σ(< aB) ≡ M(< aB)
πa2

B

= 4(1 − π/4)%0BaB ≈ 0.86 × %0BaB , (2.94)

see Eq. (2.88). This mean central surface density is also proportional to the magnitude of
gravitational acceleration generated by DM halo at r = aB , i.e.,

g(aB) = πGΣ(< aB) . (2.95)
∗Following intriguing general property of DM halos was noted in [40], the result is based on halo parameters

obtained by mass modelling of 55 spiral galaxy RC’s, under the assumption of the maximum disk hypothesis.
It was found that the quantity µ0D ≡ %0r0, proportional to surface density Σ(< r0) (for now defined as
Σ(< r0) ≡ M(< r0)/(πr20)), of any cored halo density distribution, is nearly independent of a galaxy blue
magnitude and thus it is nearly constant among examined galaxies. Here %0 and r0 are central density and
core radius of adopted DM density profile (in [40] it was %(r) = %0r20/(r2 +r20)). In [16], with further discussion
in [24], was presented this result more generally. Constancy of %0r0 was tested on wide range of Hubble types
and absolute magnitudes. Authors here used Burkert’s halo model [9] as the real DM distribution for all
galaxies, see Eq. (2.131).

†Usually the notion surface density denotes quantity Σ(R) = 2π ∫ ∞−∞ %(R, z)dz, where %(R, z) is mass-
density in cylindrical coordinates R, z, symmetric in φ.
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Tully-Fisher relation

Using aB = vflat/
√

4πG%0B , see Eq. (2.92), Eq. (2.89) can be written as

MG = 1

4πG2
(%0BaB)−1v4

flat [xG − arctan (xG)] , (2.96)

where vflat is the asymptotic value of the RC. Eqs. (2.91) and (2.96) yields

MG = 1

4πG2
(%0BaB)−1v4

c(r)
[xG − arctan (xG)]

[1 − (aB/r)arctan (r/aB)]2
, (2.97)

for any r ≤ RG.
Eqs. (2.96) and (2.97) correspond to the (baryonic) Tully-Fisher relation∗, if it is fulfilled

that the product %0BaB and xG are universal constants independent on a chosen galaxy and
also independent on the value of vflat.

2.2.4 Energy

Eqs. (2.12), (2.85), (2.88) and (2.92) yield for kinetic energy per unit mass εkin(r)/µ:

εkin(r)
µ v2

flat

=
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

εkin(0)
µ v2

flat

− 1

2γ
arctan( r

aB
) [2aB

r
+ arctan( r

aB
)] + 1

γ

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
[1 + ( r

aB
)

2

] , (2.98)

where

εkin(0) =
µ

γ
lim
r→0

p(r)
%(r)

. (2.99)

The stability condition Eq. (2.7) implies

0
!= lim
r→∞

⟨
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

εkin(0)
µ v2

flat

− 1

2γ
arctan( r

aB
) [2aB

r
+ arctan( r

aB
)] + 1

γ

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
[1 + ( r

aB
)

2

]⟩ , (2.100)

where ⟨⟩ are ordinary brackets. The expression in RHS of Eq. (2.100) has the form: [C − f(r)]
× g(r), where f(r), g(r) are functions of r and C is a constant. Both C × g(r) and f(r)g(r)
diverges as r → ∞. The case limr→∞f(r)

!= C leads to finite value of εkin(r)/(µ v2
flat) for

r → ∞, equal to 1/(2γ), but this is not zero as we demand in. There cannot be found such
constant εkin(0) that fulfills Eq. (2.100). This could imply that the Begeman’s halo in the
hydrostatic equilibrium can not be stable.

If one uses “conventional boundary condition” limr→∞ p(r) = 0, instead of Eq. (2.7), then,
(s)he find out that Eqs. (2.12) and (2.98) lead to

εkin(0)
µ v2

flat

= lim
r→∞

{ 1

2γ
arctan( r

aB
) [2aB

r
+ arctan( r

aB
)] − 1

γ
} , (2.101)

εkin(0)
µv2

flat

= (π
2

8
− 1) 1

γ
. (2.102)

∗Again, only as far as Mbar ∝MG is fulfilled for galaxies with similar TF relation.
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Figure 2.5: Plot of E(xG)/[(4π)2G%2
0Ba

5
B],

where E(xG) is the total energy of the
halo, for the halos with Begeman’s pseudo-
isothermal DM density distribution. The
halo is stable, E(xG) < 0, in the case: xG >
5.137, γ = 2/3. Situation would be different
in the case of different γ, e.g., case γ = 1/3,
yields instability for any positive xG.

The total kinetic energy Ekin of the Begeman’s halo, see Eqs. (2.2), (2.85), (2.92), (2.98)
and (2.102), can be written in the form

Ekin
4πv2

flat%0Ba3
B

= 1

γ

π2

8

x3
G

3
− 1

γ
∫

xG

0
t2 {1

2
arctan(t) [2

t
+ arctan(t)]}dt , (2.103)

4πv2
flat%0Ba

3
B = 16π2G%2

0Ba
5
B .

To score the stability, we need also the total potential energy of the halo. On the basis of
Eqs. (2.5), (2.6), (2.85), (2.88) and (2.92) can be seen that

Epot

4πv2
flat%0Ba3

B

= −1

2
{[xG − arctan(xG)]2

xG
+ ∫

xG

0
t−2[t − arctan(t)]2dt} . (2.104)

We are forced to perform necessary integrations in Eqs. (2.103) and (2.104) numerically.
Graph of the total energy E = Ekin+Epot of the Begeman’s halo is plotted in Fig. 2.5. γ = 2/3
is used. The halo is stable, E(xG) < 0, in the case that xG > 5.137. Situation would be
different if different γ would be considered, e.g., case γ = 1/3 (photon gas, ultra-relativistic
completely degenerate fermion gas), yields instability for arbitrary positive value of xG.

The two different physical boundary conditions, namely limr→∞ εkin(r)/µ = 0 and
lim→∞ p(r) = 0, lead to the two different outcomes. This is quite strange.

2.2.5 Jeans criterion

We are interested in the minimum values of mass and radius of a halo with DM distributed
according to Eq. (2.85). The necessary condition for the stability, E < 0 (limr→∞ p(r) = 0), of
the halo requires: xstabilityG > 5.137, γ = 2/3. From Eqs. (2.89) and (2.90) then results, see also
Eq. (2.92),

Mstability
G > 3.759 × 4π%0Ba

3
B = 3.759 ×

v3
flat√

4π%0BG3/2
, (2.105)

RstabilityG > 5.137 × aB = 5.137 ×
vflat√

4πG%0B

. (2.106)

If one would like to express the results from Eqs. (2.105) and (2.106) in terms of central
kinetic temperature Tc instead of vflat, then (s)he could use Eq. (2.102) and

εkin(0) =
3

2
kBTc , (2.107)
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what combines to

vflat =

¿
ÁÁÀkBTc

µ
(π

2

8
− 1)

−1

, (2.108)

γ = 2/3 is considered.
Eqs. (2.105), (2.106) and (2.108) yield

Mstability
G > 33.272 × [kBTc

µG
]
3/2 1√

4π%0B

, (2.109)

RstabilityG > 10.626 ×
√

kBTc
4πG%0Bµ

. (2.110)

Eqs. (2.109) and (2.110) are something like Jeans criterion, the Jeans mass and the Jeans
lenght.

Deriving the Jeans instability on the basis of the equations expressing conservation of mass
and momentum in unmagnetized fluid, and the equation for the gravitational potential, the
isothermal gas (p = c2s%, cs is speed of sound in the fluid, p is pressure) initially in an equilibrium
steady state characterized by the constant density %h leads to the Jeans mass

MJ =
π5/2

6

c3s
G3/2√%h

, (2.111)

see, e.g., ([5], pp. 403-406). This is of the form of the Eq. (2.109) if cs → 1.477× [(kBTc)/µ]1/2

and %h → %0B . Difference between Jeans criterion and Eq. (2.109) is that the density %0B

holds only for the center of the halo and the real density is given by decreasing function of
radial distance Eq. (2.85).

In any case, if we take quantities kB , Tc, G, %0B and µ, they can combine in only one way
so as to form length, namely, through the expression

√
(kBTc)/(G%0Bµ) [33].

2.2.6 Milky Way

Let us consider that the model by Begeman et al. [3], Eq. (2.85), is the authentic density
distribution of DM in galactic halos. What does this mean for our galaxy? We will proceed
by analogy with the Sec. 2.1.5.

Oort Constants and relevant parameters %0B and aB

A recipe is identical as in the case of the Galaxy surrounded by the NFW halo, see Sec.
2.1.5. We start with an expression of %0B as a function of aB . Eq. (2.91), in r = R⊙, where
R⊙ is the distance of the Sun from GC, implies that

%0B =
v2
halo(R⊙)

4πGa2
B [1 − aB

R⊙
arctan (R⊙

aB
)]

. (2.112)

The Begeman’s profile, see (2.85), is in the case of known vhalo(R⊙) only one parametric.
Eq. (2.60), where the speed derivatives are given by Eqs. (2.47), (2.57) and
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[
d(v2

halo)
dR

]
R⊙

= 4πG%0BaB { 1

z2
arctan (z) − 1

z(1 + z2)
} , (2.113)

where

z ≡ R⊙

aB
(2.114)

holds, see also Eqs. (2.46) and (2.91).
From Eq. (2.60) results

−4Avc(R⊙) +
2v2
c(R⊙)
R⊙

−
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
2vdisk(R⊙) (

dvdisk
dR

)
R⊙

+ (
dv2
bar

dR
)
R⊙

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
= [

d(v2
halo)
dR

]
R⊙

, (2.115)

where RHS is given by Eq. (2.113), into which ρ0B from Eq. (2.112) is inserted. In Eq. (2.115)
we have an only one unknown quantity, namely, aB .

The case of the flat rotation curves

We repeat the procedure from Sec. 2.1.5, already applied in the NFW case. We assume
A = −B and use the values from Tab. 2.2 in our calculations.

Let us insert Eqs. (2.46), (2.47), (2.57) and (2.58) into Eq. (2.115) with the given set of
v⊙, R⊙ and A (see Tab. 2.2; the same sets (v⊙, R⊙) as in Sec. 2.1.5 are used). This operation
leads to the value of aB . Now, after substituting calculated aB into Eq. (2.112), one gets also
%0B . The model parameters aB and %0B are presented in Tab. 2.9.

Are the flat rotation curves indeed flat?

One can check for the flatness of the RC of the Galaxy with the Begeman’s halo in Figs.
2.6. Fig. 2.7 offers the halo component of the RC vhalo(R) separately. The RC of the Galaxy
is indeed very flat at higher radial distances∗ and fairly flat on a smaller scale, e.g., on the
scale of 30 kpc, see right of Figs. 2.6. This holds for the both values of v⊙ under consideration.
Our approach appears to be self-consistent.

Mass and radius of the Milky Way in the case of the flat rotation curves

For the mass of the sphere with the radius R200 we have

M200 ≡ 4π%0Ba
3
B [R200

aB
− arctan(R200

aB
)] = 800

3
π%critR

3
200 , (2.116)

see Eq. (2.88).
Eqs. (2.23) and (2.116) yield that R200 ≈ 234 kpc, when we use v⊙ = 220 kms−1, and

R200 ≈ 268 kpc, when we use v⊙ = 239 kms−1.
Let us set RG to be a constant. Insertion of the parameters %0B and aB , which we have

already found in this section, into Eq. (2.89), yields the total mass of the Galaxy. Reader can
find various values of MG, under the consideration of various (R⊙, v⊙), in Tab. 2.9. Values
RG = R200, RG = 300 kpc and RG which fits to MG = 2.430 × 1012M⊙ [42], are used, see also
Eq. (2.90).

∗Begeman’s halo model is defined to be so, see Eqs. (2.91) and (2.92).
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Figure 2.6: Left: RC of the Galaxy on the scale of 200 kpc. Here we consider Begeman’s
halo model with parameters aB = 3.7 kpc, %0B = 37.514 × 10−3 M⊙pc

−3 (green line) and
aB = 2.5 kpc, %0B = 107.130 × 10−3 M⊙pc

−3 (blue line), which we have obtained in the case
A = −B. For the Galactic disk we use the exponential disk model with parameters Rd = 3.5 kpc

and Σ0 = 7.564 × 108 M⊙kpc
−2 (see App. D.2) with the restriction z = 0 (motions in the

Galactic equatorial plane). For the Galactic bar we take the potential given by Eq. (2.49),
with Mbar = 1.4 × 1010 M⊙ and Q’s represented by Eqs. (2.54) - (2.55) (see App. D.1).
The values v⊙ = 220 kms−1, R⊙ = 8.0 kpc (IAU recommended value) and v⊙ = 239 kms−1,
R⊙ = 8.3 kpc [8] are used. Right: RC curve of the (Begeman’s) Galaxy on the scale of 30 kpc.
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Figure 2.7: RC generated by the halo only, vhalo(R), on the scale of 200 kpc. Here we consider
Begeman’s model with parameters v⊙ = 220 kms−1, aB = 3.7 kpc, %0B = 37.514 × 10−3 M⊙pc

−3

(green line) ⇒ vhalo(R⊙) = 114.7 kms−1, and aB = 2.5 kpc, v⊙ = 239 kms−1, %0B = 107.130 ×
10−3 M⊙pc

−3 (blue line) ⇒ vhalo(R⊙) = 149.2 kms−1. Calculations was performed under the
assumption of A = −B.

The product %0BaB in the case of the flat rotation curves

In [24] was presented that the product %0r0, where %0 is the central halo density and r0

is the halo scale-length (or core radius; this radius is (for now) defined as the radius where
density drops to the value %0/4; this definition is motivated∗ by the form of the Burkert’s
halo model [9] which have been used in [24] as the real DM distribution, see also Chap.
2.3) is practically independent on the individual galaxies. Their set of galactic halos offered
%0r0 ≈ 141+82

−52M⊙pc
−2.

Notice that the physical result that yield [16, 24], independent on the used DM density
profile, is that the mean central surface density of DM within one scale radius of the considered
cored model (and thus also its gravitational acceleration at this radius) is quasi-constant†, see
Eqs. (2.94) and (2.95). Gravitational acceleration shapes the RC and it is thus well observed
quantity.

∗Try to substitute r = aBu into Eq. (2.131).
†Here quasi stands for the vast dispersion of the result from [16, 24].
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Table 2.9: The parameters aB and %0B of the Begeman’s halo model and the total mass of
the Galaxy MG, derived under the assumption of A = −B. Two values of v⊙ are considered,
the IAU recommended value v⊙ = 220 kms−1 and the value v⊙ = 239 kms−1 [8]. We consider
the three values of RG for each value of v⊙: RG = R200, RG = 300 kpc and the radius that
fits to MG = 2.430 × 1012M⊙ [42]. The radius R200 ≈ 234 kpc, if we take v⊙ = 220 kms−1, and
R200 ≈ 268 kpc, if we suppose that v⊙ = 239 kms−1. The table also presents limiting value of
the mass of a DM particle µmin, if DM would consist of classical ideal gas particles in LTE.

R⊙ v⊙ aB %0B MG RG xG µmin

[kpc] [kms−1] [kpc] [10−3M⊙pc
−3] [1012M⊙] [kpc] [−] [10−35kg]

8.0 220 3.7 37.514 1.472 234 63.2 1.933
8.3 239 2.5 107.130 2.222 268 107.2 2.275
8.0 220 3.7 37.514 1.899 300 81.1 1.933
8.3 239 2.5 107.130 2.491 300 120.0 2.275
8.0 220 3.7 37.514 2.430 382 103.3 1.933
8.3 239 2.5 107.130 2.430 293 117.1 2.275

From %(r0) = %0B/4 results

%0r0 =
√

3 %0BaB , (2.117)

see Eq. (2.85).
Our calculations yield

√
3%0BaB ∈ (240,462)M⊙pc

−2, if v⊙ ∈ (220,239) kms−1, see Eq.
(2.117) and Tab. 2.9. Begeman’s model is thus not consistent with the result presented in∗

[24] in the case A = −B.

Another, special, choice of the Oort constants

Tab. 2.10 presents the parameters aB and %0B of the Begeman’s halo model and the total
mass of the Galaxy MG derived in the case of average A/B. The same procedure as in the
case of the flat RC’s was used, see Eqs. (2.89), (2.112), (2.115), (2.116), Tab. 2.4, and the
section with the same title in the NFW part of the chapter.

The product %0BaB in the case of average A/B

We obtain
√

3%0BaB ∈ (415,1089)M⊙pc
−2, if v⊙ ∈ (220,239) kms−1, see Eq. (2.117) and

Tab. 2.10. Begeman’s model is thus not consistent with the result presented in [24] even in
the case of average A/B.

2.2.7 Characteristics of dark matter particles

Our inspiration is Sec. 2.1.6. Eqs. (2.70) and (2.71), determining the minimum value of
the DM particle mass, hold, with the term in curly brackets in the form

{...} = (
8πGa2

B

γ
)
−3/8

{π
2

8
− 1

2
arctan( r

aB
) [2aB

r
+ arctan( r

aB
)]}

−3/8

×

%
−1/8
0B [1 + ( r

aB
)

2

]
−5/8

, (2.118)

∗Maybe a different model of the disk should be used, see also Sec. 4.2.3 on a similar topic.
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Table 2.10: The parameters aB and %0B of the Begeman’s halo model and the total mass of
the Galaxy MG, derived in the case of average A/B. Two values of v⊙ are considered, the
IAU recommended value v⊙ = 220 kms−1 and the value v⊙ = 239 kms−1 [8]. We use the
three values of RG for each value of v⊙: RG = R200, RG = 300 kpc and the radius which fits to
MG = 2.430 × 1012M⊙ [42]. Anyway, the radii that fit to the value MG = 2.430 × 1012M⊙ are
quite large. The radius R200 ≈ 183 kpc, if we use v⊙ = 220 kms−1, and R200 ≈ 234 kpc, if we
suppose that v⊙ = 239 kms−1. The table also presents limiting value of mass of a DM particle
µmin, if DM would consist of classical ideal gas particles in LTE.

R⊙ v⊙ aB %0B MG RG xG µmin

[kpc] [kms−1] [kpc] [10−3M⊙pc
−3] [1012M⊙] [kpc] [−] [10−35kg]

8.0 220 1.3 184.321 0.709 183 140.8 3.472
8.3 239 0.8 785.905 1.471 234 292.5 4.169
8.0 220 1.3 184.321 1.166 300 230.8 3.472
8.3 239 0.8 785.905 1.888 300 375 4.169
8.0 220 1.3 184.321 2.430 623 479.1 3.472
8.3 239 0.8 785.905 2.430 386 482.1 4.169

see Eqs. (2.85), (2.92), (2.98) and (2.102). After taking into account the values xG, aB and
%0B , obtained in Sec. 2.2.6, we could get the values of µmin. The maximum of Eq. (2.118)
lies at r = 0, limr→0{[arctan(r/aB)][2aB/r + arctan(r/aB)]/2} = 1. Numerical estimate∗ of
µmin is presented in Tabs. 2.9 and 2.10.

Eqs. (2.74) and (2.75), determining minimum value of “dark” temperature, hold also, with
the term in curly brackets of the form

{...} = (
8πGa2

B

γ
)

5/8

{π
2

8
− 1

2
arctan( r

aB
) [2aB

r
+ arctan( r

aB
)]}

5/8

×

%
7/8
0B [1 + ( r

aB
)

2

]
3/8

, (2.119)

see Eqs. (2.85), (2.92), (2.98) and (2.102). We could use the values of parameters xG, aB and
%0B , obtained in Sec. 2.2.6, for numerical determination of Tmin.

2.2.8 Evaporation

We will proceed by analogy with Sec. 2.1.7.
For the root of mean-square speed at the edge of the Galactic halo, σ(RG), we now have

σ(RG) = (
8πG%0Ba

2
B

γ
)

1/2

{π
2

8
− 1

2
arctan (xG) [ 2

xG
+ arctan (xG)]}

1/2

×

[1 + x2
G]1/2

, (2.120)

see Eqs. (2.77), (2.85), (2.92), (2.98) and (2.102).
After using Eqs. (2.78), (2.89), (2.90), (2.120) and taking into account the values xG, aB

and %0B , obtained in Sec. 2.2.6, one arrives at the numerical values of σ(RG) and vesc(RG)
that can be directly compared, see Tabs. 2.11 and 2.12.

∗1 eV /c2 = 1.783 × 10−36 kg. For a comparison, the mass of an electron (anti)neutrino is mνe < 2.2 eV /c2,
a muon (anti)neutrino mνµ < 170 keV /c2 and an electron me− = 0.511 MeV /c2.
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Assuming LTE, Eq. (2.81) still holds for the mean number of DM particles with v > vesc,
per unit volume, at r = RG, X(v > vesc,RG). Using Eqs. (2.78), (2.89), (2.90), (2.120) and
taking into account the values xG, aB and %0B , obtained in Sec. 2.2.6, we obtain the numerical
value of X(v > vesc,RG), see Tabs. 2.11 and 2.12.

Approximately 26% of the particles (it is not so sensitive on usage of various halo param-
eters xG, aB , %0B as NFW) occupying the edge of the Galactic halo have speeds higher than
the escape speed from this region vesc(RG). Hence, Begeman’s halo could evaporate rapidly.
Anyway, detailed time evolution of MG(t), counting with the whole volume of the halo, would
be necessary for confirmation of this suspicion.

Another interesting fact reveals itself. Begeman’s halos with very different masses and radii
(different xG), appertaining to the same specific couple (R⊙, v⊙) and to the same specific
choice of the Oort constants (and thus also to the one specific couple (aN , %c)), i.e., the halos
with the same distribution of DM, have very similar values of vesc(RG) and σ(RG) and thus
also X(v > vesc,RG).

Table 2.11: The evaporation. The assumption A = −B and the Begeman’s halo composed of
DM particles with the Maxwell distribution of speeds are adopted. Used xG’s are retrieved
from Tab. 2.9. The very right collum represents fraction of the particles that escape from unit
volume at the edge of the halo r = RG (n ≡ n(RG) is concentration of DM particles at the edge
of the halo). Approximately 26% of the particles “living on the edge” escape, the Begeman’s
halo could evaporate rapidly.

R⊙ v⊙ xG σ(RG) vesc(RG) X(v > vesc,RG)
[kpc] [kms−1] [−] [kms−1] [kms−1] ×n
8.0 220 63.2 202.4 232.7 0.265
8.3 239 107.2 231.9 267.1 0.264
8.0 220 81.1 202.8 233.4 0.264
8.3 239 120.0 232.0 267.3 0.263
8.0 220 103.3 203.1 233.9 0.264
8.3 239 117.1 232.0 267.3 0.263

Table 2.12: The evaporation. The case of average A/B and the Begeman’s halo composed of
DM particles with the Maxwell distribution of speeds are adopted. Used xG’s are retrieved
from Tab. 2.10. Once again, approximately 26% of the edge particles escape, the Begeman’s
halo could evaporate rapidly.

R⊙ v⊙ xG σ(RG) vesc(RG) X(v > vesc,RG)
[kpc] [kms−1] [−] [kms−1] [kms−1] ×n
8.0 220 140.8 158.4 182.5 0.263
8.3 239 292.5 201.6 232.6 0.262
8.0 220 153.8 158.4 182.6 0.263
8.3 239 250.0 201.5 232.5 0.262
8.0 220 479.1 158.8 183.2 0.262
8.3 239 482.1 201.7 232.8 0.262

Simple form of Eq. (2.85) allow us to derive the total mass of DM particles, composing
a halo, with the attribute v > vesc (v is particle speed) at the time when DM is distributed
according to Eq. (2.85).
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We are interested in the run of the function vesc(r). Let us start from Eq. (2.50) with the
halo component only (now φhalo ≡ φ). We can write

r
dφ

dr
= GM(< r)

r
, (2.121)

where M(< r) is mass enclosed by radius r, see also Eq. (2.88). Eq. (2.121) yields for the
gravitational potential of the halo∗:

φ(r) = −G∫
∞

r
dx
M(< x)
x2

= −4πG%0Ba
2
B [{arctan (r/aB)

r/aB
+ 1

2
ln [1 + (r/aB)2]}]

∞

r

. (2.122)

We must encounter a fact that in this way constructed gravitational potential has an undesired
property that it diverges at infinity.

If one, instead of usage of Eq. (2.121), starts from the Poisson’s equation with density
determined by Eq. (2.85), i.e.,

∂

∂r
(r2 ∂φ

∂r
) = 4πGa2

B%0B
(r/aB)2

1 + (r/aB)2
, (2.123)

with boundary conditions† limr→0[r2(∂φ/∂r)] = 0, φ(RG) = −GMG/RG, (s)he obtains poten-
tial of the form

φ(r) = 4πG%0Ba
2
B {arctan (r/aB)

r/aB
+ 1

2
ln [1 + (r/aB)2] −C} −GMG/RG , (2.124)

where

C ≡ arctan (xG) /xG +
1

2
ln[1 + x2

G] (2.125)

is a constant. Let us assume that this potential is correct in the interior of the halo, r < RG,
and for the outside zone, r > RG, we take φ(r) = −GMG/r, the potential of a point mass. The
total potential is continuous at the edge of the halo, what we have ensured with the choice of
the boundary conditions of the Poisson’s equation, and goes to 0 as r →∞.

Energy conservation law, E ≡ (1/2)[v⃗(r⃗)]2 + φ(r) = constant (for a unit mass), yields‡

vesc =
√
−2φ(r). (2.126)

Let us introduce

4π∫
RG

0
r2%(r) (∫

∞

vesc
F (v, r)dv)dr ≡ Ψ0 , (2.127)

∗We are approaching an unit mass from infinity to distance r against the action of the gravitational field
⇒ minus sign in Eq. (2.122). φ(r) equals to work that has to be done.

†∂φ/∂r ∝M(< r)/r2, hence, limr→0[r2(∂φ/∂r)] = 0 means limr→0M(< r) = 0.
‡vesc is defined to be the speed necessary for the escape to infinity, where E = 0. However, Eq. (2.126) is

correct only if φ(r) → 0 as r → ∞. Eq. (2.126) reflects the fact that the escaping particle must face also the
gravitational attraction from those layers that are at first over it (according to the Newton’s theorems these
do not influence the particle), but as it escapes these layers (now beneath it) are trying to defeat its hunger
for freedom.
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where Ψ0 is the total mass of DM that escapes from the halo (sum of masses of all DM particles
with the property v > vesc) at the time when DM is distributed according to Eq. (2.85) with
the model parameters aB , %0B given by the values of the Oort constants at that time (what
should be the present time), see Sec. 2.2.6. If F (v, r) is the Maxwell distribution function
then on the basis of Eqs. (2.81) and (2.85), n(r)µ = %(r),

Ψ0 = 16
√
π%0Ba

2
B ∫

RG

0

(r/aB)2

1 + (r/aB)2
[∫

∞

ν
x2 exp(−x2)dx]dr , (2.128)

where the lower integration boundary ν is given by

ν ≡
√

3

2

vesc(r)
σ(r)

=
{[arctan (r/aB)] / (r/aB) + (1/2) ln [1 + (r/aB)2] −C}1/2 −

√
MG/(4π%0Ba2

BRG)

{π2/8 − [(1/2)arctan (r/aB)] [(2aB/r) + arctan (r/aB)]}1/2 {1 + (r/aB)2}
1/2

,

(2.129)

see Eqs. (2.98), (2.101) and (2.124) - (2.126)
Tab. 2.13 presents numerical values of Ψ0 in the case of various values of xG, aB , %0B and

thus also MG, retrieved from Tabs. 2.9 and 2.10. Approximately 10%, almost independently
on a choice of the Oort constants and the couple (R⊙, v⊙), of the Galactic halo mass is on an
escape course.

Table 2.13: Ψ0 - the total mass of DM particles that escape from the Begeman’s halo at the
time when DM is distributed according to Eq. (2.85). Galactic masses MG are retrieved from
Tabs. 2.9 and 2.10 for the case of the flat RC’s (middle columns) and for the case of average
A/B (very right columns). Halo in LTE with the Maxwell speed distribution is considered.
Approximately 10%, almost independently on a choice of the Oort constants and the couple
(R⊙, v⊙), of the Galactic halo mass is on an escape course at the present time.

R⊙ v⊙ MG Ψ0 MG Ψ0

[kpc] [kms−1] [1012M⊙] [1012M⊙] [1012M⊙] [1012M⊙]
8.0 220 1.472 0.139 0.709 0.068
8.3 239 2.222 0.211 1.471 0.141
8.0 220 1.899 0.180 0.776 0.074
8.3 239 2.491 0.237 1.256 0.120
8.0 220 2.430 0.231 2.430 0.233
8.3 239 2.430 0.231 2.430 0.233

non-LTE scenario

Tab. 2.14 presents the fraction of the particles at the edge of the Galactic halo that have
v > vesc (denoted as Xκ), when the Begeman’s halo model, with speeds of the DM particles
governed by the κ-distribution, is considered. The same procedure as in the case of the NFW
model has been used to obtain Xκ, see Eqs. (2.78), (2.84) and (2.120), and the section with
the same title in the NFW part of the chapter. Usage of κ > 10 leads to the results that are
very similar to those with the Maxwell distribution (similarity increases as κ increases, what
is obvious, because of the property of the κ-distribution that it degenerates into the Maxwell
distribution as κ→∞). Problem of the evaporation diminishes again only as κ→ 3/2.
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Table 2.14: The evaporation. The case of the flat RC’s (middle columns) and the case of
average A/B (very right columns) for the Begeman’s Galactic halo with speeds of the DM
particles governed by the κ-distribution, are considered. Used xG’s are retrieved from Tabs.
2.9 and 2.10. The columns labelled as Xκ, where the lower index κ is replaced with the used
value of κ, represent the fraction of the particles that escape from an unit volume at the edge
of the halo r = RG (n ≡ n(RG) is concentration of DM particles at the edge of the halo).
Values κ = {1.501, 2, 4} are employed.

R⊙ v⊙ xG X1.501 X2 X4 xG X1.501 X2 X4

[kpc] [kms−1] [−] ×10−4n ×n ×n [−] ×10−4n ×n ×n
8.0 220 63.2 7.504 0.144 0.226 140.8 7.469 0.143 0.225
8.3 239 107.2 7.488 0.143 0.225 292.5 7.454 0.143 0.224
8.0 220 81.1 7.490 0.144 0.223 153.8 7.466 0.143 0.225
8.3 239 120.0 7.474 0.143 0.225 250.0 7.456 0.143 0.224
8.0 220 103.3 7.479 0.143 0.225 479.1 7.449 0.143 0.224
8.3 239 117.1 7.474 0.143 0.225 482.1 7.449 0.143 0.224

For Ψ0κ (where κ denotes that we consider the halo in non-LTE regime with speeds of the
DM particles governed by the κ-distribution) can one writes

Ψ0κ = 16
Γ(κ + 1)

Γ(κ − 1/2)
√
π%0Ba

2
B ∫

RG

0

(r/aB)2

1 + (r/aB)2
[∫

∞

ν
x2(1 + x)−(κ+1)dx]dr , (2.130)

where ν is given by Eq. (2.129) but the constant
√

3/2 is now replaced with the constant√
3/(2κ − 3), see Eqs. (2.82) - (2.85) and (2.126) - (2.128). κ-distribution solves the problem

of the evaporation again only in the special case κ→ 3/2, see Tab. 2.15.

Table 2.15: Ψ0,κ (where κ is replaced with the used value of κ, characteristic of the κ-
distribution) - the total mass that escapes from the Begeman’s Galactic halo at the time
when DM is distributed according to Eq. (2.85). Galactic masses MG are retrieved from
Tabs. 2.9 and 2.10 for the case of the flat RC’s (middle columns) and for the case of average
A/B (very right columns). Halo in non-LTE regime with speeds of the DM particles governed
by the κ-distribution is considered. κ-distribution solves the problem of the evaporation only
in the special case κ→ 3/2. ♣ ≡ 1012M⊙, ♡ ≡ 1010M⊙.

R⊙ v⊙ MG Ψ0,2 Ψ0,4 Ψ0,1.501 MG Ψ0,2 Ψ0,4 Ψ0,1.501

[kpc] [kms−1] [♣] [♣] [♣] [♡] [♣] [♣] [♣] [♡]
8.0 220 1.472 0.115 0.152 0.066 0.709 0.055 0.073 0.032
8.3 239 2.222 0.172 0.228 0.099 1.471 0.114 0.150 0.065
8.0 220 1.899 0.147 0.196 0.085 0.776 0.060 0.079 0.034
8.3 239 2.491 0.193 0.255 0.111 1.256 0.097 0.128 0.056
8.0 220 2.430 0.188 0.249 0.108 2.430 0.187 0.248 0.108
8.3 239 2.430 0.188 0.249 0.108 2.430 0.187 0.248 0.108

2.3 Discussion on the model by Burkert (1995)

To account with the observed “constant-density” DM cores in dwarf spiral galaxies (systems
completely dominated by DM), Burkert proposed (purely phenomenological) model of mass
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density run within DM halo that reproduces NFW model at large distances and has such
“constant-density” region in its center [9].

2.3.1 Definition

The model by Burkert [9] is defined by the mass distribution

%(r) = %0Bu

(1 + r/aBu) [1 + (r/aBu)2]
, (2.131)

where %0Bu = limr→0 %(r) and aBu are central density and characteristic radius of a halo.
Model thus gives %(r) ∼ r0 in the inner parts, what is desired attribute consistent with the

observations, and %(r) ∼ r−3 in the outer parts of the halo.
An idea of Taylor expansion of Eq. (2.131) about 0 leads to

%(r) = %0Bu [1 − r/aBu +O(r4/a4
Bu)] . (2.132)

For r →∞ can be Eq. (2.131) written as

%(r) = %0Bu [r/aBu]−3
. (2.133)

Eqs. (2.132) and (2.133) yield that the scale lengths of the model for small and large distances
equals. As we have already noted in the case of the Begeman’s halo model, this is not desired
behaviour. Moreover linear decrease with r (presence of [d%(r)/dr]r=0 ≠ 0) near GC is also
quite non-natural.

2.3.2 Mass and radius

Eq. (2.131) yields for the mass enclosed by the sphere of radius r

M(< r) = π%0Bua
3
Bu {ln [(1 + r2

a2
Bu

)(1 + r

aBu
)

2

] − 2 arctan( r

aBu
)} . (2.134)

For the total mass MG and radius RG of a galaxy we have on the basis of Eq. (2.134)

MG = π%0Bua
3
Bu {ln [(1 + x2

G) (1 + xG)2] − 2 arctan (xG)} , (2.135)

RG = aBuxG , (2.136)

the unknown parameter xG is defined by Eq. (2.136) itself.

2.3.3 Circular speed

The halo rotation circular speed of a test particle vc(r) is given by, see Eq. (2.134),

[vc(r)]2 = πG%0Bu
a3
Bu

r
{ln [(1 + r2

a2
Bu

)(1 + r

aBu
)

2

] − 2 arctan( r

aBu
)} . (2.137)
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Eq. (2.137) states that limr→∞ vc(r) = 0, so the model does not yield an asymptotically flat
RC characterized by a limiting value vflat ≠ 0. However, one can find approximately flat RC’s
on smaller scales for some finely tuned aBu and %0Bu. If we take %0aBu from observations of
a galaxy, see [16], [24], then Burkert’s model is only one parametric.

For the mean central surface (core) density within aBu, Σ(< aBu), then can one writes

Σ(< aBu) ≡
M(< aBu)

πa2
B

= [ln(8) − 2 arctan(1)]%0BuaBu ≈ 0.51 × %0BaB , (2.138)

see Eq. (2.134). This mean surface density is also proportional to the gravitational acceleration
generated by DM halo at aBu, i.e.,

g(aBu) = GπΣ(< aBu) . (2.139)

Tully-Fisher relation

Burkert’s profile behaves as same as NFW at large distances, see Eqs. (2.13), (2.131) and
(2.133). Therefore, (wrong) TF relation of the form of Eq. (2.25), or with α ≈ 3.2 − 3.3, holds
for the Burkert’s halo, if one respects all large scale implications based on simulations with
collisionless CDM prescription, see also Sec. 2.1.3.

2.3.4 Energy

For the kinetic energy per unit mass holds on the basis of Eqs. (2.12), (2.131), (2.134) that

εkin(r)
µ

= {εkin(0)
µ

−
4πG%0Bua

2
Bu

γ
∫

r/aBu

0

FBu(t)
t2(1 + t)(1 + t2)

dt}(1 + r

aBu
)[1 + ( r

aBu
)

2

] ,

(2.140)

where

εkin(0) =
µ

γ
lim
r→0

p(r)
%(r)

, (2.141)

and

FBu(x) ≡
1

2
ln(1 + x) + 1

4
ln(1 + x2) − 1

2
arctan(x) . (2.142)

Involving the condition limr→∞ p(r) = 0, we arrive at

εkin(0)
µ

=
4πG%0Bua

2
Bu

γ
∫

∞

0

FBu(t)
t2(1 + t)(1 + t2)

dt . (2.143)

By repeating the same procedure as in the case of NFW and Begeman’s halo, for the total
kinetic energy of the Burkert’s halo we get, see Eqs. (2.2), (2.131), (2.140) - (2.143)

Ekin
(4π)2G%2

0Bua
5
Bu

= 1

γ
{[∫

∞

0

FBu(t)
(1 + t)(1 + t2)t2

dt]
x3
g

3
− ∫

xG

0
y2 [∫

y

0

FBu(t)
(1 + t)(1 + t2)t2

dt]dy} ,

(2.144)
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and for the total potential energy, see Eqs. (2.5), (2.6), (2.131) and (2.134)

Epot

(4π)2G%2
0Bua

5
Bu

= −1

2
{[FBu(xG)]2

xG
+ ∫

xG

0
t−2[FBu(t)]2dt} , (2.145)

where FBu(x) is given by Eq. (2.142).
Transformation of double integral in Eq. (2.144) to single integral by switching the order

of the integration yields

Ekin(xG)
(4π)2G%2

0Bua
5
Bu

= 1

γ
{[∫

∞

0

FBu(t)
(1 + t)(1 + t2)t2

dt]
x3
g

3
− ∫

xG

0
[1

3
(x3
G − t3)]

FBu(t)
(1 + t)(1 + t2)t2

dt} ,

(2.146)

the form which we can easily numerically integrate.
Plot of the total energy of the Burkert’s halo is plotted in Fig. 2.2. Burkert’s halo is stable

if xG > 1.651, γ = 2/3. Once again, situation would be different if different γ would be used,
e.g., case γ = 1/3 (photon gas, ultra-relativistic completely degenerate fermion gas), yields
instability in any positive xG.

2.3.5 Jeans criterion

We are interested in the minimum values of mass and radius of a halo with DM distributed
according to Eq. (2.131). The necessary condition for the stability, E < 0 (limr→∞ p(r) = 0),
of the system requires: xstabilityG > 1.651, γ = 2/3. From Eqs. (2.135) and (2.136) then results

Mstability
G > 1.213 × π%0Bua

3
Bu , (2.147)

RstabilityG > 1.651 × aBu . (2.148)

If one would like to express the results from Eqs. (2.147) and (2.148) in terms of central
kinetic temperature Tc, then (s)he could use Eq. (2.143) and

εkin(0) =
3

2
kBTc , (2.149)

which combine to yield

aBu = 3.901 ×
√

kBTc
4πG%0Buµ

, (2.150)

γ = 2/3 and

∫
∞

0

FBu(t)
(1 + t)(1 + t2)t2

dt ≈ 0.066 (2.151)

are used, see also Eq. (2.142).
Eqs. (2.147), (2.148) and (2.150) yield, γ = 2/3 is considered,
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Mstability
G > 18.002 × [kBTc

µG
]
3/2 1√

4π%0Bu

, (2.152)

RstabilityG > 6.441 ×
√

kBTc
4πG%0Buµ

. (2.153)

Eqs. (2.152) and (2.153) are something like Jeans criterion, Jeans mass and Jeans lenght.
Eqs. (2.111) and (2.152) equal if cs → 1.203 × [(kBTc)/µ]1/2 and %h → %0Bu. Difference

between Jeans criterion and Eq. (2.152) is that the density %0Bu holds only for the center of
the halo and the real density is given by decreasing function of radial distance - Eq. (2.131).

2.3.6 Milky Way

Let us consider that the Burkert’s model [9], Eq. (2.131), is the authentic density distri-
bution of DM in galactic halos. What does this mean for our galaxy? We will proceed by
analogy with the Sec. 2.1.5.

Oort Constants and relevant parameters %0Bu and aBu

Let us start with an expression of %0Bu as a function of aBu. Eq. (2.137), in r = R⊙,
implies that

%0Bu =
R⊙v

2
halo(R⊙)

πGa3
Bu {ln [(1 + R2

⊙
a2
Bu

) (1 + R⊙
aBu

)
2
] − 2 arctan ( R⊙

aBu
)}

. (2.154)

Eq. (2.60), where the speed derivatives are given by Eqs. (2.46) - (2.47), (2.57) and

[
d(v2

halo)
dR

]
R⊙

= πG%0BuaBuS , (2.155)

where

S ≡
4y3 + (1 + y) (1 + y2){2 arctan (y) − ln [(1 + y)2 (1 + y2)]}

y2 (1 + y) (1 + y2)
, (2.156)

y ≡ R⊙

aBu
(2.157)

holds, see also Eq. (2.137).
From Eq. (2.60) results

−4Avc(R⊙) +
2v2
c(R⊙)
R⊙

−
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
2vdisk(R⊙) (

dvdisk
dR

)
R⊙

+ (
dv2
bar

dR
)
R⊙

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
= [

d(v2
halo)
dR

]
R⊙

, (2.158)

where RHS is given by Eq. (2.155), where %0Bu is replaced with Eq. (2.154). In Eq. (2.158)
we have an only one unknown quantity, namely, aBu.
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The case of the flat rotation curves

Once again, we assume A = −B. We can use the Oort constants from Tab. 2.2 in our
calculations - a repetition of Sec. 2.1.5.

After inserting Eqs. (2.46), (2.47), (2.57) and (2.58) into Eq. (2.158), and employing
appropriate values of (R⊙, v⊙), A (Tab. 2.2), one arrives at a numerical value of aBu, see also
Eqs. (2.155) - (2.157). Let us substitute this aBu into Eq. (2.154), we obtain also %0Bu. These
pairs of the model parameters aBu and %0Bu are presented in Tab. 2.16.

Are the flat rotation curves indeed flat?

One can check for flatness of RC of the (Burkert’s) Galaxy in Figs. 2.8. Reader can also
check the halo component of the RC vhalo(R) separately in Fig. 2.9. The RC descends quite
rapidly. Usage of A = −B is in the case of the Burkert’s halo model controversial.
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Figure 2.8: Left: RC of the Galaxy on the scale of 200 kpc. Here we consider Burkert’s
halo model with the parameters aBu = 6.3 kpc, %0Bu = 39.264 × 10−3 M⊙pc

−3 (green line) and
aBu = 5.0 kpc, %0Bu = 89.344 × 10−3 M⊙pc

−3 (blue line), that we obtain under the assumption
that A = −B. For the Galactic disk we use the exponential disk model with the parameters
Rd = 3.5 kpc and Σ0 = 7.564× 108 M⊙kpc

−2 (see App. D.2) with the restriction z = 0 (motions
in the Galactic equatorial plane). For the Galactic bar we take the potential given by Eq.
(2.49), with Mbar = 1.4 × 1010 M⊙ and Q’s represented by Eqs. (2.54)-(2.55) (see App. D.1).
The values v⊙ = 220 kms−1, R⊙ = 8.0 kpc (IAU recommended value) and v⊙ = 239 kms−1,
R⊙ = 8.3 kpc [8] are considered. Right: RC curve of the (Burkert’s) Galaxy on the scale of
30 kpc.
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Figure 2.9: RC generated by the halo only, vhalo(R), on the scale of 200 kpc. Here we
consider Burkert’s model with the parameters aBu = 6.3 kpc, %0Bu = 39.264 × 10−3 M⊙pc

−3,
v⊙ = 220 kms−1 ⇒ vhalo(R⊙) = 114.7 kms−1 (green line), and aBu = 5.0 kpc, %0Bu = 89.344 ×
10−3 M⊙pc

−3, v⊙ = 239 kms−1 ⇒ vhalo(R⊙) = 149.2 kms−1 (blue line), that we obtain under
the assumption A = −B.
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Mass and radius of the Milky Way in the case of the flat rotation curves

For the mass of the sphere with radius R200 we have

M200 ≡ π%0Bua
3
Bu {ln [(1 + R

2
200

a2
Bu

)(1 + R200

aBu
)

2

] − 2 arctan(R200

aBu
)} = 800

3
π%critR

3
200 ,

(2.159)

see Eq. (2.134).
Eqs. (2.23) and (2.159) yield that R200 ≈ 136 kpc, when we use v⊙ = 220 kms−1, and

R200 ≈ 148 kpc, when we consider v⊙ = 239 kms−1.
Let us set RG to be constant. We have the recently obtained model parameters (%0Bu, aBu),

thus, the model is clearly designated. Eq. (2.135) yields the total mass of the Galaxy. Reader
can find various values of MG derived in the case of different (R⊙, v⊙) in Tab. 2.16. Values
RG = R200, RG = 300 kpc and RG that fits to MG = 2.430 × 1012M⊙ [42], are considered.

Table 2.16: Parameters aBu and %0Bu, and the total mass of the GalaxyMG, for the Burkert’s
halo model. We have used the assumption A = −B, the case of the flat RC’s. Two values of v⊙
are considered, the IAU recommended value v⊙ = 220 kms−1 and the value v⊙ = 239 kms−1

[8]. We have considered three different values of RG: RG = R200, RG = 300 kpc and the
radius that fits to MG = 2.430 × 1012M⊙ [42]. Anyway, MG retrieved from [42] corresponds to
enormous values of RG, in the case of the both considered values of v⊙. As large that these
are non-physical. R200 ≈ 136 kpc, if we consider v⊙ = 220 kms−1, and R200 ≈ 148 kpc, if we
suppose that v⊙ = 239 kms−1. The table also presents the limiting value of the mass of a DM
particle, µmin, if DM consists of classical ideal gas particles in LTE.

R⊙ v⊙ aBu %0Bu MG RG xG µmin

[kpc] [kms−1] [kpc] [10−3M⊙pc
−3] [1012M⊙] [kpc] [−] [10−35kg]

8.0 220 6.3 39.264 0.288 136 21.6 2.075
8.3 239 5.0 89.344 0.370 148 29.6 2.227
8.0 220 6.3 39.264 0.382 300 47.6 2.075
8.3 239 5.0 89.344 0.467 300 60.0 2.227
8.0 220 6.3 39.264 2.430 ∼ 1010 ∼ 109 -
8.3 239 5.0 89.344 2.430 ∼ 109 ∼ 108 -

The product %0BuaBu in the case of the flat rotation curves

Model parameters from Tab. 2.16 lead to %0BuaBu ∈ (247,447)M⊙pc
−2, what is not con-

sistent with the result presented in [24]. Inconsistency exhibits, usage of the flat RC approach
in the case of the Burkert’s model is inappropriate if the result from [24] is correct.

Another, special, choice of the Oort constants

Another special choice of the Oort constants is in demand. Tab. 2.17 presents model
parameters aBu and %0Bu and the total mass of the Galaxy MG for the Burkert’s halo model,
derived in the case of average A/B, see also Sec. 2.1.5. The same procedure as in the case of
the flat RC’s was used, see Eqs. (2.46), (2.47), (2.57), (2.58), (2.154) - (2.159) and Tab. 2.4.

The product %0BuaBu in the case of average A/B

Now, %0BuaBu ∈ (330,594)M⊙pc
−2, if v⊙ ∈ (220,239) kms−1, see Tab. 2.17. This is not

consistent with the value presented in [24]. If the result from [24] is correct then also the usage
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Table 2.17: Parameters aBu and %0Bu and the total mass of the Galaxy MG for the Burkert’s
halo model. The Oort constants selection is governed by the case of average A/B. Two
unique values of v⊙ are considered, the IAU recommended value v⊙ = 220 kms−1 and the
value v⊙ = 239 kms−1 [8]. We consider three values of RG for each value of v⊙: RG = R200,
RG = 300 kpc and the radius that fits toMG = 2.430×1012M⊙ [42]. Anyway,MG retrieved from
[42] corresponds to enormous values of RG in the case of the both considered values of v⊙. As
large that these are non-physical. The radius R200 ≈ 109 kpc, if we consider v⊙ = 220 kms−1,
and R200 ≈ 124 kpc, if we suppose that v⊙ = 239 kms−1. The table also presents the limiting
value of the mass of a DM particle, µmin, if DM consists of classical ideal gas particles in LTE.

R⊙ v⊙ aBu %0Bu MG RG xG µmin

[kpc] [kms−1] [kpc] [10−3M⊙pc
−3] [1012M⊙] [kpc] [−] [10−35kg]

8.0 220 3.7 89.259 0.150 109 29.5 2.791
8.3 239 3.2 185.530 0.222 124 38.8 2.840
8.0 220 3.7 89.259 0.206 300 81.1 2.791
8.3 239 3.2 185.530 0.288 300 93.8 2.840
8.0 220 3.7 89.259 2.430 ∼ 1019 ∼ 1019 -
8.3 239 3.2 185.530 2.430 ∼ 1015 ∼ 1014 -

of the average A/B approach in the case of the Burkert’s halo model is inappropriate. Or
maybe, the Burkert’s model is not self-consistent∗ (wrong).

2.3.7 Characteristics of dark matter particles

We are inspired by Sec. 2.1.6. Eqs. (2.70) and (2.71), determining the minimum value of
the mass of one DM particle, hold, with the term in curly brackets of the form

{...} = (
8πGa2

Bu

γ
)
−3/8

{∫
∞

0

FBu(t)
t2(1 + t)(1 + t2)

dt − ∫
r/aBu

0

FBu(t)
t2(1 + t)(1 + t2)

dt}
−3/8

×

%
−1/8
0Bu {(1 + r

aBu
)[1 + ( r

aBu
)

2

]}
−5/8

, (2.160)

see Eqs. (2.140), (2.142) and (2.143). One can get the values of µmin if (s)he takes into account
the values xG, aBu, %0Bu, obtained in Sec. 2.3.6. The maximum of Eq. (2.160) lies at r = 0.
These numerical estimates of µmin are presented in Tabs. 2.16 and 2.17.

Eqs. (2.74) and (2.75), determining the minimum value of DM temperature, hold also,
with the term in curly brackets of the form

{...} = (
8πGa2

Bu

γ
)

5/8

{∫
∞

0

FBu(t)
t2(1 + t)(1 + t2)

dt − ∫
r/aBu

0

FBu(t)
t2(1 + t)(1 + t2)

dt}
5/8

×

%
7/8
0Bu {(1 + r

aBu
)[1 + ( r

aBu
)

2

]}
3/8

, (2.161)

see Eqs. (2.140), (2.142) and (2.143). One could use the values of the model parameters xG,
aBu, %0Bu, obtained in Sec. 2.3.6, for the evaluation of Tmin.

∗See also Sec. 4.2.3 on a similar topic.
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2.3.8 Evaporation

Let us proceed by analogy with Sec. 2.1.7.
For the root of the mean-square speed at the edge of the Galactic halo, σ(RG), we have

σ(RG) = (
8πG%0Bua

2
Bu

γ
)

1/2

{∫
∞

0

FBu(t)
t2(1 + t)(1 + t2)

dt − ∫
xG

0

FBu(t)
t2(1 + t)(1 + t2)

dt}
1/2

×

[(1 + x2
G) (1 + xG)]1/2

, (2.162)

see Eqs. (2.77), (2.140), (2.142) and (2.143).
Usage of Eqs. (2.78), (2.135), (2.136), (2.162), and the model parameters xG, aBu, %0Bu

obtained in Sec. 2.3.6, leads to numerical values of σ(RG) and vesc(RG) that can be directly
compared, see Tabs. 2.18 and 2.19.

Assuming LTE, for the mean number of DM particles with v > vesc (v is particle speed),
per a unit volume, at r = RG, X(v > vesc,RG), Eq. (2.81) holds. X(v > vesc,RG) can be
obtained on the basis of Eqs. (2.78), (2.81), (2.135), (2.136) and (2.162), see Tabs. 2.18 and
2.19.

Approximately 6−7%, depends on the parameters xG, aBu and %0Bu, of the particles occu-
pying the halo boundary have speeds higher than the escape speed from this region vesc(RG).
Hence, Burket’s halo could evaporate rapidly. Anyway, detailed time evolution of MG(t),
counting with the whole volume of the halo, would be necessary for a confirmation of this
suspicion.

Table 2.18: The evaporation. We have used Burkert’s halo model composed of DM particles
with the Maxwell distribution of speeds under the flat RC’s approximation, A = −B. Used xG’s
are retrieved from Tab. 2.16. The very right collum represents the fraction of the particles
that escape from an unit volume at the edge of the halo r = RG (n ≡ n(RG) is concentration of
DM particles at the edge of the halo). Approximately 6−7% of the boundary particles escape.
The Burkert’s halo could evaporate rapidly.

R⊙ v⊙ xG σ(RG) vesc(RG) X(v > vesc,RG)
[kpc] [kms−1] [−] [kms−1] [kms−1] ×n
8.0 220 21.6 87.2 134.9 0.067
8.3 239 29.6 94.2 146.7 0.064
8.0 220 47.6 66.8 104.7 0.061
8.3 239 60.0 73.6 115.7 0.060

non-LTE scenario

Tab. 2.20 presents the fraction of the DM particles at the edge of the halo that has v > vesc
(denoted as Xκ), when the Burkert’s halo model, with speeds of the DM particles governed
by the κ-distribution, is considered.

The same procedure as in the case of the NFW and the Begeman’s model was used in
order to obtain Xκ, see the sections with the same titles in NFW and Begeman’s part of the
chapter.

2.4 Conclusion

In this chapter we have dealt with the conventional models of the DM distribution in
spherically symmetric galactic halos proposed/used by Navarro et al. (1996) [60], Begeman et
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Table 2.19: The evaporation. We have used Burkert’s halo model composed of DM particles
with the Maxwell distribution of speeds under the average A/B approximation. Used xG’s are
retrieved from Tab. 2.17. The very right collum represents the fraction of the particles that
escape from an unit volume at the edge of the halo r = RG (n ≡ n(RG) is concentration of
DM particles at the edge of the halo). Approximately 6−7% of the boundary particles escape.
The Burkert’s halo could evaporate rapidly.

R⊙ v⊙ xG σ(RG) vesc(RG) X(v > vesc,RG)
[kpc] [kms−1] [−] [kms−1] [kms−1] ×n
8.0 220 29.5 69.8 108.6 0.064
8.3 239 38.8 79.2 123.9 0.062
8.0 220 54.1 56.5 88.7 0.060
8.3 239 62.5 66.8 105.2 0.059

Table 2.20: The evaporation. The case of the flat RC’s (middle columns) and the case of
average A/B (very right columns) are considered. Here we have adopted the Burkert’s halo
model with speeds of the DM particles governed by the κ-distribution. Used xG’s are retrieved
from Tabs. 2.9 and 2.10. The columns labelled as Xκ, where lower index κ is replaced with
the used value of κ, represent fraction of the particles that escape from unit volume at the
edge of the halo r = RG (n ≡ n(RG) is concentration of DM particles at the edge of the halo).
Results are presented for κ = {1.501, 2, 4} . The Burkert’s halo, with speed distribution given
by the κ-distribution (with κ not close to 3/2), could evaporate rapidly.

R⊙ v⊙ xG X1.501 X2 X4 xG X1.501 X2 X4

[kpc] [kms−1] [−] ×10−4n ×n ×n [−] ×10−4n ×n ×n
8.0 220 21.6 4.146 0.070 0.085 29.5 4.093 0.069 0.083
8.3 239 29.6 4.093 0.069 0.083 38.8 4.056 0.068 0.082
8.0 220 47.6 4.032 0.067 0.081 54.1 4.019 0.067 0.080
8.3 239 60.0 4.009 0.067 0.080 62.5 4.006 0.067 0.080

al. (1991) [3] and Burkert (1995) [9].
All the three halo models yield stability of its halos in the case that (γ = 2/3 is adopted, see

App. B): NFW (xG > 0), Begeman (xG ⋗ 5.1), Burkert (xG ⋗ 1.7), where the non-negative
parameter xG determines basic physical properties of the halo, see Eqs. (2.15), (2.16), (2.89),
(2.90), (2.135) and (2.136). Presented lower bound on xG in NFW model is quite odd in the
context of existence of the minimum stable mass and radius (Jeans criterion). These results
was obtained under the hydrostatic framework, we have assumed the model of a stable halo
in the hydrostatic equilibrium, motivated by possible existence of SIDM∗ [76]. Moreover these
results are also dependent on an assumed “boundary condition”, here it was limr→∞ p(r) = 0,
see Sec. 2.2.4.

We offer determination of the parameters, (%x, ax), of these three models and subsequent
derivation of the total mass and radius of the Galaxy, based on values of the Oort constants,
under two special approximations†, see Tabs. 2.3, 2.5, 2.9, 2.10, 2.16 and 2.17.

Usage of the Oort constants in order to derive the missing parameters of the presented
∗Actually, more original motivation only going to appear in the next chapter. This will be the model of a

polytropic halo in the hydrostatic equilibrium with plenty of good features.
†The case of the flat RC’s approximation seems to be inappropriate in the case of too rapidly decreasing

RC constructed on the basis of the Burkert’s halo model.
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models can be considered as quite inappropriate. This is because of high sensitivity of the
generated results on a choice of numerical values of the Oort constants. Anyway, we have tried
to make a rough estimate of the mass and radius of the Galaxy. One can regard the generated
results, maybe except the Burkert’s model, where the both of the employed approaches yield
quite low Galactic mass, as good rough estimates and thus as the results in favour of the
considered models.

However, the form of the NFW profile, see Eq. (2.13), contradicts to the observations of
existence of the constant density DM cores. Also the model of the pseudo-isothermal sphere,
used by Begeman et al., and the Burkert’s model yield non-physical results (because there is
no physical explanation) that the scale lengths aB and aBu at distances close to the GC and
at large distances equals, see Eqs. (2.85) - (2.87) and (2.132) - (2.133).

Burkert’s model (as the modification of NFW) does not yield the correct form of the TF
relation, we have only, as same as in the NFW case, Eq. (2.25). It is also not capable to
explain observed invariance of the product of the central DM density and the scale radius,
because it is not based on physical ground (linear decrease near the center). Begeman’s model
(as a fragment of the isothermal sphere) is in this more successful, with its capability to yield
the correct exponent in the TF relation under the assumptionMbar ∝MG, see also Sec. 1.2.3.

The presented conventional models are inaccurate in general (or in some cases even wrong).
Better (physical) model is in demand.
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Chapter 3
Polytropic halos - on the way to a new
model

The second chapter have employed the picture of a DM halo, where the weight of the halo is
precisely compensated by thermal motions of DM particles. These motions, more precisely, one
particle kinetic energy εkin(r) and its relation with pressure p(r), generate thermal pressure
gradient. The halo is dynamically stable, it inhabits hydrostatic equilibrium. This special
picture requires DM particles that can interact significantly with each other (SIDM). Anyway,
the former constraint can be avoided by existence of a special mechanism that generates
the pressure gradient and does not require any bouncing interaction among particles, e.g.,
something like fermion degeneracy pressure at T → 0. Here the last note, namely, T → 0, is
interesting in the context of the previously encountered evaporation.

In Sec. 3.1 we will introduce our original motivation that lead us to the establishment of
the hydrostatic equilibrium framework. The evaporation will star also in this silent movie.

3.1 Hydrostatic model

Let us start with a stable halo in hydrostatic equilibrium. Eqs. (2.1) and (2.8) - (2.10)
must hold. Now, let us suppose that instead of a known DM mass-density distribution and
an unknown equation of state we have, vice-versa, an unknown DM distribution and we have
been enlightened by the knowledge of the form of the equation of state, namely,

p(%) =K%ϑ , (3.1)

where ϑ and K are constants. Eq. (3.1) is usual polytropic equation of state.
For the circular speed of an object orbiting around the GC

[v(r)]2 = 4πG

r
∫

r

0
u2%(u)du (3.2)

holds. The fact that RC’s of spiral galaxies observed for the large values of radial coordinate
r are flat, move us further∗: Eq. (3.2) simplifies to

v(r) = vflat , r − large , (3.3)
∗This is the first approximation. In real, one have to count with the contribution of the disk to obtain

really flat RC’s.
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where vflat is a constant. Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) implies that %(r) must have the property that∗

%(r)∝ r−k , r − large , k = 2 − flat RC . (3.4)

Insertion of Eq. (3.1) into Eq. (2.9) and subsequent differentiation with respect to r offers

d2%

dr2
+ ϑ − 2

%
(d%
dr

)
2

+ 2

r

d%

dr
= −4πG

Kϑ
%3−ϑ . (3.5)

Eqs. (3.2) - (3.5) yield

ϑ = 2 − 2

k
, ϑ = 1 − flat RC . (3.6)

From Eqs. (3.1) and (3.6) results that the equation of state for DM settled in galactic
halos with asymptotically flat RC’s is

p(%) =K% . (3.7)

Using the previous result, Eq. (3.5) becomes

d2%

dr2
− 1

%
(d%
dr

)
2

+ 2

r

d%

dr
= −4πG

K
%2 . (3.8)

One solution of Eq. (3.8) is thus also the simple isothermal sphere profile, %(r) = σ2/(2πGr2),
with speed dispersion squared: σ2 =K.

Eq. (3.8) determines mass distribution in galactic halos. Anyway, simple isothermal sphere
profile is ruled out by considering the physical boundary conditions. Observational demand
on DM core of approximately constant density, in collaboration with presence of the term
r−1(d%/dr), lead us to write

lim
r→0

%(r) = %0 , lim
r→0

d%(r)
dr

= 0 , (3.9)

where %0 is a constant - central DM density. Eq. (3.8) with the boundary conditions Eq.
(3.9) arise from fundamental physical equations (2.4), (2.8) and (3.7). This is the famous
Lane-Emden equation for the polytrope with polytropic index n→∞ (p =K%1+1/n), see, e.g.,
([10], pp. 335-340).

3.1.1 Dimensionless form

Let us define the dimensionless quantities

x ≡
√

4πG%0/Kr , (3.10)

xG ≡
√

4πG%0/KRG , (3.11)
∗See, e.g., chapter Introduction.
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and a dimensionless function f(x) through the relation

%(r) = %0f(x) . (3.12)

Eq. (3.8) becomes

d2f

dx2
− 1

f
( df
dx

)
2

+ 2

x

df

dx
= −f2 , (3.13)

with the boundary conditions, see Eq. (3.9),

lim
x→0

f(x) = 1 , lim
x→0

df(x)
dx

= 0 . (3.14)

After the insertion of f(x) into Eq. (3.13) in the form of series, f(x) = A+Bx+Cx2+Dx3+Ex4,
where A,B,C,D,E are constants, can be easily seen that (neglecting the terms ∼ O(x3))

f(x) ≈ 1 − 1

6
x2 , x − small . (3.15)

Eq. (3.13), together with the boundary conditions - Eq. (3.14), can be solved numerically if
also Eq. (3.15) is taken into account.

3.1.2 Simple approximation

Eq. (3.13) states that f(x) is an even function of x, it contains only even powers of x.
Physics requires x > 0, see Eq. (3.10). We can search for an approximate solution of Eq. (3.13)
of the form

f(x) = a

1 + bx2
+ 1 − a

1 + cx2
, (3.16)

where a, b, c are constants.
Solution of Eq. (3.13) near 0 is of the form (neglecting the terms ∼ O(x6))

f(x) = 1 − 1

6
x2 + 1

45
x4 , x − small . (3.17)

The constants next to xpower in Eq. (3.17) was obtained by the insertion of f(x) into Eq. (3.13)
in the form of the series, f(x) = A+Bx+Cx2 +Dx3 +Ex4, where A,B,C,D,E are constants
(A = 1, B = 0 after considering the boundary conditions Eq. (3.14)), and by subsequent
evaluation of the system of algebraic equations for coefficients standing next to individual
powers of x.

Solution of Eq. (3.13) for x→∞ is

f(x) = 2

x2
, x − large , (3.18)

where constat over x2 was obtained by considering the form f(x) = A/x2, where A is a constant,
what provides the flat RC’s for x − large.

It can be verified that the simple approximation of f(x), fulfilling Eqs. (3.16) - (3.18), is
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f(x) = 5

1 + x2/10
− 4

1 + x2/12
. (3.19)

Table 3.1 reflects relative accuracy of the simple approximation fapprox(x) given by Eq.
(3.19) with respect to the exact solution freal(x) of the differential equation from Eq. (3.13)
and its boundary conditions from Eq. (3.14). For x not too large (x ≲ 175, as we will see, we
are interested just in these and even smaller) freal = fapprox/[1 + %(x)/100] holds. For a sake
of completeness, for x ≳ 175 one can use freal = fapprox/[1 − %(x)/100].

Table 3.1: Relative accuracy of the simple approximation, see Eq. (3.19), with respect to the
exact solution of the differential equation from Eq. (3.13) and its boundary conditions from
Eq. (3.14).

x freal(x) %(x) [%] x freal(x) %(x) [%]
0.0 1.0000 0.0000 30.0 0.0019 23.9935
5.0 0.1295 1.3718 35.0 0.0014 23.7309
10.0 0.0238 8.9699 40.0 0.0010 22.9098
15.0 0.0088 16.4357 45.0 0.0008 21.7759
20.0 0.0045 21.0557 50.0 0.0007 20.4809
25.0 0.0028 23.3039 60.0 0.0005 17.7481

3.1.3 Circular speed and equation of state

Circular speed (generated by the halo) of a test particle can be on the basis of Eqs. (3.2),
(3.10) and (3.12) written as

[vc(r)]2 =K
1

x
∫

x

0
t2f(t)dt , r =

√
K/(4πG%0)x . (3.20)

Considering Eqs. (3.2), (3.3), (3.18) and (3.20) we arrive at

K = 1

2
v2
flat, (3.21)

and

[vc(r)]2 =
1

2
v2
flat

1

x
∫

x

0
t2f(t)dt , r =

√
v2
flat/(8πG%0)x . (3.22)

We have used the fact that that the value of the integral ∫
x

0 t2f(t)dt is given mainly by the
large values of x, if x→∞.

Eqs. (3.7) and (3.21) lead us to write following form of the equation of state

p(%) = 1

2
v2
flat% . (3.23)
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This would be understand as the equation of state of an isothermal sphere∗, if DM will be
interpreted as ideal gas. This interpretation claim for sufficient number of collisions between
DM particles or already established equilibrium with Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution in a
phase-space.

3.1.4 Discussion on a form of polytropic equation of state

If we demand in asymptotically (in the limit r →∞) flat RC’s we arrive at the equation of
state - Eq. (3.7), or else, ϑ = 1, see Eqs. (3.1), (3.3), (3.4) and (3.6).

NFWmodel is very successful in explaining of observations of cosmological scale phenomena
in the Universe. We could be motivated to set k = 3 in Eq. (3.4), i.e., %(r)∝ r−3 for r − large
(NFW appearance). Equation of state is then of the form

p =K%4/3 , (3.24)

what is a polytropic equation of state with polytropic index n = 3. This is the equation of
state of the form of that of ultra-relativistic degenerate fermionic gas, see, e.g., ([10], pp. 567-
571). The equation of state of degenerate gas (rather non-relativistic) could be interesting in
the context of the on-coming revelation of an evaporation of these hydrostatic halos, see Sec.
3.1.10.

If one assumes the equation of state of the form of Eq. (3.24), then, the DM within a halo
is distributed according to

%(r) = %0f(x) , (3.25)

with the differential equation determining f(x):

d2f

dx2
− 2

3f
( df
dx

)
2

+ 2

x

df

dx
= −f5/3 , (3.26)

where x ≡
√

3πG/K%1/3
0 r, and the boundary conditions are represented by Eq. (3.14).

We demand in a solution of Eq. (3.26) for x − large of the form

f(x) = A

x3
, (3.27)

where A is a constant. Anyway, only a trivial solution with A = 0 fulfills the Eq. (3.26).
We have showed that a real DM profile of the hydrostatic halo could not have the form of
Eq. (3.27) for x − large†. Remember that we have requested non-relativistic nature of DM.
Degenerate fermionic gas in the classical regime offers p ∝ %5/3, but trouble is that, that this
corresponds to k = 6, see Eqs. (3.4) and (3.6). The DM distribution has in this special case
too steep profile (% falls too rapidly with raising r, %(r) ∝ r−6 for r − large). In this special
case, f(x) is determined by the differential equation:

∗We stress one basic knowledge. The structure of the isothermal self-gravitating sphere of gas is iden-
tical with the structure of a collisionless system of “special particles” whose distribution funtion is Maxwell-
Boltzmann, see e.g., ([5], pp. 303-304). Kinetic theory reveals that the equilibrium distribution, in the case
when these “special particles” were allowed to bounce elastically off each other (like molecules of gas), is
again the Maxwell-Boltzmann. It is thus unimportant if the particles of the system distributed according to
Maxwell-Boltzmann in a phase-space collide or not.

†If DM is in the form of the (ultra)relativistic degenerate fermionic gas, relativistic treatment must be
employed. We have requested non-relativistic nature of DM. Therefore, what we have showed is that, that in
the classical regime, the halos cannot be described by the equation of state of the form of that of ultra-relativistic
degenerate fermionic gas. This is not trivial. Nature of DM is still hidden.
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d2f

dx2
− 1

3f
( df
dx

)
2

+ 2

x

df

dx
= −f4/3 , (3.28)

where

x ≡
√

12πG/(5K)%1/6
0 r , (3.29)

and the boundary conditions are represented again by Eq. (3.14). The solution for x − large
is

f(x) ≈ 2.615

x6
. (3.30)

For x − small (neglecting the terms ∼ O(x3)) we have, same as for the flat RC’s - see Eq.
(3.15),

f(x) ≈ 1 − 1

6
x2 , (3.31)

but with the relation between x and r given by Eq. (3.29).

3.1.5 Mass and radius of a galaxy

We will operate with the results obtained under the consideration of Eqs. (3.7) and (3.21)
(asymptotically flat RC’s). We will call this specific model the hydrostatic model.

For the total mass of a galaxy we can write, see Eqs. (3.10) and (3.12),

MG = 4π∫
RG

0
r2%(r)dr = 1

2
√

2

v3
flat√

4πG%0

1

G
∫

xG

0
u2f(u)du . (3.32)

Taking into account Eqs. (3.11) and (3.21) we obtain the total radius of the galaxy:

RG = 1√
2

vflat√
4πG%0

xG . (3.33)

3.1.6 Energy

We want to find the dependence E(xG) as we already did for the conventional models in
the Chap. 2.

For the total kinetic energy we have simply, see Eq. (2.2),

Ekin(xG) = 1

2γ
v2
flatMG , (3.34)

where we have used the fact that one-particle kinetic energy per unit mass is constant, see
Eqs. (2.11) and (3.23), i.e.,

εkin
µ

= 1

2γ
v2
flat . (3.35)

Eq. (3.34) can be written with MG inserted from Eq. (3.32) as

Ekin(xG)
(4π%0)−1/2G−3/2v5

flat

= 1

4
√

2γ
∫

xG

0
u2f(u)du . (3.36)
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The total potential energy of the hydrostatic halo is, see Eqs. (2.5), (2.6), (3.10) and (3.12)

Epot(xG)
(4π%0)−1/2G−3/2v5

flat

= − c1

8
√

2
(∫

xG

0
u2f(u)du)

2 1

xG
, (3.37)

where

c1 = 1 + xG [∫
xG

0
t2f(t)dt]

−2

∫
xG

0
t−2 [∫

t

0
y2f(y)dy]

2

dt . (3.38)

Remember that the function f(x) is here always clearly given as a solution of the differential
equation from Eq. (3.13) with the boundary conditions represented by Eq. (3.14).

Left of Figs. 3.1 represents the plot of the total energy of the hydrostatic halo as a function
of the model parameter xG. The halo is stable if∗ xG ⋗ 4.734 (γ = 2/3). Shape of the function
for the large values of xG is similar to that of the Begeman’s halo (pseudo-isothermal sphere),
see Fig. 2.5, see also the equation of state of the hydrostatic halo - Eq. (3.23). Situation is
again completely different in the case of different γ, e.g., the case γ = 1/3 is again not stable.
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Figure 3.1: Left: Plot of the function E(xG)/[(4π%0)−1/2G−3/2v5
flat], where E(xG) is the total

energy of the hydrostatic halo. E(xG) < 0 for xG ⋗ 4.734, γ = 2/3. Situation would be different
in the case of different γ, e.g., γ = 1/3, yields no stability. The expression in square brackets
is identical as in the case of the Begeman’s halo, one can directly compare this figure with
Fig. 2.5. Right: Plot of the function [Epot/Ekin](xG) for the hydrostatic halo model. The
function achieves its global minimum, [Epot/Ekin](22.5) ≐ −1.47, at xG = 22.5 and then slowly
rises. This value of xG could be considered as extraordinary and it could determine the radius
of all DM halos universally.

3.1.7 Physical radius of a galaxy

We would like to define the radius of a galaxy on the basis of some physical principle that
arises from the form of DM distribution.

Right of Figs. 3.1 represents plot of the function [Epot/Ekin](xG). The function achieves
its global minimum, [Epot/Ekin](22.5) ≐ −1.47, at xG = 22.5 and then slowly rises. Minimum
lies at xG = 22.5 independently on the value of γ. This value of xG is extraordinary and could
determine the radius of all DM halos universally. The criterion that determines mass and
radius of a galaxy could be thus the minimisation of the function [Epot/Ekin](xG) in xG.

∗The existence of this cutoff in xG implies the existence of minimal values of MG and RG. These are
something like Jeans mass and radius (similarly as we have presented in the case of the conventional models
(Begeman, Burkert) in the previous chapter, see Secs. 2.2.5 and 2.3.5).
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3.1.8 Explanation of observational results

One of the best features of the already introduced hydrostatic halo model is its capability
to explain two major observational results of present galactic astronomy, Tully-Fisher relation
[80] and the quasi constancy of the product of the central halo density and the core radius
%0r0 [16, 24].

Constancy of %0r0

If one would consider the value xs, xs ∈ (0, xG), where xG corresponds to the DM halo
radius, Eq. (3.10) yields

%0rs =
xs√
4πG

√
p0 , (3.39)

where p0 is the central pressure. We have used Eq. (3.1) rewritten to the form

p = p0

%0
% . (3.40)

Since xs is already defined single value∗, the product of %0 and rs is dependent only on a value
of the central pressure. For a set of galactic halos and specific xs we then have, see Eq. (3.39),

⟨%0rs⟩ =
xs√
4πG

⟨√p0⟩ , (3.41)

where angle brackets denotes mean values of the set of halos. Eq. (3.41) can be understood
as the universal relation presented in [16, 24]. The hydrostatic model further implies that an
universal quantity, independent on a chosen halo, is in fact the central pressure.

According to Eqs. (3.7), (3.39) and (3.40) we have

√
%0rs

vflat
= xs√

8πG
, (3.42)

for each individual halo. The hydrostatic model offers an extra prediction that can be verified
on some set of galactic halos, namely, that

⟨
√
%0rs

vflat
⟩ = xs√

8πG
, (3.43)

where LHS of this equation should be practically independent of a sample of galaxies.
We can rewrite previous results in the language of the better observed quantity M(<

r)/(πr2):

M(< r)
πr2

=
√

2%0

πG
vflat

1

x2 ∫
x

0
t2f(t)dt , (3.44)

see Eqs. (3.10), (3.12) and (3.32). Eqs. (3.42) and (3.44) lead to
∗For example if xs ≡ x1/4, it is the one special x which offers f(x1/4) = 1/4.
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Figure 3.2: Plot of the function f(x) (blue
line), the exact solution of Eq. (3.13), and
its derivative f ′(x) (red line). The lowest
value of the derivative (the highest slope
of f(x)) lies at x ≐ 1.514, f(1.514) ≐ 0.709

and [df(x)/dx]x=1.514 ≐ −0.291. One could
identify the core scale parameter xs with
this value of x, and determinate invariant
quantities from Eqs. (3.41), (3.43) and
(3.45), similarly as was done for the Burk-
ert’s halo model in [16, 24].

M(< rs)
πr2
s

= 4%0rs
1

x3
s
∫

xs

0
t2f(t)dt . (3.45)

Finally, short discussion on the choice of xs is appropriate. xs should identify the core’s
boundary. If we choose xs as the point of the lowest value of derivative of f(x) (the highest
slope of f(x)), where f(x) is the exact solution of Eq. (3.13), see also Eq. (3.12) and Fig.
3.2, we get xs ≐ 1.514.

Tully-Fisher relation

Right from Eqs. (3.22) yields that

√
%0 = %0r1/4

√
8πG

x1/4

1

vflat
, (3.46)

where the value of %0r1/4 can be considered as the “universal constant”, see [16, 24]. The
lower subscript 1/4 at r (and at x) stands for the value of r (and x) for which %(r1/4) = %0/4
(motivated by the form of the Burkert’s profile used by [16, 24], see Eq. (2.131)) holds.

If we combine Eqs. (3.33), (3.46) and Eqs. (3.32), (3.46), we arrive at

RG =
x1/4

8πG

v2
flat

%0r1/4

xG , (3.47)

for the radius of a galaxy, and

MG =
x1/4

16πG2

v4
flat

%0r1/4
∫

xG

0
u2f(u)du , (3.48)

for its mass. Left from Eqs. (3.22), after its substitution into Eq. (3.48), yields that

MG =
x1/4

4πG2
[∫

xG

0
u2f(u)du] v4(r)

%0r1/4

[ 1

x
∫

x

0
u2f(u)du]

−2

, (3.49)

for any r↔ x.
If one assumes MG ∝Mbar (here MG represents the total mass of dark and Mbar the total

mass of baryonic content of the galaxy), then Eq. (3.48) correspond to (baryonic) Tully-Fisher
relation.

Eqs. (3.47) and (3.48) yield

aG ≡ GMG

R2
G

= 4πG

x1/4

(%0r1/4)(xG)−2 ∫
xG

0
u2f(u)du , (3.50)

where aG is the magnitude of gravitational acceleration at the edge of a halo. We arrive at
an interesting fact that this acceleration is same for all galactic halos, if the product %0r1/4 is
independent on vflat and if we consider universality of xG discussed in Sec. 3.1.7.
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3.1.9 Milky Way

The model has so far one unestimated parameter - %0, the central halo density∗. We
have previously benefited (in Chap. 2, in its sections labelled as “Milky Way”) from the
measurements of Sun’s motion in Galactic plane (measurements of the rotation speed of the
Sun around GC, v⊙, its distance from GC, R⊙, and the Oort constants, A and B). We will
employ them (v⊙ and R⊙) again for the purpose of determination of missing parameter %0 in
the case of our homeland - Milky Way.

We assume as a 1. approximation that the asymptotic value of RC, vflat, is identical as
Sun’s rotational speed†, v⊙, or else, that Sun’s rotational speed lies at the asymptotically flat
part of RC of the Galaxy‡. For the rotational speed of the Sun generated by the halo Eq.
(2.58) still holds, see Sec. 2.1.5. If one uses the simple approximation§ - Eqs. (3.12) and (3.19)
together with Eqs. (2.58), (3.21) and (3.22), (s)he arrives at

x(8.0 kpc) ≐ 1.397 , x(8.3 kpc) ≐ 1.751 . (3.51)

Eq. (3.22) further implies that¶

ωhalo(R⊙) ≡ vhalo(R⊙)
R⊙

=

¿
ÁÁÀ4πG%0

x3
⊙

∫
x⊙

0
t2f(t)dt ≡ Ahalo −Bhalo (3.52)

and

[dvhalo(r)
dr

]
R⊙

=
√

4πG%0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

d

dx

√
1

x
∫

x

0
t2f(t)dt

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦x⊙
≡ − (Ahalo +Bhalo) , (3.53)

where x⊙ ≡ x(R⊙) and Ahalo and Bhalo are Oort constants for the Galactic halo, see also Eqs.
(3.10), (3.12) and (3.19).

Eqs. (2.58), (3.10), (3.12), (3.19), (3.51) and (3.52) yield that the value of the central mass
density of the Galactic DM halo is

%0 ≐ 1.37 × 10−2 M⊙pc
−3 , v⊙(8.0 kpc) = vflat = 220 kms−1 (3.54)

%0 ≐ 2.35 × 10−2 M⊙pc
−3 , v⊙(8.3 kpc) = vflat = 239 kms−1 . (3.55)

Invariant %0r1/4

Density reaches quarter of its central value %0/4 at x1/4 ≐ 3.637, see Eqs. (3.12) and (3.19).
Therefore, equation

r1/4 ≐
3.637 × vflat√

8πG%0

(3.56)

holds, see also Eqs. (3.10) and (3.21). The product %0r1/4 equals to, see Eqs. (3.54) - (3.56),

µ0D ≡ %0r1/4 ≈ 285 M⊙pc
−2 , v⊙(8.0 kpc) = vflat = 220 kms−1 (3.57)

µ0D ≡ %0r1/4 ≈ 405 M⊙pc
−2 , v⊙(8.3 kpc) = vflat = 239 kms−1 . (3.58)

∗The second model parameter xG (and its single-value universality) was discussed in Sec. 3.1.7.
†Once again, we are using two sets: v⊙ = 220 kms−1 together with R⊙ = 8.0 kpc (IAU) and v⊙ = 239 kms−1

together with R⊙ = 8.3 kpc [8].
‡We have done it so because we have no clues for the estimation of vflat.
§We operate in a region close to the center, here simple approximation from Eq. (3.19) is a good approxi-

mation for f(x), see also Tab. 3.1.
¶In Eq. (3.22) we do not explicitly write subscript “halo” (but it is of course the rotational speed generated

by the halo) as we do at this place. We do it so because here come to play also the other components of the
Galaxy - disk and bar.
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These values are larger than the value given in [24], i.e., µ0D = 141+82
−52 M⊙pc

−2. vflat ≲
165 kms−1 provides consistency∗ with the interval from [24], in the case v⊙(8.0 kpc) = 220 kms−1.
RC must at first rapidly rise and then decline towards the asymptotic value vflat. The usage
of vflat = 165 kms−1 leads to

x(8.0 kpc) ≐ 2.028 , (3.59)

%0 ≐ 1.62 × 10−2 M⊙pc
−3 , (3.60)

and µ0D ≈ 223 M⊙pc
−2 (the upper bound from [24]). Unfortunately, in the case v⊙(8.3 kpc) =

239 kms−1 we can not arrive at consistency with [24] at any vflat.

Mass and radius

We have everything what we need to determination of the total mass and radius of the
Galaxy. Eqs. (3.32), (3.33), (3.54), (3.55) and (3.60) can be used for accomplishment of this
task. As a physical radius we use the value given by Eq. (3.11) with xG = 22.5, what is the
value for which the function [Epot/Ekin](xG) acquires its minimum, see also Sec. 3.1.7, and
the phenomenological value RG = 200 kpc. Our three parametric model (%0, xG, vflat) is thus
uniquely determined. Tab. 3.2 presents the results. As f(x) we use the exact solution of the
differential equation from Eq. (3.13) with its boundary conditions Eq. (3.14).

Tab. 3.2 also presents the limiting value of mass of DM µmin, if it would consist of classical
ideal gas particles in LTE (γ = 2/3 is used), see Sec. 2.1.6. Now, µmin is in the simple form:

µmin ≡ ( h̵
2
)

3/4

%
1/4
0 γ3/8v

−3/4
flat , (3.61)

see Eqs. (2.67), (2.68), (2.69) and (3.35). We have used the fact that the maximum of %(r) is
at r = 0 and equals to %0.

Table 3.2: Mass and radius of the Galaxy in the hydrostatic model represented by Eqs. (3.10),
(3.12) - (3.14). As the halo radius RG we use the radius where [Epot/Ekin](xG) acquires its
minimum, it is for xG = 22.5, see Eq. (3.11), and also the phenomenological value RG = 200 kpc.
The table also presents limiting value of the mass of a DM particle µmin, if DM would consist
of classical ideal gas particles in LTE, see Sec. 2.1.6.

R⊙ v⊙ vflat %0 xG MG RG µmin

[kpc] [kms−1] [kms−1] [10−2M⊙pc
−3] [−] [1012M⊙] [kpc] [10−35kg]

8.0 220 220 1.37 22.5 1.598 129 0.91
8.3 239 239 2.35 22.5 1.564 107 0.98
8.0 220 165 1.62 22.5 0.620 89 1.18
8.0 220 220 1.37 35.0 2.278 200 0.91
8.3 239 239 2.35 42.2 2.608 200 0.98
8.0 220 165 1.62 50.5 1.207 200 1.18

Oort constants and rotation curve

Let us look at (artificial) RC of the Galaxy based on the actual halo model. Rotational
speeds generated by the Galactic disk and the bar (we are neglecting the spiral arms) and the
whole procedure are adopted from Sec. 2.1.5 and App. D, see especially Eqs. (2.52), (3.22)
and (D.70). These nicely flat RC’s are depicted at Fig. 3.3. Used halo model parameters are
those from Tab. 3.2.

∗We have not written it explicitly, but, there is of course also a lower bound on vflat. Anyway, we will
operate close to this upper bound.
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Figure 3.3: RC of the Galaxy at two different scales. The hydrostatic halo, the exponential
disk and the bar adopted from [38] are employed, see Sec. 2.1.5 and App. D, see also especially
Eqs. (2.52), (3.22) and (D.70). Used halo model parameters are those from Tab. 3.2.

The Oort constants are defined by Eqs. (2.42) and (2.43). The term [dvc(r)/dr]R⊙ can be
written as, see Eq. (2.51),

[dvc(r)
dr

]
R⊙

= 1

vc(R⊙)
[vdisk(r)

dvdisk(r)
dr

+ vbar(r)
dvbar(r)
dr

+ vhalo(r)
dvhalo(r)

dr
]
R⊙

, (3.62)

where the term [dvhalo/dr]R⊙ is given by Eq. (3.53) and the other terms by the good old
Eqs. (2.46), (2.47), (2.56) - (2.58). The Oort constants, determined by the sketched way,
are ordered in Tab. 3.3. Used halo model parameters are those from Tab. 3.2 and Eqs.
(3.51) and (3.59). One can compare these values with those from [37]: A = 14.2 kms−1kpc−1,
B = −12.4 kms−1kpc−1 (“average values”), or with the others ordered there, bethink of Sec.
2.1.5.

Table 3.3: Oort constants. The hydrostatic halo, the exponential disk and the bar adopted
from [38] are employed. Used halo model parameters are those from Tab. 3.2 and Eqs. (3.51)
and (3.59).

R⊙ v⊙ vflat %0 A B

[kpc] [kms−1] [kms−1] [10−2 M⊙pc
−3] [kms−1kpc−1] [kms−1kpc−1]

8.0 220 220 1.37 12.1 -15.5
8.3 239 239 2.35 11.5 -17.4
8.0 220 165 1.62 12.6 -15.0

3.1.10 Evaporation

Evaporation of the halo matter was encountered in the conventional models treated under
the hydrostatic equilibrium framework, see Chap. 2. Now, we examine model represented by
Eqs. (3.10), (3.12) and (3.13) for such evaporation. This should be a straightforward task
because we have acquired necessary experience in Chap. 2.

At first, let us compare escape speed at r = RG of a DM particle with root of its mean
square speed σ ≡ (v2)1/2. According to Eqs. (2.77), (2.78), (3.32), (3.33) and (3.35) we can
write

σ =
√

1

γ
vflat , (3.63)

vesc(RG) =
vflat√
xG

[∫
xG

0
u2f(u)du]

1/2

, (3.64)
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where f(u) is the solution of the differential equation from Eq. (3.13) with the boundary
conditions from Eq. (3.14). The mean square speed σ is (as same as εkin) not dependent on
r.

For the mean number of particles with the attribute v > vesc (v is particle speed) per
a unit volume at r = RG, X(v > vesc,RG), Eq. (2.81) holds, where ν ≡

√
3/2[vesc(RG)/σ]

is determined by Eqs. (3.63) and (3.64). Roughly one fifth of the particles inhabiting halo
boundary is escaping. The hydrostatic halo could evaporate rapidly, see Tab. 3.4.

Table 3.4: The evaporation. Hydrostatic halo model composed of DM particles with Maxwell
distribution of speeds is considered. Universal xG = 22.5 is employed. The very right collum
represents the fraction of the particles that escape from an unit volume at the edge of the halo
r = RG (n ≡ n(RG) is concentration of DM particles at the edge of the halo). Approximately
22% of the edge particles is escaping. The hydrostatic halo could evaporate rapidly.

R⊙ v⊙ vflat %0 σ(RG) vesc(RG) X(v > vesc,RG)
[kpc] [kms−1] [kms−1] [10−2 M⊙pc

−3] [kms−1] [kms−1] ×n
8.0 220 220 1.37 269.4 326.9 0.220
8.3 239 239 2.35 292.7 355.2 0.220
8.0 220 165 1.62 202.1 245.2 0.220

One can use the simple approximation, Eqs. (3.12) and (3.19), and the procedure already
performed in Sec. 2.2.8, in the case of the Begeman’s halo model, to obtain the total mass
of DM particles that are escaping (have speeds > vesc) at present time. Let us follow this
procedure represented by Eqs. (2.123) - (2.129). By the same manner as in Sec. 2.2.8, we
arrive at the potential of the form

Φ(x) = v2
flatF (x) − GMG

xG

√
8πG%0

vflat
− v2

flatF (xG) , 0 < x < xG , (3.65)

where

F (x) = − 48
√

3 arctan[x/(2
√

3)]
x

+ 25
√

10 arctan[x/
√

10]
x

+ 25

2
ln(10 + x2) − 12 ln(12 + x2) .

(3.66)
For x ≥ xG we have again Φ(x) = −(

√
8πG%0/vflat)(GMG/x), remember that the relationship

between x and r is represented by Eq. (3.10).

Table 3.5: Table presents numerical values of Ψ0 - the total mass of DM particles that escape
from the hydrostatic halo at the time when DM is distributed according to Eqs. (3.10),
(3.12) and (3.19) (the simple approximation is used, see Sec. 3.1.2). Galactic masses MG are
retrieved from Table 3.2. Halo composed of the DM particles with speeds governed by the
Maxwell distribution is considered. Roughly 1/40 of the whole halo mass is escaping right
now.

vflat MG Ψ0

[kms−1] [1012 M⊙] [1012 M⊙]
220 1.753 4.2 × 10−2

239 1.716 4.2 × 10−2

165 0.680 1.6 × 10−2
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Assuming the Maxwell distribution of speeds among DM particles, we arrive at

Ψ0 =
v3
flat

2G3/2
√

8π%0
∫

xG

0
x2f(x) [∫

∞

ν
u2 exp(−u2)du]dx , (3.67)

where Ψ0 is the total mass of DM that is escaping from the halo, ν ≡
√

3/2(vesc(x)/σ) and
f(x) is the simple approximation - Eq. (3.19), see also Eq. (2.127). The escape speed
at x, vesc(x) =

√
−2Φ(x), is designated by Eqs. (2.126), (3.10) and (3.65). For a sake of

completeness, the inner integral from Eq. (3.67) equals to

∫
∞

ν
u2 exp(−u2)du =

√
π

4
+ exp(−ν2)

2
−

√
π

4
Erf(ν) , (3.68)

where Erf(ν) ≡ (2/
√
π) ∫

ν
0 exp(−t2)dt is the (Gauss) error function. The results are presented

in Table 3.5. Roughly 1/40 of the whole halo mass is escaping right now. Remember that
in this case we have used only the simple approximation for f(x) and not its exact value
determined by Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14).
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Chapter 4
Our response on recent work in the field

Our imagination is stretched to the utmost, not, as in fiction, to imagine things
which are not really there, but just to comprehend those things which are there.

Richard Feynman

In the light of these difficulties (core-cups controversy, missing halos problem,...),
the current stance of the hierarchical CDM-based scenario of structure formation
remains somewhat confusing because, in fact, this scenario successfully accounts
for: the distribution of matter at large scales, the uniformity of the cosmic mi-
crowave radiation and its small temperature anisotropies, and the observationally
inferred cosmological parameters.

Firmani et al. in [19]

And now for something completely different. We start from recently proposed phenomeno-
logical model and then, by its modification, we try to put physics into play.

4.1 Model by Hartwick (2012)

Only recently was in [29] proposed the run of mass density of DM within a halo as follows

%(r) = %0
1

1 + (r/rc)
1

(1 + r/rs)2
, (4.1)

where %0 is the central halo density and the distance scales are given under the assumption:
rs = f×rc, f > 0 is a constant (r is usual radial coordinate). The model respects the well-known
NFW form, %(r) ∝ r−3, at large distances. NFW large scale appearance, as a product of the
hierarchical CDM scenario (collisionless DM) of structure formation, is favoured by cosmology,
see the quotation at the beginning of this chapter.

The form of Eq. (4.1) is originally based on “two observational constraints” [29]:

• the underlying RC’s at intermediate radii in spiral and LSB galaxies are nearly universal

• the product of the central density and the core radii (%0r0) is quasi constant.

The first observational result was adopted from [49]. Here authors have found universal fit for
the halo RC’s, vh(r), at intermediate radii (1 < r < 74 kpc) of 60 disk galaxies spanning a
large range of mass and Hubble types. This was of the form

log(vh) = C +B log(r) , (4.2)

with C = 1.47+0.15
−0.19 and B ≈ 1/2, if r[kpc]. The uncertainty in C stems from different stellar

mass estimators (from minimum to maximum disk), used for separation of contribution of
baryonic mass to global RC.
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The second observational constrain is well-known (already introduced in this thesis) phe-
nomenon whose universality was demonstrated in [16, 24].

4.2 Modified model

Eq. (4.1) yields
%(r) ≈ %0[1 − (1/rc − 2/rs)r] , (4.3)

for r − small, we have omitted the terms ∼ O(r2). The model predicts linear decrease of the
density with an increasing r near the center.

If one demands in quadratic decrease near the center, then (s)he can modify Eq. (4.1), so
as we have done:

%(r) = %0
1

1 + (r/a)2

1√
1 + (r/b)2

, (4.4)

where %0 is the central halo density, a and b are two distinct distance scale lengths.
Eq. (4.4) yields

%(r) ≈ %0 {1 − [1/a2 + 1/(2b2)]r2} , (4.5)

for r − small, we have omitted the terms ∼ O(r4).
We will show that we have preserved the identity of the Hartwick’s model, i.e., modified

model (MOHA∗) respects all of the former observational constraints. Unfortunately, we have
inherited from NFW (if we respect all its large scale implications based on simulations) also
its incorrectness in the context of the (baryonic) Tully-Fisher relation†, see Sec. 2.1.3.

Eq. (4.4) can lead to the quasi constancy of %0r0 ≡ µ0D, where %0 is the central halo density
and r0 is the core radius (this radius is (for now), for the already discussed reasons, defined
as the radius where the density drops to the value %0/4). Hence, we are led to

1

1 + [µ0D/(a %0)]2
1√

1 + [µ0D/(b %0)]2
= 1

4
. (4.6)

One should be able to find the values (so far only ambiguous) of the model parameters a, b
and %0, which fulfil Eq. (4.6) with µ0D = 141+82

−52 M⊙pc
−2, adopted from [24].

The consistency with the first observational constraint, taken from [49], will be proven
after the values of the model parameters a, b and %0 will be obtained.

4.2.1 Parameters of the modified model

In this and also in all following sections of this chapter we will apply our new model to the
case of our galaxy - the Milky Way. Anyway, we think about the model, Eq. (4.4), as about
the universal run of mass density within average DM halo.

Let us fix the value of %0. The values of a and b are still unknown. We have Eq. (4.6),
therefore, we need one more equation. This “one more” could be

M200 = 4π%0a
2b{ −

a arctan[(
√
−a2 + b2R200 )/(a

√
b2 +R2

200)]√
−a2 + b2

+ ln[R200 +
√
b2 +R2

200] −

ln(b)} , (4.7)

∗MOHA = MOdified HArtwick(’s model) or, if one want to know its deeper sense, MOHA = Memento
(remember) Our Hydrostatic Assumption (what bewares us of lost of our identity, i.e., a slide from theoretical
to purely phenomenological treatment of the problem).

†Usually, this incorrectness is swept under a carpet by an argumentation that a galaxy formation is only
poorly understood. One can consider NFW as a primordial density distribution that is through ages affected
by the gas falling (because gas dissipates energy) into a potential well made by a halo. As it falls it alters the
shape of the well and thus also the density distribution of DM. This process may cause steepening of the TF
law to be consistent with the observations [72]. But this is only devout wish.
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with the fixed value of the mass M200 ∈ (1.0, 1.5) × 1012 M⊙ [51]. This is the mass of the
sphere with radius R200, when DM is distributed according to Eq. (4.4). R200 is defined as

R200 = [ 3M200

800π%c
]
1/3

, (4.8)

where %c is determined by Eq. (2.23), see also Eq. (2.21).
As a verification of the correctness of the determined values of the model parameters, we

will always evaluate the DM density at the solar neighborhood, %(R⊙) ≡ %⊙, with this set of
parameters and compare it with the value adopted from [84]: %⊙ ∈ (0.005, 0.01)M⊙pc

−3. We
assume R⊙ = 8.3 kpc [8].

Tables 4.1 - 4.3 present the model parameters of the modified Hartwick’s model. M200 =
{1.1, 1.3, 1.5} × 1012 M⊙, %0 = {0.01, 0.1, 1, 5} M⊙pc

−3 (these are motivated by the values
of %0 used in [29]) and µ0D = {89, 141, 223} M⊙pc

−2 (these mimics the spread of the value
from [24]), are considered.

Table 4.1: Parameters of the modified Hartwick’s model. M200 = 1.1×1012 M⊙ andR⊙ = 8.3 kpc

[8] are employed, see also Eqs. (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8). The “value” of µ0D is adopted from [24].
We show only solutions with the distance scale parameters less than 200 kpc.
∗ there exists another solution at a = 8209.9 pc and b = 87993.1 pc with %⊙ = 4.9×10−3 M⊙pc

−3.
The very right column represents the mass of a DM particle determined on the basis of Eq.
(4.20).

µ0D %0 a b %⊙ mDM

[ M⊙pc
−2 ] [ M⊙pc

−3 ] [ pc ] [ pc ] [ ×10−3 M⊙pc
−3 ] [×10−34 kg]

141 0.01 32828.8∗ 4371.3∗ 4.4 0.7
141 0.1 36891.0 364.6 4.2 3.3
141 1 36926.0 36.4 4.2 14.0
141 5 36927.3 7.3 4.2 38.3
223 0.01 - - - -
223 0.1 27015.7 580.0 6.4 2.4
223 1 27135.3 57.6 6.3 10.0
223 5 27136.4 11.5 6.3 27.2
89 0.01 50133.6 2375.5 2.7 1.1
89 0.1 51274.8 229.9 2.7 4.7
89 1 51285.4 23.0 2.7 19.8
89 5 51285.5 4.6 2.7 54.1

It can be seen that the value of M200 has only a mild influence on the resulting value of
the parameter a and only very small influence on the value of b. The results presented in these
tables also yield that the product %0b is roughly constant for the given set of parameters -
M200, µ0D and that it is independent on the value of %0. This can be understood as follows:
the unity in the term

√
1 + (r/b)2 in Eq. (4.4) is negligible if r is large (if we do not count with

the asterisked solutions), therefore, b raises to the numerator, i.e., Eq. (4.4) can be written as

%(r) ≈ %0b

r(r/a)2
. (4.9)

Only a scales distances for r-large.
The density at the solar neighborhood, %⊙, is influenced practically only by the value of

µ0D. If we want to have model parameters consistent with %⊙ given by [84], then µ0D must be
larger than the mean value (141 M⊙pc

−3) found in [24], or it should be closer to their upper
bound (223 M⊙pc

−3).
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Table 4.2: Parameters of the modified Hartwick’s model. M200 = 1.3×1012 M⊙ andR⊙ = 8.3 kpc

[8] are employed, see also Eqs. (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8). The “value” of µ0D is adopted from [24].
We show only solutions with the distance scale parameters less than 200 kpc.
∗ there exists another solution at a = 8176.8 pc and b = 121915.6 pc with %⊙ = 4.9×10−3 M⊙pc

−3.
The very right column represents the mass of a DM particle determined on the basis of Eq.
(4.20).

µ0D %0 a b %⊙ mDM

[ M⊙pc
−2 ] [ M⊙pc

−3 ] [ pc ] [ pc ] [ ×10−3 M⊙pc
−3 ] [×10−34 kg]

141 0.01 36888.0∗ 4216.8∗ 4.5 0.7
141 0.1 40543.5 364.5 4.2 3.3
141 1 40576.3 36.4 4.2 14.0
141 5 40576.6 7.3 4.2 38.3
223 0.01 - - - -
223 0.1 29650.9 579.3 6.5 3.3
223 1 29760.2 57.6 6.4 10.0
223 5 29761.3 11.5 6.4 27.2
89 0.01 55473.2 2361.2 2.7 1.1
89 0.1 56512.9 229.9 2.7 4.7
89 1 56522.6 23.0 2.7 19.8
89 5 56522.7 4.6 2.7 54.1

Table 4.3: Parameters of the modified Hartwick’s model. M200 = 1.5×1012 M⊙ andR⊙ = 8.3 kpc

[8] are employed, see also Eqs. (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8). The “value” of µ0D is adopted from [24].
We show only solutions with the distance scale parameters less than 200 kpc.
∗ there exists another solution at a = 8159.4 pc and b = 169326.5 pc with %⊙ = 4.9×10−3 M⊙pc

−3.
The very right column represents the mass of a DM particle determined on the basis of Eq.
(4.20).

µ0D %0 a b %⊙ mDM

[ M⊙pc
−2 ] [ M⊙pc

−3 ] [ pc ] [ pc ] [ ×10−3 M⊙pc
−3 ] [×10−34 kg]

141 0.01 40619.1∗ 4114.5∗ 4.3 0.7
141 0.1 43967.6 364.5 4.2 3.3
141 1 43997.9 36.4 4.2 14.0
141 5 43998.2 7.3 4.2 38.3
223 0.01 - - - -
223 0.1 32113.6 578.8 6.5 2.4
223 1 32214.8 57.6 6.5 10.0
223 5 32215.7 11.5 6.5 27.2
89 0.01 60486.2 2351.2 2.7 1.1
89 0.1 61446.5 229.8 2.7 4.7
89 1 61455.5 23.0 2.7 19.8
89 5 61455.5 4.6 2.7 54.1

The solutions marked with the asterisks (encountered solution bifurcation) have some in-
triguing properties. These solutions fulfill the condition a < b. Moreover, b gains very large
values. Therefore, in this case the model could be well approximated with the Begeman’s
profile within the visible disk, see Eqs. (2.85) and (4.4).
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4.2.2 On the first observational constrain

The most of the presented solutions have a > b, see Tables 4.1 - 4.3. Often a ≫ b with
a ≳ 30 kpc. Mainly the term scaled with b plays a role at the intermediate radius (for Milky
Way say roughly at 1-15 kpc), see Eq. (4.4). In this case %(r) can approximated with

%(r) ≈ %0
1 − (r/a)2

√
1 + (r/b)2

, (4.10)

where we have expanded the term 1/[1+ (r/a)2] from Eq. (4.4) at 0 and we have omitted the
terms ∼ O(r4).

We can compare halo RC of the Galaxy at the intermediate radii, constructed on the basis
of the modified Hartwick’s model - Eq. (4.4), with the “universal” halo RC presented in [49],
see Eq. (4.2). Some of the presented sets of parameters yield halo RC’s that are in a very good
agreement in a slope and even in an amplitude with that from [49], see Fig. 4.1. Preferably,
these parameters are those for which a≫ b, i.e., %0 ≳ 0.1 M⊙pc

−3.

Figure 4.1: The comparison of the halo RC of the Galaxy at intermediate radii (1 - 15 kpc),
constructed on the basis of the modified Hartwick’s model (solid line) - Eq. (4.4), with the
“universal” halo RC (dashed line) presented in [49], see Eq. (4.2). Agreement in a slope is far
better for halos with %0 ≳ 0.1 M⊙pc

−3.

4.2.3 Rotation curve of the Galaxy and circular speed of the Sun

For the circular speed generated by the halo, with DM distributed according to Eq. (4.4),
we have

vhalo(r) =
√

GM(< r)
r

=
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

4πG%0

r
a2b

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
arcsinh(r

b
) −

a
√

1 + r2/b2
√
a2 − b2

×arctan
⎛
⎝

√
a2 − b2

a
√

1 + r2/b2
r

b

⎞
⎠

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭

1/2

, (4.11)

where M(< r) = 4π ∫
r

0 u
2%(u)du. One can construct (artificial) RC of the Galaxy, where its

halo has DM distributed according to Eq. (4.4), see Sec. 2.1.5 and App. D, see also especially
Eqs. (2.52), (4.11) and (D.70). The result is very flat RC, especially at smaller scales, see Fig.
4.2.

Circular speed of the Sun (R⊙ = 8.3 kpc is considered [8]) can be computed on the basis of
Eqs. (2.52), (D.70) and (4.11). Real parameters a, b, %0 from Eq. (4.4) can be approximated
with those from Tabs. 4.1 - 4.3. We arrive at v⊙(8.3 kpc) ≈ 217 kms−1 for µ0D = 232 M⊙pc

−2,
almost independently on the values of M200 and %0. The two other considered values of µ0D

(141 and 89 M⊙pc
−2) lead to too small value of v⊙ (207 and 200 kms−1), almost independently

on the values of M200 and %0. The value given by the recent observations is quite bigger
v⊙(8.3 kpc) = 239 kms−1 [8].
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Figure 4.2: Galaxy RC. MOHA halo, the ex-
ponential disk and the bar adopted from [38]
are considered, see Sec. 2.1.5 and App. D,
see also especially Eqs. (2.52), (D.70) and
(4.11). Used halo model parameters are re-
trieved from Tab. 4.2.

Anyway, there is no preferred model of mass distribution in the Galactic disk, available in
literature. Instead of exponential disk, Eq. (2.45), we can consider the model based on space
motions of globular clusters around the Galaxy determined by the potential:

Φ(R, z) = − GMd√
R2 + (ad +

√
z2 + b2d)

2
, (4.12)

whereMd = 7.908×1010 M⊙, ad = 3.55 kpc and bd = 0.25 kpc, see [12]. This leads to vdisk(R⊙) =√
R⊙(−dΦ/dR)R⊙ ≐ 175.5 kms−1 for z = 0. Now if we consider Mbar = 1.8 × 1010 M⊙, see [38],

in Eq. (2.52), instead of the former value 1.4×1010 M⊙, we arrive at v⊙(8.3 kpc) ≈ 230 kms−1

for our preferred (and similar) halo parameters, what is the value very close to that from [8],
i.e., v⊙ = 239 ± 7 kms−1.

It looks like we have used some kind of black magic to arrive at consistency of our new
halo model with the observations of the motion of the Sun. No, we only demonstrate how
(in)accurate are present-day measurements in astronomy.

4.2.4 Dark matter with polytropic equation of state

The motivation for the Eq. (4.4) could be: DM exists in the form of degenerate gas and a
DM particle is a fermion. The weaker condition implying Eq. (4.4) could be: the pressure of
DM is governed by the polytropic equation of state. Now, we will enlighten these statements.

Obviously, degenerate fermionic∗ gas at T → 0 has no evaporation issues, as was previously
discussed for the halos in the hydrostatic equilibrium.

Let us consider that at r − small the DM density can be written as

%(r) = %0(1 + αr + βr2 + ...) , (4.13)

where α, β are constants and %0 is the central density. If we assume that the equation of state
is polytropic, i.e., p =K%γ (as the one of the degenerate fermionic gas, with γ = 5/3, see, e.g.,
([31] p. 155), for pressure at r − small, omitting the terms ∼ O(r3), we can write

p(r) ≈K%γ0 {1 + αγr + 1

2
[2β + α2 (γ − 1)]γr2} . (4.14)

Under the assumption of the hydrostatic equilibrium, Eqs. (2.8) and (4.14) yields α = 0. It is
because RHS of Eq. (2.8) approximately equals to 4πG%2

0r[1/3 + αr/3] (we have omitted the
terms ∼ O(r3)) and thus has no term independent on r. On the contrary dp(r)/dr, LHS of
Eq. (2.8), contains such term K%γ0γα. We arrive at the result that the expansion of the true†

DM density profile at 0 should not contain a linear term.
∗Why fermionic, why not bosonic? The pressure of the fully degenerate boson gas is of the form p∝ T 5/2.

If one takes T → 0, then p→ 0, and the assumption of the hydrostatic equilibrium loses any sense.
†If the halo is in the hydrostatic equilibrium and the equation of state of DM has the polytropic form.
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4.2.5 On the mass of a dark matter particle

The results from the previous section lead us to derive the mass of a DM particle under
the assumption that the DM is in the form of degenerate fermionic gas. As was previously
suggested, at r − small and under the assumption a≫ b, see Sec. 4.2.2, the equations (we are
omitting the terms ∼ O(r3)):

%(r) ≈ %0 (1 − 1

2

r2

b2
) , (4.15)

−%(r)GM(< r)
r2

≈ − 4

3
πG%2

0r , (4.16)

p(r) = K%5/3 ≈ K%
5/3
0 (1 − 5

6

r2

b2
) , (4.17)

dp(r)
dr

≈ − 5

3

K

b2
%

5/3
0 r , (4.18)

holds. For the constant K we have, see, e.g., ([31] p. 155),

K = 1

5
(6π2g−1)2/3h̵2 1

µ8/3
, (4.19)

where g = 2s+1 and s is the spin of the DM particle. Equality between Eqs. (4.16) and (4.18)
(the hydrostatic equilibrium) with K given by Eq. (4.19) leads up to approximative mass of
the DM particle

µ ≈ (3
√
π

4
)

1/4
h̵3/4

G3/8

1

g1/4%
1/8
0 b3/4

. (4.20)

Such mass of the DM particle, based on Eq. (4.20), can be easily calculated. It is of the
order of tens of∗ eV’s (/c2), for %0 ∼ 10−2 M⊙pc

−3, to few keV’s (/c2), for %0 ∼ 5 M⊙pc
−3,

independent on the value of M200. Values of the model parameters from Tables 4.1 - 4.3 are
considered. We have assumed that the spin is, as same as in the case of an electron or a
neutrino, 1/2. One way or another, Eq. (4.20) is only weakly dependent on the value of the
spin. Replacement s = 1/2 → s = 7/2 will cause that µ becomes approximately 1.6× smaller
than the former result.

Anyway, a careful reader have certainly noticed that there is some inconsistency between
the model of a polytropic halo in the hydrostatic equilibrium, presented in Chap. 3, and the
model represented by Eq. (4.4), introduced in this chapter. Namely, our “new” model yields
%(r)∝ r−3 for r − large, what is not consistent with Sec. 3.1.4. There we have found that the
solution of Eq. (3.26) at large distances, correspondent to the such assumption, can not exist.

However, the mass density of DM decreases from the center to the edges, hydrostatic
equilibrium or (rather) degeneracy, which could hold near the center, need not to hold at large
distances.

Let us investigate the last note. Roughly said, if the average kinetic energy of a DM particle
(of mass µ) at radial coordinate r, εkin(r), is smaller than the Fermi energy at r, εF (r),

εF (r) = h̵2

2µ
[3π2 %(r)

µ
]

2/3

, (4.21)

then an average DM particle (fermion) will be unable to make a transition to an unoccupied
state, and the “DM gas” will be degenerate ([10], pp. 565-566).

Assuming that the central region of the halo is in the hydrostatic equilibrium, we can use
Eqs. (2.7), (2.12), (4.4) and (4.21), together with the set a, b, %0 and the estimate for the

∗1 eV /c2 = 1.783 × 10−36 kg. For a comparison, the mass of an electron (anti)neutrino is mνe < 2.2 eV /c2,
a muon (anti)neutrino mνµ < 170 keV /c2 and an electron me− = 0.511 MeV /c2.
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mass of a DM particle µ, obtained recently, to resolve a struggle between εkin(r) and εF (r).
Moreover, we want to determinate r below which the inequality

εkin(r) ≪ εF (r) (4.22)

holds, i.e., determine the region where the full degeneracy of the DM gas is a good approxi-
mation and thus also where the polytropic equation of state of the form p(r) = K%5/3, where
K is a constant, can be used, or even if such region exists at all.

Do it so, for example for∗ a = 29650.9 pc, b = 579.3 pc, %0 = 0.1 M⊙pc
−3, µ = 3.4 × 10−34 kg

(≈ 190 eV ) and γ = 2/3, see Tab. 4.2, we arrive at the result that the condition from Eq. (4.22)
is not fulfilled at any r. Therefore, the approximation of the full degeneration should not be
taken into account and the equation of state need not be in the polytropic form.

Lowering of the estimated mass µ, evaluated on the basis of Eq. (4.20), is in demand.
Approximately 9× lowered value of µ, i.e., µ ≈ 0.37 × 10−34 kg, leads to εF ≈ 30 × εkin at
r = b/10. These conditions are similar to that within the white dwarf Sirius B, where the
full degeneracy is a valid assumption ([10], p. 566). 5 − 6× lowered value of µ, leads to
pdeg ≈ 10 × pkin at r = b/10, if one assumes full degeneracy also under εF ≈ 8 × εkin at r = b/10.
Here pdeg is the degeneracy pressure generated by the Pauli’s exclusion principle and pkin is
the pressure generated by thermal motions of the particles, these are calculated according to
Eqs. (2.7), (2.10), (2.11), (4.4) and (4.17).

Let us summarize the situation. The model represented by Eq. (4.4) can be identified
with the model of the polytropic halo in hydrostatic equilibrium (the most general model
from Chap. 3) near the center, where the assumption of the full degeneracy is appropriate,
on the assumption that some unaccounted mechanism lowering the mass µ estimated by Eq.
(4.20) exists. The mass of a DM particle must be then of the order of 10−35 − 10−34 kg (if we
adopt %0 ∼ 0.1 M⊙pc

−3). Anyway, at larger distances (and at even larger where the behaviour
%(r)∝ r−3 shows itself), this (tuned) correspondency disappears, as same as the validity of the
full degeneration assumption (the equation of state need not to be polytropic anymore). The
large scale behaviour remains purely phenomenological, theoretically unexplained, inspired by
the observations/simulations.

Nevertheless, estimated masses are too low according to current paradigm. We expect
much larger masses of cold DM†. This fact can rule the fermionic full degenerate core out, or
maybe brings warm DM into ring.

Let us suppose that the conditions within a halo are not capable to maintain degeneracy
of the DM gas at any level, at any distance from the center. One way or another, our halo
could be still governed by the polytropic equation of state (even though in this case mass of
a DM particle remains foggy), remember our weaker condition that leads to motivation for
the modification of the Hartwick’s model, see Sec. 4.2.4. The halo could be for example well
described with an isothermal approximation near the center, i.e., governed by the polytropic
equation of state p = K%1+1/n with polytropic index n →∞ - hydrostatic model, see Sec. 3.1.
In this case we are still motivated to prefer the MOHA model.

4.2.6 Isothermal core

Wedding of theoretical and phenomenological approach

Let us discuss the situation where self-interacting DM build up an isothermal core. Can be
the MOHA model in consonance with such scenario? The isothermal core has DM governed

∗These parameters (and similar, i.e., a >> b, % ≥ 0.1 M⊙pc−3) are favoured by the previous discussion.
We arrive at similar results by using such similar model parameters. We have used h̵ = 6.62606957/(1.9891 ×
3.08567758 × 2π) × 10−83M⊙pc kms−1.

†On the contrary, warm DM is expected to be as light (or hot (relativistic) DM even lighter) as our
estimates.
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Figure 4.3: The hydrostatic model vs.
MOHA model on the core scale. Instead
of r we use the dimensionless x, see Eq.
(3.10). The range of x-axis is (0, b) in
r, core scale. MOHA model is in good
agreement with the hydrostatic model on
these scales. MOHA model could be con-
sistent with the isothermal core in the
hydrostatic equilibrium composed of self-
interacting DM. We consider constant K
from the eq. of state p = K% as a free pa-
rameter. Used MOHA model parameters
are retrieved from Tab. 4.2.

according to the polytropic eq. of state p =K%1+1/n, where polytropic index n →∞ and K is
some constant∗, and Eqs. (3.10), (3.12) - (3.14).

MOHA model is in good agreement with the hydrostatic model on the core scale, r ∈ (0, b),
see Fig. 4.3. MOHA model could be consistent with the isothermal core in the hydrostatic
equilibrium composed of self-interacting DM. Small scale appearance of the model, unlike
the large scale one, could be also theoretically understood. We stress that this is the unique
property of a model with quadratic decrease near the center and thus the cored models like
Burkert, Eq. (2.131), or Hartwick, Eq. (4.1), are ruled out in this scenario.

Finally, we cite Firmani et al. [19]: “Global thermal equilibrium is reached when the self-
interaction cross section is sufficiently large in order for the characteristic time scale for in-
teractions across the overall halo to be shorter than the halo lifetime. An opposite situation
of minimum cross is given when self-interaction induces thermal equilibrium only in the re-
gion of shallow core. In this case the central isothermal core appears surrounded by a matter
distribution characterized by a NFW profile.”

∗Now, because the large scale behaviour differs from that of the hydrostatic model, one can not write
simply K = v2flat/2 as in the case of the hydrostatic model.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion

We have discussed the distribution of dark matter in spherically symmetric galactic halos.
We have found that the conventional models are inaccurate: in the case of the NFW model [60]
one has to encounter the core/cusp controversy, simple pseudo-isothermal sphere of Begeman
[3] and the Burket’s halo model [9] have also some imperfections. Thus we are motivated for
finding of a better model.

Hartwick [29] have proposed a model respecting both the cosmologically favoured NFW
appearance (ρ(r)∝ r−3) at large radial distances and the constancy of ρ0r0 [16, 24]. Moreover,
the model also respects observations that yield universality of the halo rotation curves at
intermediate radii [49]. The model is characterized with two distinct scale lengths and this
enables to better fit the observational data than, e.g., Burkert’s model. But the Hartwick’s
model is characterized with a linear decrease near the center of the halo. The linear decrease
of mass density as a function of radius is hardly physically interpretable.

We have modified the model of Hartwick. While keeping all of the former constraints,
we have tried to find a new simple form of mass density as a function of radius. Our new
modified model, the MOHA model, see Eq. (4.4), decreases quadratically near the center. The
model could be identified with the hydrostatic model, presented in Chap. 3, on the scales of
the core. The hydrostatic model is based on the assumptions of the hydrostatic equilibrium
and equation of state in the simple form p = Kρ, where K is a constant. This leads to
ρ(r) uniquely determined by the Lane-Emden differential equation (see Eq. (3.13)) with the
boundary conditions (see Eq. (3.14)) respecting the observations, the existence of the core.

Our new model is consistent with the observations on small (core), medium (“optical”)
and large (cosmological) scales of the Universe. The model’s core scale appearance can be
theoretically interpreted as the matter distribution in an isothermal core, with characteristic
radius coinciding with the model’s small scale length parameter b, composed of self-interacting
dark matter (DM). It is very positive feature of the model that its parameters determined by
the observations of the Galaxy and similar bright spirals (ρ⊙, v⊙, R⊙, µ0D, MG) provide nice
consistency between presented theoretical and phenomenological approaches to the problem
of the DM distribution in the core. This is not a fit, except of the value of the constant K
from the state equation p =Kρ, which is tuned.

We can consider all small scale implications given by the hydrostatic model, like interpre-
tation of the quasi-constancy of µ0D as a quasi-constancy of the central pressure, or isothermal
state equation (but now with unknown K), as valid also in the MOHA model.

The real model parameters of the MOHA model are estimated from the observations of a
galaxy. Possible deviations of the MOHA model from the hydrostatic model could yield some
implications on cross section per unit mass σ/µ of the DM particles interaction.

Anyway, it is quite intriguing that the “isothermal spheres”, as the presented hydrostatic
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model in Chap. 3 or the simple Begeman’s model (mass density decreases as 1/r2 on large
distances r), are capable to yield correct form of the Tully-Fisher relation, the crucial observed
phenomenon on galactic scales. However, the “isothermal spheres” yield large scale appear-
ance which is in contradiction with the current paradigm in cosmology or even with physics
of classical ideal gases (evaporation). On the other side, the models with ρ(r)∝ r−3 for large
r cannot understand the Tully-Fisher relation. We can mention that the Tully-Fisher relation
appears naturally in Milgrom’s MOND [52]. Maybe, the dark matter is out there. Maybe, at
the same time, also naturalized physical laws must be brought up to date.

I thought up an ending for my book. ’And he lives happily ever after, till the end
of his days.’

Bilbo

Credit: Great A’Tuin - illustration by Paul Kidby.
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Appendix A
Virial theorem and dark matter in Coma
cluster

Derivations in this appendix are according to [Klačka - electronic scriptum].
Eq. (1.1) can be obtained as follows. The total kinetic energy of a cluster can be expressed

as (the Einstein summation convention is employed)

T = 1

2
mi v

2
i = 3

2
mi v

2
rad i = 3

2
Υ Li v

2
rad i , (A.1)

where mi is mass of the i-th galactic member, v2
i (∣v⃗i∣ = vi) is square of its speed with respect

to the center of mass of the cluster, vrad i is its radial speed along a line of sight of an
Earth based observer, Li is its luminosity and Υ ≡Mc/Lc is mass to light ratio of the cluster
(Lc = ∑iLi; Mc = ∑imi). We have assumed that velocities of the galactic members do not
prefer some specific direction (isotropic velocity field) and that each member galaxy has the
same mass to light ratio Υi = Υ.

What astronomers can measure is, so called, line of sight velocity dispersion ( ⟨⟩ denotes
averaging over time)

⟨v2
∥
⟩ ≡

Li ⟨v2
rad i⟩
Lc

. (A.2)

Employing Eq. (A.2), Eq. (A.1) becomes

T = 3

2
Mc⟨v2

∥
⟩ . (A.3)

Let us consider potential energy of a homogenous sphere of mass Mc

U = − 3

5

GM2
c

Rc
. (A.4)

Virial theorem, 2T = −U , yields

Mc = 5Rc⟨v2
∥
⟩/G , (A.5)

see Eqs. (A.3) and (A.4). Easily obtained relation - Eq. (A.5) has been quite often used in
the history as an estimator of galaxy clusters masses, see, e.g., [87].

Anyway, we now show that an usage of the virial theorem, and thus also of Eq. A.5, is
quite controversial in the case of Coma cluster.

A.1 Relaxation time

Let us investigate a close approach of one galaxy G1 of mass mt (“travelling”) to another
G2 of mass ms (“static”). Let us suppose that G1 is approaching G2 from infinity with an
initial speed v∞ by a straight line that runs in a distance D from G2.
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We will employ a solution of the two-body problem. G1 moves along the hyperbola with
a focus occupied by G2. Our reference frame is defined as in Fig. A.1, the y-axis makes an
angle ψ/2 with both of asymptotes of the hyperbola.

Α

G1

G2

D

Ψ

Figure A.1: Geometry of the close encounter of two galaxies in a galactic cluster treated as
the two body problem.

Our interest is in the magnitude of ψ as a function of v∞, D and ms.
Conservation of energy yields:

E = GµM

2a
= 1

2
µv2

∞
, (A.6)

where µ ≡msmt/(ms +mt) is reduced mass∗, M ≡ms +mt, a is the semi-major axis and e is
the eccentricity of the hyperbola. Eq. (A.6) gives

a = GM
v2
∞

. (A.7)

Conservation of angular momentum yields:

B = µ
√
GMa(e2 − 1) = µ b

√
GM

a
= µ D v∞ , (A.8)

where B is magnitude of the total angular momentum of the system and b is semi-minor axis
of the hyperbola. We have used b = a

√
e2 − 1.

After insertion of v∞ from Eq. (A.7) into Eq. (A.8) we arrive at

b = D . (A.9)

Geometry† of the hyperbola implies

tan(ψ
2
) = a

b
= GM

Dv2
∞

, (A.10)

see also Eqs. (A.7) and (A.9). For ψ-small‡ can one writes

ψ ≈ 2GM

Dv2
∞

. (A.11)

∗We have used the well known fact that the two body problem can be treated as a motion of a body of
reduced mass µ (G1) in the central field of a body of mass M (G2). If the reader is not familiar with the
presented trick and with the relation for energy and upcoming relation for angular momentum, (s)he can check
them in standard textbooks on celestial mechanics, e.g., in [2].

†Equation of hyperbola (x2/a2)− (y2/b2) = 1 gives at x≫ a its asymptotes: y = ±(b/a)x. This implies that
tan(α) = b/a. ψ = π − 2α and thus tan(ψ/2) = 1/ tan(α). We have used tan(x − y) = [tan(x) − tan(y)]/[1 +
tan(x) tan(y)] = [1 − tan(y)/ tan(x)]/[1/ tan(x) + tan(y)].

‡For example for M ∼ 1012 M⊙, v∞ ∼ 103 kms−1 and D = 1000 kpc we have ψ ∼ 10−3 rad.
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Cumulation of abberations

Our travelling representant flies with speed v∞ through the group of galaxies with vol-
ume concentration n and the same individual masses ms. We can estimate the number of
approaches of the galaxy to another galaxies at distance <D during the time t, i.e.,∗

Nappr = nπD2v∞t . (A.12)

Every approach affects the trajectory of the wandering galaxy, and this can be expressed
with ψi (ψ in the i-th approach) given by Eq. (A.11). Abberations of this kind will cumulate.
Let us find ∑ψ2

i ≡ Nappr × ψ2
i :

∑ψ2
i ≈

4πnG2M2t

v3
∞

, (A.13)

see Eqs. (A.11) and (A.12).
Significant change in motion could be defined as: ∑ψ2 = 1 rad2. This change will be

acquired during the time TR - relaxation time:

TR = v3
∞

4πnG2M2
. (A.14)

This time could be considered as the minimal age of the relaxed system†. If the proper age of
the system is smaller than this age, the system can not be considered as relaxed.

A.1.1 Relaxation time for the Coma cluster

The typical relative speed of two galaxies in the Coma cluster vr, assuming an isotropic
velocity dispersion, is ([70], p. 516)

vr ≈ 1500 kms−1 . (A.15)

We can approximate:
v∞ ≈ vr (A.16)

and
M ≈ 2Mc/N ≈ 4 × 1011 M⊙ , (A.17)

whereMc ≈ 2×1015 M⊙ is the virial mass of the Coma cluster‡ and N = 10000 is the number of
its members ([70], p. 516). Adopting the average number density of galaxies n ≈ 3.5×10−16 pc−3

([70], p. 516) and considering Eqs. (A.15) - (A.17), we arrive at relaxation of the Coma cluster:

TR ≈ 2.5 × 1011 yrs , (A.18)

see also Eq. (A.14). The relaxation time for the Coma cluster is almost 20× higher that
the age of the Universe§. The Coma cluster is not a relaxed system, the usage of the virial
theorem is thus unappropriate. More precisely, the usage of the virial theorem to estimation
of the mass of cluster’s members leads to this too high value of TR, what implies that this step
was unappropriate - it leads to a contradiction.

∗Obviously, it is the volume of cylinder, with area of its base equal to πD2 and the height v∞t, multiplied
by the concentration of galaxies within it.

†In this system the global gravitational field of the cluster does not play a significant role.
‡The virial mass of the Coma cluster taken from ([70], p. 514) is calculated as follows: virial theorem

is employed with the potential energy of the system U ≈ −0.4 × GM2
c /rh (good approximation for elliptical

galaxies) and the radius of a galaxy rh defined as the half mass radius - the radius of a sphere (centered on the
galaxy’s center) large enough to contain half the mass of the galaxy. By the same manner as we have obtained
Eq. (A.5), [70] arrives at Mc ≈ 7.5× ⟨v2

∥
⟩rh/G. Unfortunately, one can not measure half mass radius, only half

light radius rl. Therefore, another approximation that rh = rl was made.
§We adopt the age of the Universe TU = 13.7 × 109 yrs.
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More sophisticated estimates of the mass of the Coma cluster, based on cluster’s X-ray
emission ([70], p. 515), lead to Mc = (1.3 ± 0.5) × 1015 M⊙ within 3 Mpc of the cluster’s
center. This yields mass-to-light ratio Υ ∈ (100,230) Υ⊙ (in B filter). Therefore, what we
have have showed, is not that there are no mass discrepancies (or present no DM), but that
the astrophysical systems, like clusters of galaxies, do not need to be in the virial equilibrium
necessarily∗.

∗The usage of Mc = (1.3±0.5)×1015 M⊙, the value based on cluster’s X-ray emission, leads to even higher
TR.
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Appendix B
What’s the matter ? - The value of γ

We will enlighten the statement: The value γ = 2/3 (well-known from the equation p =
γU/V , where p is pressure and U/V is internal energy per unit volume) is independent on the
statistics and it is identical for the Maxwell-Boltzmann, Fermi-Dirac and Bose-Einstein. We
use argumentation presented in ([27], pp. 20, 90).

Consider how the internal energy U of a system can be changed. From macroscopic view-
point, this can be done by adding heat and/or work. The laws of thermodynamics for a
differential change in a simple P-V system yields (1. law of thermodynamics)

dU = TdS − pdV , (B.1)

where in reversible processes the first term corresponds to the heat input (T is temperature,
S is entropy) and the second term to the work input.

Let us consider also the microscopic picture. The internal energy is simply the sum of
energies of all the particles of the system (the Einstein summation convention is used)

U = njεj . (B.2)

For differential change in U , we obtain

dU = εjdnj + njdεj , (B.3)

where the first term allows for changes in the occupation numbers nj , and the second term for
changes in the energy levels εj . The respective first and second terms of (B.1) and (B.3) match
up. The energy levels are dependent only on volume V , so that work input −pdV addresses
to the second term of Eq. (B.3). If we bethink of the correlation between S and the number
of accessible microstates∗, it is clear that the occupation number changes are directly related
to entropy changes. Hence the matching up the first terms.

The pressure can be deduced from U , according to basic thermodynamics represented by
Eq. (B.1),

p = −(∂U
∂V

)
S
= −(∂U

∂V
)
{ni}

, (B.4)

∗Entropy is defined as the Boltzmann constant kB times natural logarithm of number of accessible mi-
crostates appertaining to a given macrostate.
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where we have used that S depends on ni only, lower index next to brackets denotes fixation
of quantity. Because only the energy levels depend on V we can rewrite Eq. (B.4) to the form

p = −ni
∂εi
∂V

. (B.5)

We know that εi(Ki) ∝ K2
i (p⃗i = h̵K⃗i, εi = p2

i /2mi), where the vector K⃗i is the wave vector
of the i-th particle, see, e.g., ([68], pp. 104-105) or read further the next section of this
appendix∗. But Ki is proportional to reciprocal of the box size, i.e., Ki ∝ V −1/3. Hence
εi ∝ V −2/3. Each energy level depends on V with this same power law and so we can replace
∂εi/∂V by (−2/3)εi/V . Finally Eq. (B.5) gives

p = 2

3
niεi

1

V
= 2

3

U

V
, (B.6)

as was stated. p follows energy density U/V with constant of proportionality γ = 2/3 univer-
sally.

B.1 Ideal gas of N particles in a box

Following argumentation is based on ([68], pp. 103-105, 172-174, and on our solution of
the problem 4.16 from page 182).

Consider N mono-atomic particles, each characterized by mass m, free to move within a
box in the shape of rectangular parallelepiped of edge lengths Lx, Ly and Lz. Interaction
between particles is assumed to be negligible, particles constitute ideal gas. The total energy
E of the gas is then just equal to the sum of the energies of the individual particles. Position
coordinates x, y, z of an individual particle can be assumed to lie in the range 0 ≤ x ≤ Lx,
0 ≤ x ≤ Ly, 0 ≤ x ≤ Lz.

In quantum mechanical description, each individual particle has wave properties associated
with it. The particle confined within a box bouncing back and forth between its walls is
represented by a wave function ψ in the form of a standing wave in three dimensions whose
amplitude must vanish at the boundaries of the box (since ψ itself must vanish outside the
box). Hence, the wave function must be of the form (index i denotes i-th particle from the
ensemble of N particles)

ψi = A[sin(Kixx)][sin(Kiyy)][sin(Kizz)] , (B.7)

where A is a constant and constants Kix,Kiy,Kiz can be regarded as components of the wave
vector of the i-th particle K⃗i. According to de Broglie relation the momentum of the particle
is then given by

p⃗momentum, i = h̵K⃗i , (B.8)
∗Actually, we will show this dependence in the case of an ideal gas within a box in the shape of rectangular

parallelepiped. But our vessel is the spherical halo. Can ideal gas feel the shape of a container? (Are
thermodynamic properties of the gas influenced by its shape?) Can polynesian cannibal (and his food) hear
the shape of the ritual jungle drum? It can be seen, that for sufficiently large volumes (our case), the gas does
not feel the shape of its container [28] (a correction to pressure is negligibly small).
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where h̵ = h/2π and h is the Planck constant. The energy of a non-relativistic particle is then
given by∗

εi =
p2
i

2m
= h̵2

2m
(K2

ix +K2
iy +K2

iz) , (B.9)

where m is mass of the particle.
ψi must vanish at the boundaries of the box, what implies that ψi = 0 at the planes j = 0

and j = Lj , where j = {x, y, z}. Eq. (B.7) vanishes trivially if x = 0, y = 0, or z = 0. To make
it vanish for j = Lj , the constants Kij must satisfy the respective condition

Kix =
π

Lx
nix , Kiy =

π

Ly
niy , Kiz =

π

Lz
niz , (B.10)

where each of nij ’s can assume any of the positive integer values nij = 1,2,3,4, ....
The state of the i-th particle can be specified by the values of its 3 quantum numbers nij .

Its energy is given by

εi =∑
j

π2h̵2

2m
(
n2
ij

L2
j

) . (B.11)

Each possible quantum microstate of the entire gas is thus specified by the values of 3N
quantum numbers and its corresponding energy is given by the sum of the energies of the
individual particles where each term in the sum has the form of Eq. (B.11).

Finally, we rederive the result γ = 2/3 valid for any ideal nonrelativistic gas so as to see the
problem from an another side. We can use the expression from Eq. (B.11) to calculate the
force Fi,r exerted by the i-th particle on the right wall of the container† when a particle is in
a given state r specified by the three quantum numbers nij , i.e.,

Fi,r = −
∂εi,r

∂Lx
= π

2h̵2

m
(n

2
ix

L3
x

) , (B.12)

we do not sum over x. By simple averaging over i we obtain

F r =
π2h̵2

m

n2
x

L3
x

, (B.13)

and for the mean pressure generated by one particle pp we can write

pp ≡
F r
S

= π
2h̵2

m

n2
x

L2
x

1

V
, (B.14)

where we have used V = LxS = LxLyLz, V is volume of the container. For mean energy of the
individual particle we get, see Eq. (B.11),

∗It can be immediately verified that ψ in Eq. (B.7) is a solution of the time-independent Schrödinger
equation for a free particle in three dimensions, − (h̵2/2m) (∂2ψi/∂x2 + ∂2ψi/∂y2 + ∂2ψi/∂z2) = εiψi, provided
that εi is related to K⃗i by Eq. (B.9).

†Suppose that the right wall of the box is displaced very slowly to the right by an amount dLx. In this
process the particle would do on the wall an amount of work Fi,rdLx which must be equal to the decrease
−dεi,r of the energy of the particle.
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ε = 3

2

π2h̵2

m

n2
x

L2
x

, (B.15)

where we have used the symmetry requirement for the gas in equilibrium K
2

x = K2

y = K2

z =
n2
x/L2

x = n2
y/L2

y = n2
z/L2

z . Insertion of Eq. (B.15) into Eq. (B.14) gives

pp =
2

3

ε

V
. (B.16)

For the mean pressure of nonrelativistic ideal gas consisted of N particles we obtain

p = 2

3

Nε

V
= 2

3

U

V
. (B.17)

QED.
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Appendix C
Virial theorem and hydrostatic
equilibrium

CDM halos are usually considered as stable structures inhabiting virial equilibrium (see,
e.g., chapter about galaxy formation, pp. 728-763, from [5]), or else, only xG fulfilling the
condition

2Ekin(xG) +Epot(xG) = 0 (C.1)

can be the real parameter of a halo∗.
We are investigating NFW halo model. This appendix continues on the basis of findings

of Sec. 2.1.4. Performing necessary numerical calculations we arrive at the result that there
exists no exact solution of Eq. (C.1) for any xG, γ = 2/3, in the case of NFW halo in the
hydrostatic equilibrium. Oops, what is the problem ? It looks quite contradictory !... We can
renew our piece of mind. One has to count with a “surface term”. Let us enlighten this simple
note.

Gravitational potential energy of a spherical object of radius RG and mass MG is

Epot = − ∫
MG

0

G m(r)
r

dm(r)

= − 1

2
∫

MG

0

G

r
d [m(r)]2

= − 1

2

G M2
G

RG
− 1

2
∫

RG

0

G m(r)
r2

m(r) dr

= − 1

2

G M2
G

RG
− 1

2
∫

RG

0

dΦ(r)
dr

m(r) dr

= − 1

2

G M2
G

RG
− 1

2
[Φ(RG)MG − ∫

MG

0
Φ(r) dm(r)]

= 1

2
∫

MG

0
Φ(r) dm(r) (C.2)

where the relations MG = m(RG), Φ(RG) = − GMG/RG are used, since the conventional
condition limr→∞ Φ(r) = 0 is fulfilled by Φ(r ≥ RG) = − GMG/r.

On the other side, the equation of hydrostatic equilibrium

dp(r)
dr

= − G m(r)
r2

%(r) , (C.3)

∗Eq. (C.1) is often referred as the scalar virial theorem.
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together with the equation of mass continuity [dr = dm/(4πr2%)] yields

dp(r) = − G m(r)
4π r4

dm(r) . (C.4)

Multiplying Eq. (C.4) by the volume 4π r3/3 and integrating over the object leads to

∫
p(RG)

0
V dp(r) = − 1

3
∫

MG

0

G m(r)
r

dm(r) . (C.5)

RHS of Eq. (C.5) is the gravitational potential energy of the spherical object and LHS can be
integrated by parts:

4π

3
R3
G p(RG) − ∫

V (RG)

0
p dV = 1

3
Epot . (C.6)

Since dV = dm/%, the last equation can be rewritten to the form

4π

3
R3
G p(RG) − ∫

V (RG)

0

p

%
dm = 1

3
Epot . (C.7)

For the case of an ideal gas p = % kB T /µ, where µ is mass of the ideal gas particle, the kinetic
energy per particle is (3/2) kB T and the internal energy per unit mass is u = (3/2) kB T /µ
= (3/2) p/%. Thus, Eq. (C.7) can be rewritten to the form

2π R3
G p(RG) − Ekin = 1

2
Epot . (C.8)

where Ekin = ∫
MG

0 u dm is the internal energy of the object. The case R3
G P (RG) = 0 reduces

Eq. (C.8) to the (usual) virial theorem.
The total energy of the object E is

E = Ekin +Epot

= 2π R3
G p(RG) + 1

2
Epot . (C.9)

Eqs. (C.8) and (C.9) can be considered as generalized virial theorem. One can look for a
solution of

1

4π2G%2
ca

5
N

[
Epot(xG)

2
+Ekin(xG) −

x3
G

2
Λ] = 0 , (C.10)

where
Λ ≡ ∫

∞

0

FN(u)
u3(1 + u)2

du − ∫
xG

0

FN(u)
u3(1 + u)2

du , (C.11)

see Eqs. (2.10), (2.27), (2.28), (2.35) - (2.38) and (C.8). The last term in square brackets in
Eq. (C.10) is the surface term which stems in non-vanishing pressure at RG. The integrands
in Eq. (C.11) need to be modified by the same manner and for the same reasons as was
previously discussed for the integrals in Eqs. (2.35) and (2.38).

Finally, we arrive at the result that Eq. (C.10) is fulfilled for any arbitrary positive xG.
This is the trivial result, we have our whole halo balanced in the hydrostatic equilibrium.
Therefore, the virial theorem does not imply any hints on the topic - radius of a galaxy.
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Appendix D
Concerning components of global
Galactic potential

Gravitation is not responsible for people falling in love.
Albert Einstein

Let us introduce the individual components of the global Galactic potential∗. We will
operate in sufficiently large distances from the GC and thus we can neglect influence of the
central (super-massive) black hole. For a test particle moving in this potential, equation of
motion in the form

˙⃗v = −∇⃗Φ (D.1)

holds, where Φ = Φdisk + Φbar + Φspirals + Φhalo is the global Galactic potential. Therefore,
after finding these potential components, we will be able to find circular speeds generated by
the individual components of the Galaxy.

D.1 Galactic bar

Properly derived (not heuristic) potential of the Galactic bar appeared only recently in
press. Following derivation is adopted from [38], with incorporated data from COBE probe
observations and model S for mass-density distribution in the Galactic bar from [22].

We will start from an idea of the multipole expansion of a potential. By making provision
for (spherical) asymmetry of the bar, having mass density distribution %(r⃗), the gravitational
potential at a point r⃗ is

Φ(r⃗) = − G ∫
%(r⃗ ′)
∣r⃗ − r⃗ ′∣

d3r⃗ ′ , (D.2)

where we integrate over the whole volume of the bar. Assuming that the ratio ∣r⃗ ′∣/∣r⃗∣ ≡
r′/r ≪ 1 and then making an expansion in terms of r′/r, we can write†

Φ(r⃗) = − G

r
∫ %(r⃗ ′)

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
1 + r⃗ . r⃗

′

r2
− 1

2
(r

′

r
)

2

+ 3

2
( r⃗ . r⃗

′

r2
)

2

+ ...
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
d3r⃗ ′ , (D.3)

∗Except halo, whose mass-density distribution is discussed in the main part of this text.
†∆ ≡ ∣r⃗−r⃗′∣ = [(rx−r′x)2+...]1/2 = [r2+r′2−2r⃗r⃗′]1/2; ∆−1 = [r2+r′2−2r⃗r⃗′]−1/2 = r−1[1+(r′2−2r⃗r⃗′)r−2]−1/2 ≈

r−1[1 + r−2(r⃗r⃗′) − r′2/(2r2) + 3(r⃗r⃗′)2/(2r4) + ...]
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where we do not write the terms ∼ O(r′4/r4). Therefore, more schematically,

Φ(r⃗) =
∞

∑
j=0

Φ(j)(r⃗) , (D.4)

Φ(0)(r⃗) = − G

r
∫ %(r⃗ ′) d3r⃗ ′ = − G M

r
, (D.5)

where M is the total mass of the bar concentrated in a small region so that the condition
r ′/r ≪ 1 is fulfilled. The monopole term Φ(0)(r⃗) is the spherically symmetric term (something
like a spherical bulge). The next term of the expansion

Φ(1)(r⃗) = 0 , (D.6)

if some symmetry in mass density distribution exists∗.
Following quadrupole term has the form

Φ(2)(r⃗) = − G

2r3 ∫ %(r⃗ ′){3
(r⃗ . r⃗ ′)2

r2
− (r ′)2} d3r⃗ ′ . (D.7)

Curly brackets from Eq. (D.7) can be rewritten as (the Einstein’s summation convention is
used):

{...} = 3(x′ixi)2

r2
− x′ix

′

i

= 3(x′ini)2 − x′ix
′

i

= 3x′ix
′

jninj − x′ix
′

jδij , (D.8)

where ni = (r⃗)i/r ≡ xi/r , i = 1, 2, 3, and δij is Kronecker delta.
Eqs. (D.7) and (D.8) lead us to write

Φ(2)(r⃗) = − G

6r3
(3ninj − δij) ∫ %(r⃗ ′) [3x′ix′j − (r ′)2

δij] d3r⃗ ′ , (D.9)

where we have substracted zero in the form† (r ′)2
δij (3ninj − δij). Expression

Qij ≡ ∫ %(r⃗ ′) [3x′ix′j − (r ′)2
δij] d3r⃗ ′ , (D.10)

is a grinder (linear in each input) fed by 2 vectors and giving as an output a number -
contravariant tensor of the second order. It can be easily seen, from Eq. (D.10), that

Qii ≡ tr(Q) = ∫ %(r⃗ ′) [3x′ix′i − (r ′)2
δii] d3r⃗ ′ = 0 , (D.11)

where we have summed over i. Let us note that off-diagonal components of a matrix ap-
pertaining to the tensor Qij are all zeros, if previously mentioned symmetry in mass density
distribution is present. Q can be then written explicitly as the matrix of the form

⎛
⎜⎜
⎝

Q11 0 0

0 Q22 0

0 0 −(Q11 +Q22)

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

Since,

Φ(2)(r⃗) = − G

2r3
Qij ni nj , (D.12)

is given by a contraction of two tensors of the second order, Qij and ni ⊗nj , it is an invariant
independent on a coordinate basis.

∗This leads to ∫ ∞−∞ odd × even = 0, where odd is an odd function of its variables and even is an even
function of its variables. We will see that the relevant Freudenreich’s density model of the bar [22] is an even
function of x, y and z - inertial Galactic coordinates with the origin at GC.

†δij (3ninj − δij) = 3ninjδij − δijδij = 3njnj − δii = 0
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D.1.1 Freudenreich model S for mass distribution in the Galactic bar

We adopt the Freudenreich model S for the mass distribution in the Galactic bar, based
on COBE observations, see [22].

Model S:

%(x, y, z) = %0 [sech(R)]2 × F (R) ,

F (R) = 1, R ≤ Rend ,

F (R) = exp{−(R −Rend
hend

)
2

} , R ≥ Rend ,

sech(R) ≡ [cosh(R)]−1 = 2

eR + e−R
,

R ≡ ( ∣x∣
ax

)
C�

+ ( ∣y∣
ay

)
C�

+ ( ∣z∣
az

)
C∥

,

ax = 1.69 kpc ,

ay = 0.627 kpc ,

az = 0.442 kpc ,

C� = 1.55 ,

C∥ = 3.43 ,

Rend = 2.97 kpc ,

hend = 0.44 kpc , (D.13)

where x, y, z are inertial Galactic coordinates with the origin at GC.

D.1.2 Φ(2) in an inertial Galactic coordinates

We are interested in Φ(2)(r⃗) in the inertial frame of reference with the origin lying in the
center of the Galaxy. The x- and y-axes lie in the Galactic equatorial plane and the z-axis is
normal to the equatorial plane. We may define the system of the axes by the current position
of the Sun, x⊙ = − R0 and y⊙ = 0, and, moreover, the unit vectors ˆ⃗x, ˆ⃗y, ˆ⃗z form an orthonormal
basis ˆ⃗z = ˆ⃗x × ˆ⃗y, ˆ⃗z is oriented toward the north galactic pole.

The numerical calculations can be done in a special coordinate basis. We choose the special
basis to be fixed with respect to the Galactic bar. Let the coordinates fixed with respect to
the bar are primed coordinates.

The relations between the Galactic bar coordinates and the inertial frame coordinates are
defined by the relations describing rotation

x′ = + x cosψ + y sinψ ,

y′ = − x sinψ + y cosψ ,

z′ = z . (D.14)

In the case of the Galactic bar we will use

ψ = Ωb t + ψ0 , (D.15)

where ∣Ωb∣ is the magnitude of the angular velocity of the bar’s rotation. In reality, Ωb is
negative. The negative sign denotes the observational fact that rotation is negative, i.e.,
clockwise.

Eqs. (D.10), (D.12) and (D.15) yield

Φ(2) = − G

2 r3
× XΦ ,

XΦ = Qij ni nj

= Q′

11(n′1)2 +Q′

22(n′2)2 − (Q′

11 +Q′

22) (n′3)2 , (D.16)
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since the primed coordinate system is chosen in the way thatQ′

ij = 0 if i ≠ j and some symmetry
in mass density exists. The mass density is an even function of coordinate arguments,

Q′

11 =
∞

∫
−∞

%(x′, y′, z′) [2(x′)2 − (y′)2 − (z′)2] dV ′ ,

Q′

22 =
∞

∫
−∞

%(x′, y′, z′) [2(y′)2 − (x′)2 − (z′)2] dV ′ ,

dV ′ ≡ dx′dy′dz′ (D.17)

and

(n′1)2 = (x2 cos2 ψ + y2 sin2 ψ + 2xy sinψ cosψ) /r2 ,

(n′2)2 = (x2 sin2 ψ + y2 cos2 ψ − 2xy sinψ cosψ) /r2 ,

(n′3)2 = z2/r2 , (D.18)

see Eqs. (D.10) and (D.14). Inserting Eqs. (D.18) into Eq. (D.16) one obtains

Φ(2)(x, y, z) = − G Q′

11 (1 −Q′

22/Q′

11)
4 r5

× XΦ2

XΦ2 = 1 +Q′

22/Q′

11

1 −Q′

22/Q′

11

(x2 + y2 − 2 z2)

+ (x2 − y2) cos (2ψ) + 2 x y sin (2ψ) ,

ψ = Ωb t + ψ0 , (D.19)

if also Eq. (D.15) is added. As for the Milky Way, the value of ψ0 is about −25 degrees
(compare with [44]; the real value may differ in more than 10 degrees) and the value of
the angular velocity is Ωb = − 55.5 km s−1 kpc−1 (compare with [54]), t is the time. Since
conventional measuring of angles is in positive direction/orientation, we want to take into
account positive value of ψ0: ψ0 = − 25○ + 180○. Thus,

Ωb = − 55.5 km s−1 kpc−1 ,

ψ0 = 155.0○ . (D.20)

Numerical values of the quantities of the special importance, Q11 and Q22, which are
relevant to the evaluation of the Galactic bar potential, see Eqs. (D.4), (D.5), (D.13), (D.17)
and (D.19), are presented in Table D.1.

D.1.3 Final remarks

It can be seen that Φ(3)(r⃗) = 0, due to the symmetry in the mass distribution, same as
the Φ(1)(r⃗), see Eq. (D.6). The octupole term Φ(4)(r⃗) is non-zero, in general, of the order of
1/r5, see (D.3). Thus, as a good approximation,

Φ(r⃗) = Φ(0)(r⃗) +Φ(2)(r⃗) (D.21)

can be used, where Φ(0)(r⃗) and Φ(2)(r⃗) are given by Eqs. (D.5) and (D.19).
One can directly compare Eqs. (D.21) and (2.49), under the assumption of z = 0, see also

Eqs. (D.5) and (D.19). Remember that the terms with a goniometric function will be averaged
and will disappear (mean value of sinus and cosinus over a period is 0).

D.2 Exponential disk

Galactic disk is usually described, according to its expected cylindrical symmetry, by the
following exponential density distribution in cylindrical coordinates, see, e.g., ([45], pp. 141-
143):
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Table D.1: Numerical values of the quantities Q11 and Q22. Q’s are calculated according to
Eq. (D.17) (prime signs can be ommited) with % given by [22] (model S), see Sec. D.1.1.

Model Q22/Q11 Q11/M
[ – ] [ kpc2 ]

model S −0.429 1.86

%(R, z) = %0 exp(− R
Rd

) exp(− ∣ z ∣
hd

) , (D.22)

where R is distance from the center of a galaxy in the galactic equatorial plane, z is galactic
latitude above the galactic equator, Rd and hd are distance scales within the disk, %0 is central
density of the disk. In the Galaxy: Rd = 3.5 ± 0.5 kpc, hd = 330 pc for stars and hd = 160 pc

for gas & dust.
Following derivation is adopted from [58].
For the mass enclosed by the scale-radius Rd

M(< Rd) = 4π%0 [∫
Rd

0
R exp(− R

Rd
)dR] [∫

hd

0
exp(− z

hd
)dz]

= 4π%0hdR
2
d (1 − 3/e + 2/e2) (D.23)

holds, where we have used the fact that the integrand exp (− ∣ z ∣ /hd) is the even function.
The central density of the disk can be on the basis of Eq. (D.23) written as

%0 =
M(< Rd)

4πhdR2
d (1 − 3/e + 2/e2)

. (D.24)

Galactic disk is composed of stars but also of large amounts of gas & dust. Each of these
constituents has its mass-density distribution in z scaled separately. After insertion of Eq.
(D.24) into Eq. (D.22) we can express %(R, z) as

%(R, z) = M(< Rd)
4πR2

d (1 − 3/e + 2/e2)
exp (−R/Rd){

C

hd∗
exp(− z

hd∗
) + D

hdg
exp(− z

hdg
)} , (D.25)

where hdi, i = {gas & dust ≡ g; stars ≡ ∗}, is distance scale for gas & dust and for stars,
C and D are constants. We can find these constants from the conditions:

1. 4π ∫
Rd

0 ∫
hd∗

0 %(R, z)Rdrdz =M(< Rd)

2. The mass of the stars with R ∈ (0,Rd), z ∈ (−hd∗, hd∗) composes 90% of M(< Rd) ([45],
p.143).

From the second condition immediately results that

C = 0.9 . (D.26)

From the first condition we have
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D = (1 −C)(1 − 1/e)
1 − exp (−hd∗/hdg)

= 0.072419 , (D.27)

where we have used Eq. (D.26) and the values of hdi written under Eq. (D.22).
We can rewrite the density of the Galactic disk, Eq. (D.25), to the additive form

%(R, z) = %∗(R, z) + %g(R, z) , (D.28)

where

%∗(R, z) = %0∗ exp(− R
Rd

) exp(− ∣ z ∣
hd∗

) , (D.29)

%g(R, z) = %0g exp(− R
Rd

) exp(− ∣ z ∣
hdg

) , (D.30)

where

%0∗ =
C

4π (1 − 3/e + 2/e2)
M(< Rd)
hd∗R2

d

, (D.31)

%0g =
D

4π (1 − 3/e + 2/e2)
M(< Rd)
hdgR2

d

, (D.32)

where index ∗ denotes stars and index g denotes gas & dust. This leads to the general form
of the Galactic disk mass-density:

%i(R, z) = %i(R) exp(− ∣ z ∣
hdi

) i = {g,∗} , (D.33)

where

%i(R) = %0i exp(− R
Rd

) i = {g,∗} . (D.34)

Mass of the Galactic disk (composed of stars only and of gas & dust only) is defined as

Mdisk,i = 2π∫
Rdisk

0
Σi(u) u du i = {g,∗} , (D.35)

where Σi is surface mass-density of stars (∗) and gas & dust (g), Rdisk is the radius of the
Galactic disk. If we compare Eq. (D.35) and

Mdisk,i = 2π∫
Rdisk

0
du [u∫

∞

−∞

dz %i(u, z)]

= 4πhdi ∫
Rdisk

0
%i(u) u du i = {g,∗} , (D.36)
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where %i(u, z) is given by Eq. (D.33) and %i(u) by Eq. (D.34), we arrive at the equation

Σi(R) = 2hdi %i(R) i = {g,∗} . (D.37)

For surface mass-density can one writes, see Eqs. (D.37) and (D.34),

Σi(R) = Σ0i exp(− R
Rd

) i = {g,∗} , (D.38)

where

Σ0i ≡ 2hdi %0i i = {g,∗} , (D.39)

see also Eqs. (D.31) and (D.32). The total surface mass-density is

Σ(R) = Σ∗(R) +Σg(R) , (D.40)

and similarly

Σ0 = Σ0∗ +Σ0g =
(C +D)M(< Rd)

2πR2
d (1 − 3/e + 2/e2)

, (D.41)

where we have used Eqs. (D.31), (D.32) and (D.39). Finally, the numerical value of Eq. (D.41)
is Σ0 ≐ 7.564×108 M⊙kpc

−2, where we have made use of Eqs. (D.26) and (D.27), Rd = 3.5 kpc

and M(< rd) = 1 × 1010 M⊙ ([45], p.143).

D.2.1 Potential of spheroidal shells

Derivations in this and the rest sections of the appendix about the exponential disk are
according to [5].

Well-known Newton’s theorems∗ (NT) for spherical bodies can be generalized to include
spheroidal and ellipsoidal bodies and as the axis ratio shrinks to zero include also razor-thin
disks.

Consider a system in which iso-density surfaces are similar concentric spheroidal shells. We
consider the form of the Laplace’s equation†, ∆Φ = 0, in oblate spheroidal coordinates (u, v, φ)
defined by

R = Γ cosh(u) sin(v) ; z = Γ sinh(u) cos(v) (u ≥ 0,0 ≤ v ≤ π) , (D.42)

where (R, z, φ) are usual cylindrical coordinates, Γ is a constant. The new coordinates employ
usual cylindrical φ. The curves u = constant are confocal half ellipses with foci at (R, z) = (Γ,0)

∗1.NT: A body that is inside a spherical shell of matter experiences no net gravitational force from that
shell. 2.NT: The gravitational force on a body that lies outside a spherical shell of matter is the same as it
would be if all the shell’s matter were concentrated into a point at its center. For proofs of the theorems and
its implications, see, e.g., ([5], pp. 60-63).

†Since the shells has negligible thickness, the task of solving the Poisson’s equation ∆Φ = 4πG% reduces to
that of solving the Laplace’s equation ∆Φ = 0. There is only mass contained in the shell, outside the shell the
matter density is zero.
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R2

cosh2(u)
+ z2

sinh2(u)
= Γ2 . (D.43)

The curves v = constant are the hyperbolae

R2

sin2(v)
− z2

cos2(v)
= Γ2 (D.44)

formed by normals to those ellipses.
Square root of diagonal metric tensor components (Lamé’s coefficients; off-diagonal com-

ponents are zeroes, we are using orthogonal coordinate system) of (u, v, φ) coordinates are∗

hu = hv = Γ
√

sinh2(u) + cos2(v) ; hφ = Γ cosh(u) sin(v) . (D.45)

Hence, the ∆Φ in these coordinates can be expressed as

∆Φ = 1

huhvhφ
[ ∂
∂u

(
hvhφ

hu

∂Φ

∂u
) + ∂

∂v
(
huhφ

hv

∂Φ

∂v
) + ∂

∂φ
(huhv
hφ

∂Φ

∂φ
)]

= 1

Γ2 [sinh2(u) + cos2(v)]
{ 1

cosh(u)
∂

∂u
[cosh (u) ∂Φ

∂u
] + 1

sin(v)
∂

∂v
[sin(v)∂Φ

∂v
]}

+ 1

Γ2 cosh2(u) sin2(v)
∂2Φ

∂φ2
. (D.46)

We are interested in potentials that are functions of only “radial” coordinate u, Φ(u). For
these potentials equation ∆Φ = 0, see Eq. (D.46), reduces to

d

du
[cosh (u) dΦ

du
] = 0 . (D.47)

Solution of Eq. (D.47) are either

Φ = Φ0 , (D.48)

where Φ0 is a constant and

Φ = A{arctan[sinh(u)] + ψ0} = A{π
2
− arcsin [ 1

cosh(u)
] + ψ0} =

= −Aarcsin [ 1

cosh(u)
] +B , (D.49)

where A, ψ0 and B are constants. One of these solutions must correspond to the potential
inside the shell, the other one to the potential outside the shell. We can determine which
solution is which from the boundary conditions at the shells boundary u = u0 and at infinity:

• Φ→ 0 as r →∞

• Φ must be everywhere continuous (i.e. continuous at the shells boundary u = u0).
∗These can be easily found by rewriting the cylindrical metric g = dR⊗dR+R2dφ⊗dφ+dz⊗dz to the new

coordinates (u, v, φ) by using Eq. (D.42) (an induction of a metric tensor). h2u stands next to du⊗ du, etc..
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Former conditions implies that inside the shell, the potential must be constant.
For u-large, 1/ [cosh(u)] → Γ/r → 0, where r is the usual spherical radius. Therefore

potential (D.49) in this limit varies as

Φ ≈ −A 1

cosh(u)
+B → −AΓ

r
+B . (D.50)

And hence, if we set B = 0 and A = GδM/Γ, then the potential given by Eq. (D.49) goes
to 0 at infinity like the gravitational potential of a shell of mass δM , see Eq. (D.50). Thus we
are led to consider the potential defined by

Φ = −GδM
Γ

×
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

arcsin [1/ cosh (u0)] (u < u0) ,
arcsin [1/ cosh (u)] (u ≥ u0) .

(D.51)

Figure D.1: Homoeoid.
Source: Wikipedia.

The shell has principal axes a ≡ Γ cosh(u0) and c =
Γ sinh(u0). Therefore, the shell’s eccentricity

e ≡
√

1 − c2

a2
= 1

cosh(u0)
, (D.52)

and we may rewrite potential from Eq. (D.51) to the form

Φ = −GδM
ae

×
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

arcsin (e) (u < u0) ,
arcsin [1/ cosh (u)] (u > u0) .

(D.53)

This is in fact, the proof of the so called homoeoid theorem∗.
We may now understand qualitatively potential of some inhomogeneous body. We may think
about of body as being the collection of infinitesimal (homoeoidal) shells. Each shell con-
tributes a potential with isopotentials - confocal ellipsoids. This gives us intuition that any
gravitated body of any shape look more and more spherical as one moves away from it. If we
are in a galaxy far, far away we can reasonably assume that the potential is that of a point
mass of the same total mass as the body. Close to the body, its shape matters.

D.2.2 Exponential disk potential from homoeoids

We assume that any axisymmetric disk is very flattened spheroid and we will use the
formulae from the Sec. D.2.1 to obtain its potential. A homogenous spheroid of density %,
semi-axes a and c, and axial ratio q ≡ c/a has mass†

∗The homoeoid theorem: The exterior isopotential surfaces of a homoeoidal shell of negligible thickness are
spheroids confocal with the shell itself. Inside the shell the potential is constant. We must also explain the term
- homoeoid. Homoeoid is a shell bounded by two concentric similar spheroids (x2/a2)+ (y2/a2)+ (z2/c2) = Γ2,
where a, c, Γ are constants. “Similar” means with the same q = c/a, but different Γ. When the thickness of the
shell becomes negligible, it is called the thin homoeoid. For a sake of completeness, the validity of homoeoid
theorem (that is valid only for the thin homoeoid) proves also 3.NT: A mass that is inside homoeoid experiences
no force from that homoeoid. Proof: Cut the given homoeoid into a series of thin homoeoids. The interior of
the thick homoeoid lies in the interior of each of its component thin homoeoids, and the interior potential of
thin homoeoid is constant. Hence, the total interior potential is constant and generates no gravitational force.
QED.

†Reader is probably more familiar with the volume of an ellipsoid with semi-principal axes of length a, b,
c, i.e., V = 4

3
πabc. This in our special case a = b gives V = 4

3
πqa3, q ≡ c/a.
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M(a) = 4

3
π%qa3 , (D.54)

and surface density∗

Σ(a,R) = 2%q
√
a2 −R2 , (D.55)

where R is usual cylindrical radius. Differentiating these expressions with respect to a we
obtain the differential mass δM(a) and surface density δΣ(a,R) of the thin homoeoid of
density %, semi-major axis a, thickness δa, and axial ratio q:

δM(a) = 4π%qa2δa ; δΣ(a,R) = 2%qa√
a2 −R2

δa . (D.56)

Now, let q goes to zero, but holds 2%qa ≡ Σ0 constant. For the infinitely flat homoeoid we
have on the basis of Eq. (D.56)

δM(a) = 2πΣ0aδa ; δΣ(a,R) = Σ0√
a2 −R2

δa . (D.57)

We may construct a razor-thin disk of given surface density Σ(R) by finding the family of
homoeoids whose combined surface density equals to Σ(R) at all R. In the universal language,
we have to find function Σ0(a) that satisfies the integral equation

Σ(R) = ∑
a≥R

δΣ(a,R) = ∫
∞

R
da

Σ0(a)√
a2 −R2

. (D.58)

Eq. (D.58) is the Abel integral equation. Its solution is, see, e.g., ([5] p. 780/B.5),

Σ0(a) = −
2

π

d

da
∫

∞

a
dR

RΣ(R)√
R2 − a2

. (D.59)

The potential in the equatorial plane differs negligibly from the potential just above or be-
low the disk. We need only calculate potential at the points that are external to all homoeoids,
and perform limit z → 0 to find the potential in the equatorial plane.

Eq. (D.53) gives the potential outside of homoeoid of mass M . For potential at location
(R, z) of completely flattened homoeoid with e = 1 and mass given by left Eq. (D.57) can one
writes

δΦ(R, z) = −2πGΣ0δaarcsin [ 1

cosh (u)
] , (D.60)

where u is determined by Eq. (D.42). Eliminating v from Eq. (D.42) (from both of them), by
using 1 = cos2(v) + sin2(v), we obtain a quadratic equation for cosh2(u):

a2 cosh4(u) − (R2 + z2 + a2) cosh2(u) +R2 = 0 . (D.61)
∗A line of sight that cuts equatorial plane of the spheroid with axis ratio q and semi-major axis a perpen-

dicularly at distance R from the center cuts through this spheroid for a distance 2q
√
a2 −R2.
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We require a root with cosh2(u) ≥ 1, i.e.,

cosh2(u) = 1

2a2
[R2 + z2 + a2 +

√
(R2 + z2 + a2)2 − 4a2R2]

= 1

4a2
[
√
z2 + (a +R)2 +

√
z2 + (a −R)2]

2
. (D.62)

After substituting the square root of this result into Eq. (D.60) we arrive at

δΦ(R, z) = −2πGΣ0δa arcsin
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣

2a√
z2 + (a +R)2 +

√
z2 + (a −R)2

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (D.63)

By combination of Eqs. (D.59) (which decompose a disk into homoeoids) and (D.63) we can
write for the potential of axisymmetric disk of arbitrary surface-density profile

Φ(R, z) = 4G∫
∞

0
da arcsin( 2a√

+ +
√
−
) d

da
∫

∞

a
dR′

R′Σ(R′)√
R′2 − a2

, (D.64)

where

√
± ≡

√
z2 + (a ±R)2 . (D.65)

We are (for the sake of simplification of the problem) interested in the value of the potential
in the equatorial plane. We may put z = 0, Eq. (D.64) transforms to

Φ(R,0) = 4G∫
∞

0
da arcsin [ 2a

(a +R) + ∣a −R∣
] d

da
∫

∞

a
dR′

R′Σ(R′)√
R′2 − a2

, (D.66)

the argument of arcsin is unity for R < a and a/R otherwise. After differentiating Φ(R,0) with
respect to R one obtains (R > a) for circular speed vc the relation:

v2
c(R) = R∂Φ

∂R
= −4G∫

R

0
da

a√
R2 − a2

d

da
∫

∞

a
dR′

R′Σ(R′)√
R′2 − a2

. (D.67)

Consider disk with the exponential surface mass-density (the exponential disk)

Σ(R) = Σ0e
−R/Rd , (D.68)

see Eqs. (D.35) - (D.41). By using Eq. (D.68) in the integrand in Eq. (D.67) we obtain

∫
∞

a
dR′

R′Σ0e
−R′
/Rd

√
R′2 − a2

= Σ0aK1(a/Rd), (D.69)

where Kν(z) = K−ν(z) = (π/2) {(I−ν(z) − Iν(z))/[sin(πν)]} and Iν(z) = i−νJν(iz) are the
modified Bessel function (ν is integer) and Jν(z) is the Bessel function of the first kind, for
details see, e.g., ([5], pp. 790-792/C.7). For the circular speed generated by the exponential
disk we finally get, see Eqs. (D.67) and (D.69),

v2
c(R) = −4GΣ0 ∫

R

0
da

a√
R2 − a2

[K1(a/Rd) + a
dK1(a/Rd)

da
]

= 4πGΣ0Rd y
2 [I0(y)K0(y) − I1(y)K1(y)] , (D.70)

where y ≡ R/(2Rd). In Eqs. (D.69) and (D.70) we have used results known from the theory
of Bessel functions, i.e., integrals
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∫
∞

u
dx

xe−µx

(x2 − u2)1−ν
= 2ν−1/2(ν − 1)!√

π

uν+1/2

µν−1/2
Kν+1/2(uµ) , u > 0, Re(µ, ν) > 0 , (D.71)

∫
b

0
dy yν (b2 − y2)ν−3/2

Kν(y) = 2ν−3√π (ν − 3/2)! b2ν−1 ×

[Iν−1(b/2)Kν(b/2) − Iν(b/2)Kν−1(b/2)] , Re(ν) > −1/2 , (D.72)

see, e.g., ([5], pp. 790-792/C.7).

D.3 Spiral arms

Besides DM halo, the most mysterious component of the Galaxy are, undoubtedly, the
spiral arms, with still uncomplete theory of its origin and evolution.

Knowledge presented in this section are adopted from [38]. In [38] the slightly modified
conventional potential of the spiral arms was presented∗.

The spiral arms potential Φs corr is given as:

Φs corr = εsv
2
0 cos [α̃ ln (R/R0) − m(φ − φs0 −Ωst)]

= εsv
2
0 {S1 cos(mφs0 + α̃ ln

R

R0
)

+ S2 sin(mφs0 + α̃ ln
R

R0
)} ,

S1 = cos (mφ) cos (mΩst) − sin (mφ) sin (mΩst) ,

S2 = sin (mφ) cos (mΩst) + cos (mφ) sin (mΩst) ,

cos (4φ) = 4 [( x
R

)
4

+ ( y
R

)
4

] − 3 ,

sin (4φ) = 4
x

R

y

R
[( x
R

)
2

− ( y
R

)
2

] ,

cos (2φ) = ( x
R

)
2

− ( y
R

)
2

,

sin (2φ) = 2
x

R

y

R
,

R =
√
x2 + y2 ,

φs0 = ψ0 , (D.73)

where v0 is the circular speed for the distance R0, the quantity φs0 denotes orientation of spiral
arms in the x − y coordinates at the initial time t = 0 and we put φs0 = ψ0. The quantity εs
is the spiral structure strength, 0.015 < ∣εs∣ < 0.072 for a two-armed spiral structure and 0.007
< ∣εs∣ < 0.031 for a four-armed spiral structure, εs = sign(α̃) × ∣εs∣, α̃ = + 4 and + 8 for the
two-armed and four-armed spiral structure, respectively, where the positive sign corresponds
to trailing spirals, m is an integer corresponding to the number of arms, Ωs ∈ (0.7, 1.1) ×
(− vy0/R0), where vy0 is the initial circular velocity of the Sun, v0 = vy0, and, R0 is the
galactocentric distance of the Sun. We remind that Ωs < 0. The spiral arms rotate in negative
direction corresponding to the rotation of the Milky Way.

The potential represented by Eqs. (D.73) can be considered to be the potential of a tightly
wound spiral pattern, since the radial wavenumber k ≡ df(R)/dR, f(R) ≡ α̃ ln (R/R0), is large
compared to 1/R. The sign of the wavenumber k determines whether the arms are leading or
trailing. In our case k > 0 and the arms are trailing.

∗Therefore the lower index “corr” - corrected.
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